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Abstract
We present a model of user preference based on fuzzy sets and aggregation. The model is implemented in a web-based system Kore
enabling preferential search for many users with dierent preferences within one arbitrary domain. The implementation includes
a tool for top-k search and a tool for learning user preference from
rated objects. The system was tested by real users and we analyze their satisfaction with the results according to correlation coecients. We propose a fuzzied description logic s-EL(D) as a
formal background for the preference model. The description logic

s-EL(D) contains crisp roles and fuzzy concepts that represent user
preference. Fuzzy sets are a part of a concrete domain D. Fuzzy
membership values generate an order of individuals starting from
the most preferred to the least preferred. Therefore we also dene
another description logic o-EL(D) where we dispose of the specic
fuzzy values and we keep only the order of individuals. Then we
study the relationship between s-EL(D) and o-EL(D) concepts. We
also introduce reasoning algorithms for the two dened description
logics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
One of the most challenging problems of current web is the enormous amount of
available data. In addition to a standard task of nding some necessary piece of
information, web users often need to perform more complex tasks like buying some
item online, nding a hotel for holiday, booking a ight, applying for a job. Such
tasks mean searching for the most suitable object from some domain (like notebooks,
hotels, ights, job oers). User preference in such cases tends to be more complex
than a sequence of keywords. It is closely related with various attributes like price,
location, technical parameters, etc.
Of course, it is possible to nd a hotel, notebook or other item of interest with
Google and many users would do so, but it also requires some manual comparison of
found results. This way we obtain too many results and it is very hard to lter out
the irrelevant ones with keywords. For example, it is dicult to restrict the search
only to notebooks with a dual-core processor and a price below 400 EUR (a dual-core
processor can be also indicated with Core 2 Duo, Pentium D or similar). We also
lack the ability to order the search results according to various attributes like price.
Some e-shops and portals allow users to search for items according to the attributes
and to specify their preferred values. The specied values are used by the system to
generate a conjunctive query and evaluate it in a database of all items. However, if we
specify one of the requirements as a price below 400 EUR, the system would exclude
also an item that costs 401 EUR, even if it has excellent values of all other attributes.
Therefore using conjunctive queries sometimes leads to losing potentially relevant
results. If a user species multiple requirements, it is not necessarily a conjunction.
Some requirements can be conicting (e.g. if the user wants both low price and high
quality) and the user may sometimes dispense one requirement for the sake of other
10

requirement. For example, the user may be able to pay a slightly higher price if it
means a signicantly higher quality. Instead of returning a set of items that fulll the
conjunction of the user's requirements, it is more appropriate to return a sequence of
items starting from the most preferred to the least preferred.
This is the problem addressed by preferential search. According to one of the possible denitions used in economics, preference refers to the set of assumptions relating
to a real or imagined choice between alternatives and the possibility of rank ordering of these alternatives, based on the degree of happiness, satisfaction, gratication,
enjoyment, or utility they provide 1 . This denition points out several interesting
aspects of user preference  rstly, preference creates an ordering of objects (ordered
from the most preferred to the least preferred) and secondly, this ordering is based on
dierent degrees of preference. We will address both aforementioned aspects of preference in this thesis. Representation of user preference, its acquisition and querying
is the main topic of our research.
The idea of preferential search is not new as many current e-shops have recognized
the advantages of it. Helping the users to easily nd what they want to buy can
increase the prots of such e-shop. Thus there is a shift towards personalization and

adaptive hypermedia. We compare existing models of user preference (both theoretical
and found in various applications) in Section 2.1. Methods for acquisition of user
preference are compared in Section 2.2 and a survey of some interesting applications
can be found in Section 2.3.
Our own model of user preference is described in Chapter 3. It is based on preferences to single attributes, specied as fuzzy sets of preferred attribute values. Instead
of a conjunctive query, we process multiple requirements as a fuzzy aggregation. The
preferential search is performed with top-k algorithm.
The model of user preference is then dened within an underlying formal language
called description logic, which oers the advantage of automated reasoning about the
knowledge. We describe some basic denitions and notions of description logics in
Chapter 4. We especially focus on fuzzy description logics, as our model of user preference is based on fuzzy sets. Then we bring a thorough survey and comparison of
fuzzied description logics, similar to our work, in Section 4.4.2. The following chapter, 5, contains our own fuzzied description logic together with the description of
reasoning tasks, algorithms and theoretical results. Chapter 6 investigates an inter1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preference
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esting problem of viewing preference within a description logic as an order of objects.
We also study how the proposed description logics are related to one another.
Chapter 7 focuses on an experimental implementation of a preferential search
system. We describe the user interface, representation and access to data and also
the software tools integrated in the system. Chapter 8 presents the results of tests
and experiments performed to evaluate the system.
In summary, the main contributions of this thesis are:

• The fuzzy model of user preference, which supports preferential search, natural
notion of preference and ordering of the results (Chapter 3).

• A comparison of existing fuzzy description logics with a special focus on querying, user preference and top-k search (Section 4.4.2).

• A new description logic s-EL(D) where s stands for scoring to emphasize the
dierence from other fuzzied description logics. s-EL(D) has crisp roles, fuzzy
concepts and special syntactic constructors for aggregation and top-k search
(Chapter 5).

• Reasoning algorithms for subsumption and fuzzy instance problem (Sections 5.2
and 5.3).

• A new description logic o-EL(D) where o stands for order and it is possible to
dene preferential concepts that order all the objects from the most preferred
to the least preferred (Chapter 6).

• Results on the correspondence between s-EL(D) and o-EL(D) (Section 6.3).
• An application for preferential search, mainly the acquisition methods (Section
7.1).

• Experiments with the implemented system (Chapter 8).

12

Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Models of User Preference
Perhaps the simplest model of user preference is a vector of ratings (one rating for each
object). This model is used by recommender systems which recommend various products in online stores. User preference is formally represented as a vector (p1 , . . . , pn ),
where pi is a rating of i-th product. An online store might contain millions of dierent
items (books, lms, games, etc.), therefore this vector is typically sparse, so the most
values are unknown. The task of the recommender is to guess a rating of products
unseen by the user and to recommend her the products with the highest estimated
ratings.
One possible method to estimate the rating of some product is called collaborative

ltering (38). The system nds a group of users similar to the actual user based on
their previous ratings. Similarity of users is mostly calculated with a cosine measure
or a correlation coecient of their preference vectors. A rating of some object is
then estimated as an average rating within the group. This method is based on an
assumption that a group of users which has agreed upon some ratings in the past,
will also agree in the future.
Another method, called content-based ltering (83; 73; 24), is based on the similarity of objects rather than the similarity of users. Items are recommended based
on the correlation between the content of the items and the user's preferences. The
system has to determine a group of similar objects based on their various attributes
(content). Then the rating of an object from this group is estimated as an average
rating provided by the actual user within the group. For example, if the user has
previously assigned high ratings to sci- lms, the system will recommend other sci13

 lms to her. Pure content-based ltering is used very seldom. Most recommender
systems use hybrid methods (67; 87) that combine the advantages of both approaches.
Many recommenders struggle with a cold start problem  they are not able to guess
preferences for a new user who has not submitted any ratings yet. However, various
methods were proposed to solve this problem (see for example (104)).
If the system contains text-annotated objects, it is possible to use text search,
often combined with content-based ltering (90). User preference is then given as a
set of keywords. The user species the keywords manually or they are induced from
the ratings and included into user prole. Objects which are the most similar to
the keywords from the prole, are recommended by the system. There are various
methods (44) both for nding the keywords from rated documents (data mining,
statistical methods) as well as to compute the similarity (tf-idf model, clustering).
One of the drawbacks of such approach is the accuracy  it may be hard to express
user preference with keywords only. Learning methods also encounter the cold start
problem.
Choosing the best alternative according to many dierent criteria is the aim of

multicriteria decision (100), (101). The user is called a decision maker and she has a
nite set of alternatives (i.e. objects) A = {. . . , x, y, . . . } to choose from. Attributes
are called points of view J = {j1 , . . . , jn }. Objects can be ordered by the values of any
attribute ji and we obtain their overall order with help of aggregation. The user can
be interested in nding a set of suitable objects, dividing them into classes according
to the overall preference or nding the precise order of objects.
Multicriteria decision often employs the principles of fuzzy logic (133), (134), (96).
The paper (65) describes three dierent models of preference. The rst model is
ordering of objects according to some criterion, the second is a fuzzy preference relation

pk = [pkij ], pkij ∈ [0, 1], pkij + pkji = 1. Every element pkij determines to what extent an
object xi is better than object xj according to the criterion k . Preference relations
are xed, often dened by domain experts. The last model is a utility function U k =

{uki , i = 1, . . . , n}, uki ∈ [0, 1], where uki is a preference value of object xi according to
criterion k . In fact the utility function denes a fuzzy set which (compared to classical
sets) allows partial membership of objects. The values of the utility function belong
to unite interval [0,1]. Higher value means that the object is more preferred.
The literature often mentions fuzzy numbers (95), which are normalized convex
fuzzy sets whose membership functions are at least segmentally continuous and have
the functional value 1 at precisely one element. Fuzzy numbers can be also used as a
14

special case of utility functions.

OWA operator (ordered weighted average) (43) is often used to determine the
overall order of objects. It is a function F : Rn → R associated with a vector w =
n
n
P
P
(w1 , . . . , wn )T , wi ∈ [0, 1],
wi = 1. It is formally dened as F (a1 , . . . , an ) =
wj ·
i=1

j=1

bj , where bj is the j -th greatest element from {a1 , . . . , an }. Ties are broken either
arbitrarily or with a special approach described in (135). The values {a1 , . . . , an } are
sorted and then used as an input for weighted average using weights {w1 , . . . , wn },
which means that high values and low values are treated dierently. It is easy to see
that OWA operator is a generalization of simple aggregation functions like maximum,
minimum and classical average. It is sucient to set wmax = (1, 0, . . . , 0), wmin =

(0, . . . , 0, 1) a wavg = ( n1 , . . . , n1 ) to obtain these functions.
There have been proposed many modications of OWA operator, e.g. linguistic
operators (54). Choquet integral (88), (85) is often used instead of OWA, especially
when the criteria are not mutually independent, because Choquet integral allows to
eliminate the dependencies.

Fuzzy preference relations are rather inecient  we need a matrix sized n2 for

n objects and one criterion. This is because the preference relations are meant to
support decisions within a small set of alternatives. Moreover the criteria are abstract
and they do not need to correspond with real attributes of objects (the experts are
expected to ll the relations manually). There are some methods to ll the missing
values in a preference relation (55) and to nd consensus of multiple experts (56).

Another method to decide with multiple criteria is based on skyline operator (35),
(72), (66). Skyline extends an older problem, nding the maxima of a set of vectors
(74). Every attribute forms one ordered dimension of a multidimensional space and
objects are represented as points in the multidimensional space. Skyline contains objects which are not dominated in all dimensions by any other object. It means that
there is no object equally good or better in all attributes and better in at least one
attribute. Such objects are Pareto optimal as well. However, this approach automatically assumes that all attributes are equally important. Another disadvantage is that
the objects from skyline are not ordered.
15

2.2 Explicit and Implicit Learning of User Preference
Finding preferences of a new user is a problem in many recommender systems. There
are no rated objects available yet, so the information needed to nd similar users or
average rating is missing.
Generally speaking, we know two basic methods to learn user preference: explicit
and implicit. The explicit method requires a direct input from the user. This can
be a rating of a sample set of objects, an ordering within two-tuples of objects (i.e.
determining which object from the tuple is more preferred), or a set of preferred
attribute values.
The more complex is the preference model, the more dicult it is to obtain it
directly from the user. Explicit preference learning must be supported by a simple
and intuitive interface. It is possible to analyze the data obtained this way, for example
to induce preferred attribute values from a rated sample of objects.
The implicit method (128) is based on the idea that user's preference can be
deduced from her behavior. Users buy products, download documents, read web
pages, etc. All these actions indicate that the user is interested in the corresponding
product or document. The system can log important user actions, analyze them and
acquire user preferences from them. This method usually leads to more complete and
objective data, but also more dicult to interpret. It allows the system to collect
information even from those users that would not be able to express their preferences
explicitly.

2.3 Existing Personalized Systems
Preferential search is most commonly adopted by recommender systems because of the
marketing advantages it brings. Helping the user to nd exactly what she wants and
helping her to orientate on the website can increase the sales. Apart from online stores,
user preferences are often used in personalized music or lm portals and in social
networks. (Personalization means changing the interface, content or functionality of
the system to be more suitable for the current user. Changes are based on implicit user
preference. If the user changes the interface manually, we speak about customization.)
In this chapter we list some current implementations together with known details.
Source codes are not published, but some systems specify what user information they
store as a part of the license agreement.
16

American music server iLike1 stores songs and videos and it stores user preferences
as a vector. The user can install a special panel which keeps track of all songs played
on user's computer to nd their degrees of preference. User prole contains a list
of preferred songs and videos and it is used for nding groups of similar users. The
system also stores user's birthday and sex (to determine target groups), location (to
advertise nearby concerts), and some attributes which must be set manually, like
favorite music genre. This implies that iLike uses a combination of collaborative and
content-based ltering.
British server Last.fm2 is similar, but it is able to build the preference vector also
from tracks played on iPod and on its own online radio. It surveys charts of top
artists and top songs every week. Last.fm supports collaborative ltering massively
 it allows to create groups of users, manually or semiautomatically. It recommends
songs within these groups and besides it allows users to recommend songs personally.
Another music server called MOG3 adds a support for writing blogs and shopping on
Amazon.
Server Myspace4 contains music, photos, blogs and online shopping. Users form a
social network with many types of groups. Extra features for musicians and lmmakers include sharing their music and videos online. The system also stores personal
information like birthday, sex and location.
Music event explorer (meex)5 extracts data about music styles, artists and events
from various online sources and web services. The user can specify a music style as an
input and gets a list of concerts that can be browsed on a timeline or Google maps.
Other personalized music servers include online radio Pandora6 and Slacker7 (the
user has an opportunity to rate songs to nd other songs similar to those that she
assigned high rating). However, these two pages can only be accessed from the USA
because of the license laws.
Criticker8 is a page for lm reviews and recommendation based on both collaborative and content-based ltering. Filling user prole is optional, but the user is noticed
that she will be able to use more features if she provides the information. As in many
1 http://www.ilike.com
2 http://www.last.fm
3 http://mog.com

4 http://www.myspace.com

5 http://swa.cefriel.it/meex
6 http://www.pandora.com
7 http://www.slacker.com

8 http://www.criticker.com
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other websites, the prole contains name, home address, birthday, sex and in addition
also marital status. The website enables users to write reviews, discuss in forums,
write blogs, rate lms in a scale from 0 to 100 and it provides links to buy lms on
online stores.
Photoree9 contains large number of photographs. It allows to rate or bookmark
favorite images. These inputs are used to recommend other similar images. There are
only two types of rating, up and down. The website is likely to use the simplest
method of collaborative ltering, because it does not require any personal information
within the registration process. The principle of this method (here called personal
lter) is also explained on the website.
Foodio10 is designed to search and recommend restaurants. The search is based on
the cuisine and location, while recommending is based on pure collaborative ltering.
The actual method is explained in popular way as a part of FAQ section. Users are
allowed to write reviews, blogs and discussions and add new restaurants.
Most websites mentioned above work with one xed domain. However, there are
many universal commercial recommenders that either help users to nd products
(from any domain) or recommend potentially interesting web pages.

• http://www.aggregateknowledge.com - a commercial website for recommending products and service trades to customers.

• http://www.peerius.com, http://www.baynote.com - Javascript codes that
can be integrated into any other website. Their goal is to collect and store
implicit user data, nd their preference and recommend other items to them.

• http://www.stumbleupon.com - a plugin for browsers, which allows to rate
any website, video, image or article. Thus it helps the users to discover other
interesting content and to share their internet discoveries.

• http://web.insuggest.com - a website which recommends potentially interesting websites according to favorite websites specied by the user.

• http://www.heeii.com - a browser plugin that recommends 10 pages similar
to the page currently viewed.
9 http://www.photoree.com

10 http://foodio54.com
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Figure 2.1: Faceted browser on eBay.
All the websites mentioned so far are either non-commercial or they act only as a
mediator to separate online stores. But personalization and recommendation is often
employed in online stores themselves. The most popular examples are Amazon11 and
eBay12 . They are a good example of faceted browsers (127; 57) which allow users to
lter available objects according to various criteria and order the results in multiple
ways. The word facet literally means a distinct feature or element in a problem.
Thus every facet shows a possible value (or an interval of values) for some attribute.
The user can restrict the results of her search by clicking on the facets.
Figure 2.1 shows a screenshot from eBay search for notebooks. Facets are visible
on the left side. Note that the user has already chosen preferred values of screen
size (17 inches or more), processor speed (2 GHz or more) and price (400$  700 $),
but other attributes like brand are not restricted yet. Also note that the user can
change the sorting method in the upper right corner. Most faceted browsers allow
users to revert or clear their previous choices. They also indicate the actual number of
objects that will be returned after selecting a facet. Faceted browsers often use some
personalization methods like item-to-item collaborative ltering (users who bought
x also bought y in Amazon and eBay) or learning the behavior patterns (25).
One more multi-domain portal to be mentioned is called Skinint13 . The original
portal called Geizhals-Preisvergleich was developed in Austria and soon gained much
11 http://www.amazon.com

12 http://www.half.ebay.com

13 http://skinflint.co.uk/eu/
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popularity. Its goal is to compare prices of various items, especially technical products.
The products can be added by merchants who provide data les on FTP location or a
website. Skinint works like a faceted browser  users can lter products by selecting
one or more preferred values of some attribute, they can write short reviews and rate
products that they have ordered.
We listed only a few well-known examples of collaborative or content-based ltering, customization or personalization in practice. But these technologies are spread
in many more systems. They provide a convenient way to cope with large amounts
of data and help the users to use the system more eciently.
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Chapter 3
Fuzzy Model of User Preference
This chapter contains a description of our own preference model published in research
papers, e.g. (7; 9; 10). This model is greatly inuenced by the discussion with all
co-authors mentioned in the papers. Note that in the following sections we distinguish
between an attribute preference that is connected with one attribute, and a global pref-

erence or aggregation that combines all attribute preferences into one overall result.

3.1 Attribute Preference
Let us consider a domain of notebooks as a running example. Users can choose
the best notebook according to many attributes: price, disk size, processor speed,
RAM, screen diagonal, graphic card type, number of USB ports, weight, battery
life, eventually according to specic accessories like infraport, bluetooth and various
memory card slots. The user usually considers only a subset of all possible attributes,
so we will also use only a few attributes for the purpose of this example. Table 3.1
shows a sample dataset that will occur in several examples throughout this thesis.
The data is collected from dierent web pages oering notebooks.
Table 3.1: A sample set of four notebooks with attribute values.
id

brand

price (EUR)

speed (GHz)

disk (GB)

screen

nb1

Acer

365

2.1

500

16

nb2

Asus

500

2.2

250

17

nb3

Toshiba

647

1.2

160

12,1

nb4

Lenovo

986

1.66

80

16

If the user searches for cheap, fast, widescreen notebook, her possible attribute
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preferences are shown on the gures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.

CheapU1
1.0

0.0

400€

700€

price

Figure 3.2: Attribute preference CheapU1 with left-trapezoidal function.

FastU1
1.0

0.0
1GHz

2.6GHz
speed

Figure 3.3: Attribute preference FastU1 with right-trapezoidal function.

WidescreenU1
1.0

0.0
11" 12" 13" 14" 15 " 16 " 17"
screen
Figure 3.4: Attribute preference WidescreenU1 with right-trapezoidal function.
For example, gure 3.2 shows that the user U1 is fully satised with notebooks
that cost up to 400 EUR. However, she does not prefer notebooks over 700 EUR at all.
Notebooks with price between 400 and 700 EUR are preferred partially. Notebook

nb1 from the table above is cheap to a degree 1, while nb2 only to 0.66.
Every membership functions shows where an ideal value (or an interval of ideal
values) of the attribute lies. CheapU1 from Figure 3.2 shows that an ideal price for user
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U1 would be from 0 to 400. However, the ideal value depends on the user. Figure 3.5
shows two dierent membership functions for price  the user U1 prefers low prices,
but the user U2 prefers middle prices. This is the reason why we add the user identier
like U1, U2 into the name of the fuzzy set. Only if the user is clear from the context,
we can leave the identier out.

GoodPriceU1 GoodPriceU2
1.0

0.0
price
Figure 3.5: Attribute preference of two dierent users for price.
Formally speaking, every domain is a set of objects ∆ = {o1 , . . . , om } and every
attribute is dened as Ai : ∆ → ∆Ai , where ∆Ai is a set called associated attribute
domain. Then we dene an attribute preference for user U with respect to attribute

Ai as a fuzzy subset of the attribute domain µUAi : ∆Ai → [0, 1]. The function µUAi is
also called a membership function of the fuzzy set.
An attribute preference much depends on the attribute domain. The gures above
show user preferences to three dierent attributes (price, speed and screen). The
values of these three attributes are numbers, so they can be ordered naturally. Such
attributes are called ordinal. If two attribute values are near on the x-axis, their
degrees of preference are usually also similar. Thus user preference can be often
represented with one of the basic types of fuzzy sets shown on the gure 3.6.
The rst type (left-trapezoidal function) is typical for attributes like price. Products with lower prices are preferred more. Right-trapezoidal function is the most
common. It occurs for attributes like speed, power and capacity, where we can say
the more, the better. If the user prefers one value (or an interval of values) somewhere around the middle of the attribute domain, we get the trapezoidal type. This
may be the case of the attribute screen. The user may prefer 14 screen, while 12
may already be too small and 17 may be considered too large and unwieldy (see
Figure 3.7).
The last type (inverse) is not very likely to occur in the domain of notebooks, but
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left-trapezoidal

m(x)

m(x)

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0
trapezoidal

m(x)
1.0

x
m(x)
1.0

0.0

right-trapezoidal

inverse

x

0.0
x

x

Figure 3.6: The most common types of membership functions with respect to ordinal
attributes.

GoodScreenU3
1.0

0.0
11" 12" 13" 14" 15" 16" 17"
screen
Figure 3.7: Trapezoidal membership function for screen.
it is possible e.g. in the domain of hotels, for the attribute distance (from the city
center). This type would mean that the user wants to live either very close to the
center or somewhere in a quiet suburb.
Some attribute domains can not be naturally ordered. Such attributes are called

nominal or crisp attributes. The attribute brand is an example from the domain of
notebooks. There is only lexicographic order of the words, but it has nothing to do
with preference. Values that are near in the lexicographic order do not have to be
preferred in similar degrees. No user is likely to look for notebooks manufactured by
companies beginning with some specic letter. (There are marketing observations indicating that products from the beginning of the alphabet are slightly more successful.
But this is a mere technical trick, it does not reect real user preference.) However,
most users have some preferred brands. This preference can be represented as a classical (crisp) set of values, but we use fuzzy sets that allow some values to be preferred
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more than the others. An example can be µ(Toshiba) = 0.9, µ(Lenovo) = 0.8 and

µ(Acer) = 0.7. Other values will be preferred to the degree 0. Compared to nominal
attributes, we are not able to determine the type of the fuzzy set here (see gure 3.6).
Thus nominal attributes can be a little more complicated for preferential search and
indexing.

3.2 Aggregation
If the user has a preference to e.g. three attributes, we end up with three dierent
preference values (one for each attribute). The overall preference value is obtained
with her global preference (aggregation). It is formally dened as a function @• :

[0, 1]n → [0, 1], which is monotone in all arguments and @• (1, . . . , 1) = 1 must hold.
We do not require other properties such as being homogeneous, additive or Lipschitz
continuous, though such functions can be more useful for the computation. One
possible aggregation function is a weighted average. The weights indicate how much
the corresponding attribute is important for the user. If the user cares about price
and speed of the notebook more than about screen, her aggregation function can be:

GoodNotebookU1 (x) =

3 · CheapU1 (x) + 2 · FastU1 (x) + WidescreenU1 (x)
6

Table 3.2: A sample dataset of four notebooks with preference values of user U1.
id

CheapU1

FastU1

WidescreenU1

GoodNotebookU1

nb1

1

0.66

0.5

0.8

nb2

0.66

0.72

1

0.73

nb3

0.18

0.12

0

0.13

nb4

0

0.4

0.5

0.22

The preference degrees for attributes price, speed and screen and overall preference using the aggregation function above, are shown in Table 3.2. One possible
visualization of this data, a radar chart, can be seen on Figure 3.8. Notebook nb1 is
the most preferred because the weight related with Cheap is quite high. If we used
other weights, e.g. 1 for CheapU1 , 1 for FastU1 and 2 for WidescreenU1 , then nb1
would be preferred to 0.67 and nb2 to 0.85. It is easy to see that the weights (and
more generally, the choice of aggregation function) have a signicant inuence on the
result.
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Figure 3.8: A radar chart of the sample dataset.
Other possible aggregation functions are OWA (described in section 2.1), and
also fuzzy t-norms and t-conorms. Aggregation can be viewed as a generalization of
both fuzzy conjunction and fuzzy disjunction. It is also possible to represent global
preference with a set of rules learned from a rated sample of objects (64; 63).

• GoodNotebookU1 (x) > 0.8 IF CheapU1 (x) > 0.8 AND FastU1 (x) > 0.5
• GoodNotebookU1 (x) > 0.7 IF CheapU1 (x) > 0.6 AND WidescreenU1 (x) > 0.4
AND FastU1 (x) > 0.5
Every rule consists of a head (e.g. GoodNotebookU1 (x) > 0.8) and a body. The
body is a conjunction of clauses like CheapU1 (x) > 0.8. If the conjunction is satised
for some object x, then it will be preferred at least in the degree specied in the head of
the rule. However, the object can be preferred to a higher degree as well. If the object
satises more than one rule, its overall preference will be maximum from the values
specied in rule heads. For example, consider the notebook nb1 from Table 3.2  it has
local preferences CheapU1 (nb1) = 1, FastU1 (nb1) = 0.66, WidescreenU1 (nb1) = 0.5.
It is easy to see that both rule bodies above are satised. Thus both inequalities

GoodNotebookU1 (nb1) > 0.8 and GoodNotebookU1 (nb1) > 0.7 must hold. The overall
preference will be 0.8, so both inequalities are satised.

3.3 Ontology Representation
Ontologies are used in many knowledge representation systems. They are especially
suitable for structured data with many possible missing values. This is the main
reason why we experimented with ontology representation of our preference model (in
our case the preferences to some attributes are unknown). This section brings only
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a short introduction to ontologies. See section 7.2 for more details about our actual
ontology representation of user preference.
According to Gruber's denition (45), an ontology is an explicit, formal specication of the concepts and relationships that can exist in some universe of discourse. Every ontology contains denitions of concepts, sometimes also called classes. Concepts
can be in a subclass-superclass relationships and they contain objects (individuals).
For example, we have the most important concept (class) Notebook with concrete
notebooks as its instances in the domain of notebooks mentioned before (see Figure
3.9 and Table 3.1).
Objects are connected with other objects or simple datatype values via properties.
In the example shown on gure 3.9, we dene three properties price, speed and

screen. The result has a graph structure  classes and individuals are nodes, while
properties form oriented vertices pointing from the individual to the property value.
For example, if notebook nb1 has a property price with a value 365EUR, the vertex
will point from node nb1 to node 365EUR.
Notebook
instanceOf

instanceOf
nb1

nb2
screen

speed

2.1GHz

screen

price

price
365€

16”

500€

speed
2.2GHz

17”

Figure 3.9: Graph representation of an ontology of notebooks with one class and two
objects.
OWL knowledge is stored in form of triples hsubject, predicate, objecti (for
example hnb1, price, 365EURi). OWL allows us to dene metadata like cardinality
constraints, inverse properties, subclass relationship between classes, disjointness, etc.
Metadata is also represented and stored as triples, together with the data.
The knowledge from the ontology can also be represented with predicate logic.
The properties will be binary predicates like price(nb1, 365EUR). It is possible to
represent class membership with unary predicates of the type Notebook(nb1) (saying
that nb1 belongs to the class Notebook). However, current ontology languages use a
special predicate instanceOf instead. Thus all knowledge in the ontology can be split
to binary predicates. It has one important consequence  if some piece of knowledge
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is missing or unknown, we simply omit the corresponding predicates. For example, if
we do not know the price of nb2, the ontology would not contain any predicate of
the form price(nb2,x) instead of using null values like in databases.
Another substantial dierence is in the semantics. Databases assume a closed
world, which means that only knowledge present in the database is considered true.
On the contrary, ontologies have an open world assumption  if some knowledge is
missing in the ontology, it can still be true, at least in some interpretations.
Although ontologies store structured knowledge, the structure of objects is not
dened strictly as in object-oriented programming paradigm. If we say that nb1 is
a notebook, it does not imply that it has properties like screen or speed. In fact,

nb1 can have any property that is dened within the ontology. Moreover, every
instance of the concept Notebook can have a dierent set of properties. The principle
is similar to objects in interpreted languages like PHP. Simply said, ontologies allow
us to create any knowledge that we can think of, but sometimes the knowledge can be
self-contradictory. A correctly dened ontology should not contain any contradictions.
Ontologies oer a possibility of reasoning, which means inferencing the implicit
knowledge or automated checking whether the knowledge base is dened in a consistent way. Of course, the more complex is our ontology language, the more dicult
will the reasoning become.
There are several ontology languages, but many of them are now considered obsolete. Here we will focus on OWL (Ontology Web Language (86)). It has brought
together three lines of research  ontology languages, RDF triple syntax (53) and
formal semantics of description logics (62). Thus OWL was expected to have all
the advantages of these three approaches  human-readable syntax, support of RDF
features and tractable reasoning algorithms like consistency checking. Because the requirements were rather conicting (e.g. a full support of RDF means losing tractable
reasoning), OWL was later divided into several sub-languages called proles (94) with
dierent expressive power and complexity:

• OWL Lite : a subset of OWL with only a minimum of syntactic constructors
and tractable reasoning

• OWL DL: a more expressive subset of the language, but still decidable reasoning
problems

• OWL Full : fully compatible with RDF semantics, does not allow reasoning
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A newer version called OWL2 (93) extends OWL with useful features like extended
support for datatypes and new syntactic constructors. OWL2 also contains a dierent
set of proles:

• OWL 2 EL a very simple language with polynomially decidable basic reasoning
problems

• OWL 2 QL is aimed for very large knowledge bases, it supports conjunctive
query answering with help of relational databases

• OWL 2 RL a more expressive prole with a support for rule-based reasoning
Apart from OWL Full, all of the proles mentioned above have their theoretical
counterparts called description logics. As in case of OWL proles, description logics
also dier in their expressive power and complexity. In the following chapter we focus
on the formal semantics of description logics with respect to our preference model.
We will try to choose a suitable language from the rich selection of available languages
and explore various aspects of the semantics.
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Chapter 4
Description Logics
Description logics (DLs) denote a group of formal languages for knowledge representation. Their main advantage is the ability of reasoning, i.e. inference of the implicit
knowledge. Compared to databases, DLs assume the knowledge to be incomplete.
Thus reasoning deals with an open world and it cannot be based on nite model
checking as in case of database querying.
The knowledge is represented with concepts and roles (equivalent to concepts and
properties in ontology languages). Concepts can be viewed as unary predicates and
roles as binary predicates, expressing the relationships within the domain. Concepts
and roles are used to create assertions about the individuals (objects) from the domain.
The denitions of concepts and roles build up a terminology (also called taxonomy),
i.e. a hierarchical structure of the knowledge.
DLs (as well as ontologies) describe the knowledge with at most binary predicates,
therefore DLs are a fragment of rst-order logic. As we already stated, there are
several description logics diering with their complexity and expressive power. The
dierence is in the syntactic constructors allowed to create new, complex concepts.
The more constructors we allow, the more complex will the resulting DL be. This
also leads to a higher complexity of reasoning tasks.

4.1 Basic Theory
This section presents basic denitions from description logics to make this thesis more
self-contained. The denitions are taken from (19), with minor modications.
Every DL knowledge base consists of two parts called TBox and ABox. The word
TBox is derived from the word terminology and therefore it contains all necessary
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denitions of complex concepts and roles. The denitions are sometimes called axioms.
ABox can use complex concept and role names dened in the TBox to create assertions
about individuals. Thus the TBox contains general knowledge and the ABox contains
concrete knowledge.
Concept denitions from the TBox have the form C ≡ D, where C is a name of
the new concept and D is an expression made of simpler concepts and constructors.
This denition is treated as a logical equivalence. However, some DLs allow general

concept inclusions like C v D, where C and D are arbitrary concept expressions.
Such axioms are treated as logical implications. We dene these axioms formally for
one of the most frequently used DLs called AL:

Denition 4.1 The language of description logic AL consists of a set of atomic
concept names NC , atomic role names NR , individual names NI and constructors

NK .
DL knowledge base K = (T , A) consists of a TBox T ={t1 , . . . tn }, where every axiom

ti has the form C v D. Complex concepts are created according to the following
syntax rules (note that A always stands for an atomic concept, but C , D can be
complex concepts):

C, D ←−

A|

(atomic koncept)

>|

(top concept)

⊥|

(bottom concept)

¬A |

(atomic negation)

C uD |
∀R.C |
∃R.>

(conjunction)
(value restriction)
(limited existential quantication)

Example 4.2 To get a better idea of concepts that can be expressed in AL, suppose that Notebook, Processor and DualCore are class names and hasProcessor
is a role name. TBox axioms allow us to express that some classes are disjoint, e.g.

Notebook u Processor v ⊥ or to dene new classes FastNotebook ≡ Notebook u
∃hasProcessor.> u ∀hasProcessor.DualCore. (According to this axiom, fast notebook is a notebook that has a dual-core processor. The expression ∃hasProcessor.>
ensures that the notebook has some processor at all.)
The set of allowed constructors inuences the name of the resulting DL. Every
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abbreviation

Table 4.1: DL constructors
constructor
name

C

¬C

full concept negation

U

C tD

union

E

∃R.C

full existential quantication

N

≤ nR

number (cardinality) restriction

≥ nR
O

{o1 , . . . , on }

enumeration

I

R−

inverse roles

Q

≤ nRC

qualied number restriction

≥ nRC
constructor has its associated capital letter which is added to the base DL name
if such constructor is allowed. DL AL from the denition above is often used as a
base. However, it is also possible to use a simpler DL FL0 (see (19)) that allows only
conjunction and value restriction, or DL EL (see (36)) that allows conjunction and
full existential quantication, but not ∀R.C .
Thus ALC means a description logic that allows the constructors ∀R.C , ∃R.>,

¬C (everything from AL plus full negation). If we use ¬C together with ∀R.C
and C u D, we get also union C t D ≡ ¬(¬C u ¬D) and existential quantication

∃R.C ≡ ¬(∀R.¬C). Therefore ALC is equivalent to ALUE (see Table 4.1). A similar
relationship holds between other DLs as well  we can replace C with UE in the DL
names.
The resulting name can be very long for more expressive DLs, so it is often shortened using the letter S instead of ALC with transitive role axioms. Some letters in
DL names denote special axioms for roles (see table 4.2). R v S is analogous to a
concept inclusion axiom C v D mentioned before. All other role axioms in Table 4.2
restrict the role interpretation, for example f unc(R) means that the role R must be a
function and Ref (R) means that R must be reexive. DL S can be further extended
and it is a base of many important DLs like SHIF and SHOIN that are included
in OWL2 (93).
The semantics is based on interpretations and models, similar to the case of rstorder logic.

Denition 4.3 An interpretation I is a tuple I = (∆I , •I ), where ∆I is called
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Table 4.2: DL role constructors and axioms
abbreviation
axiom
axiom name

H

RvS

role inclusion (hierarchy)

F

f unc(R)

functional role axiom

R

T rans(R)

transitive role axiom

Ref (R)

reexive role axiom

Sym(R)

symmetric role axiom

Asym(R)

asymmetric role axiom

interpretation domain and •I is called interpretation function. Atomic concepts are
interpreted as subsets of the interpretation domain C I ⊆ ∆I , atomic roles as binary
relations over the domain RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I . Individuals mentioned in the ABox are
interpreted as elements from the domain aI ∈ ∆I .
The interpretation of complex concepts is dened recursively using the constructors:

> I = ∆I
⊥I = ∅
(C u D)I = C I ∩ DI
(C t D)I = C I ∪ DI
(¬C)I = ∆I \ C I
(∀R.C)I = {x ∈ ∆I | ∀y ∈ ∆I .(x, y) ∈ RI → y ∈ C I }
(∃R.>)I = {x ∈ ∆I : ∃y ∈ ∆I .y ∈ C I }
(∃R.C)I = {x ∈ ∆I : ∃y ∈ ∆I .(x, y) ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ C I }
¯
¯
(≤ nR)I = {x ∈ ∆I : ¯{y : (x, y) ∈ RI }¯ ≤ n}
¯
¯
(≥ nR)I = {x ∈ ∆I : ¯{y : (x, y) ∈ RI }¯ ≥ n}
¯
¯
(≤ nRC)I = {x ∈ ∆I : ¯{y : (x, y) ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ C I }¯ ≤ n}
¯
¯
(≥ nRC)I = {x ∈ ∆I : ¯{y : (x, y) ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ C I }¯ ≥ n}
{o1 , . . . , on }I = {oI1 , . . . , oIn }
(R− )I (x, y) = RI (y, x)

Denition 4.4 An interpretation I satises an inclusion axiom C v D if C I ⊆ DI
and it satises an equivalence axiom C ≡ D if C I = DI . We also say that I is a
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model of the axiom. I is a model of a TBox T if it satises every axiom from T .
As we stated earlier, the ABox contains assertions about individuals using complex
concepts and roles from the TBox. We distinguish between concept assertions C(a)
and role assertions R(a, b). More expressive DLs may allow also equality assertions

a = b and inequality assertions a 6= b.

Denition 4.5 An interpretation I satises a concept assertion C(a) if aI ∈ C I ;
a role assertion R(a, b) if (aI , bI ) ∈ RI ; an equality assertion a = b if aI = bI ; an
inequality assertion a 6= b if aI 6= bI . I is a model of an ABox A if it satises all
assertions from the ABox.

Example 4.6 This example shows a simple knowledge base in ALC . The language
T phd contains atomic concepts Human, Paper, Subject and atomic roles isAuthorOf,

enrolled, teaches. The TBox contains the following denitions:
Scientist ≡ Human u ∃isAuthorOf.Paper
Student ≡ Human u ∃enrolled.Subject
Teacher ≡ Human u ∃teaches.Subject u ∀teaches.Subject
PhdStudent ≡ Scientist u Student u Teacher
According to these denitions, every scientist must have written at least one paper
and every student must have enrolled to at least one subject. Note that a scientist can
also be an author of other publications (apart from papers). The concept Teacher is
an example of a stronger condition: all entities connected with the role teaches must
be subjects and moreover at least one such entity must exist. Finally, we dene a PhD
student as a conjunction of three concepts: Scientist, Student and Teacher. This
TBox also contains implicit knowledge, for example that every PhD student must be
an author of some paper and he must enroll to some subject. The next section shows
how to infer implicit knowledge from the knowledge base.

4.2 Reasoning
The most fundamental problems solved by reasoning algorithms are concept satisa-

bility (whether the concept denition is not self-contradictory) and ABox consistency
(whether the ABox has a model). Other problems can be usually reduced to satisability or consistency. Some problems are concerned relationships between two
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concepts (subsumption, equivalence, disjointness). The last two problems that will
be addressed in this section are instance problem and instance retrieval  the former
checks instance relationship between a concept and an individual, while the latter
means nding all instances of a concept. Note that instance retrieval is similar to
database querying, except that DLs use open world semantics. We dene all these
problems subsequently and show some examples interlocked with Example 4.6. All
the denitions in this section assume that we use a knowledge base K = (T , A).

Denition 4.7 A concept C is satisable with respect to T if there exists a model
I of T such that C I 6= ∅. In this case we say also that I is a model of C . If there is
no such model, concept C is unsatisable.

Example 4.8 A concept ¬Human u Scientist is unsatisable with respect to T phd
dened in Example 4.6. We can expand the concept denition as Human u ¬Human u

∃isAuthorOf.Paper. The interpretation of this concept will be an intersection of
two sets, namely (¬Human u Human)I and (∃isAuthorOf.Paper)I . We know that

(¬Human)I = ∆I \ HumanI (from the denition of the constructor ¬), and thus the
intersection of HumanI and (¬Human)I will be empty set, regardless of the interpretation I . There is no such model in which the concept above would be nonempty. Any
concept like C u ¬C or ⊥ is unsatisable with respect to arbitrary TBox.
The satisability indicates us that the concept denition is meaningful. Unsatisable concept cannot have any instances and the denition may be contradictory.

Denition 4.9 A concept C is subsumed by a concept D (or D subsumes C ) with
respect to T if C I ⊆ DI for every model I of T . In this case we also write C vT D.
It is necessary to distinguish between general concept inclusions C v D and subsumption C vT D. The rst case is an explicit denition within the knowledge base,
while the second is an implicit relationship dependent on the actual TBox.

Example 4.10 The following subsumption PhdStudent vTphd Human holds with respect to Tphd , because PhdStudentI will be a intersection of HumanI with other sets
(for example (∃enrolled.Subject)I ) in every interpretation.

Thus the inclusion

PhdStudentI ⊆ HumanI holds for every model I which follows from set theory. On
the other hand, subsumption does not hold between Paper and Subject in either
direction.
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Denition 4.11 Concepts C and D are equivalent with respect to T if C I = DI for
every model I of T . In this case we write C ≡T D.

Denition 4.12 Concepts C and D are disjoint with respect to T if C I ∩ DI = ∅
for every model I of T .

Example 4.13 Concepts Paper and Subject are not subsumed with respect to T phd ,
but they are not disjoint either. If we added a new (though not very meaningful)
concept denition NovelWriter ≡ Human u ∀isAuthorOf.¬Paper, then the concepts

Scientist and NovelWriter would be disjoint w.r.t. T phd . Besides, the concept
(Scientist u NovelWriter) would be equivalent to ⊥.
The following reasoning problems deal with TBox axioms as well as with ABox
assertions. If the TBox is empty, we can leave out the part with respect to T  and
focus only on ABox interpretations.

Denition 4.14 An ABox A is consistent with respect to a TBox T , if there is an
interpretation I that is a model of both A and T . An ABox A is consistent, if it is
consistent with respect to TBox T = ∅.

Example 4.15 Let our ABox contain the following assertions Scientist(CARROLL)
and NovelWriter(CARROLL). The ABox is not consistent with respect to T phd from the
previous example, because the two concepts are disjoint. Nevertheless, this ABox is
consistent with respect to T phd from Example 4.6 or with respect to T = ∅. In case of
empty TBox, we have no restrictions concerning the interpretation of concepts. Thus
we can interpret them with arbitrary subsets of the domain and every interpretation
will be a model of T = ∅.

Denition 4.16 An assertion φ is entailed by A with respect to T (we write A |=T φ)
if every interpretation that satises T and A, also satises φ. The assertion φ can be
either of the form C(a) or R(a, b).
Simply speaking, the entailment means that the ABox A contains implicit knowledge φ that follows from explicit axioms and assertions. If the ABox is dened as

A1 = {Scientist(KNUTH)}, then the entailment A1 |=Tphd {Human(KNUTH)} holds.
Entailment problem is usually solved by adding a new assertion ¬φ to the ABox A
and checking its consistency. The principle is similar to the proof by contradiction.
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Denition 4.17 An individual a is an instance of a concept C with respect to a
knowledge base K, if aI ∈ C I holds for every model I of the knowledge base K.
Suppose that we have the knowledge base (T phd , A1 ). Then the individual KNUTH
is an instance of Human. There are two harder problems closely related to instance
problem:

instance retrieval problem: given a knowledge base K and a concept C , nd all
individuals a such that a is an instance of C with respect to K.

realization problem: given an individual a and a set of concepts, nd the most
specic concepts C from the set such that a is an instance of C with respect
to K. A concept is the most specic, if it does not subsume any other concept
from the set.
Reasoning is the main advantage of description logics. Some reasoning tasks seem
to be similar to database queries, e.g. the retrieval problem is similar to evaluating
query C over database K (the paper (97) shows a transformation method from OWL
knowledge base into a relational database which allows to use query evaluation instead
of classical DL retrieval). However, there is an important dierence  DLs use openworld semantics, which means that the information in a DL knowledge base is always
considered to be incomplete. Absence of information in an ABox is not interpreted as a
negative information, but as a lack of knowledge. That is the reason why DL semantics
works with all possible interpretations instead of a single nite interpretation based
on data (as is used in databases). Open-world semantics also causes DL reasoning
tasks to be very complex.

Example 4.18 Let the TBox be Tphd from Example 4.6 and let the ABox be dened
as A2 = {Scientist(GODEL), Scientist(LUKASIEWICZ)}. If we choose an innite ∆I ,
there would be innitely many models of the knowledge base. The set ScientistI
can contain other elements apart from GODELI and LUKASIEWICZI , which would be
impossible in a database.
It is suitable to use DLs and reasoning if we assume incomplete information, but
we need to nd the implicit knowledge despite the incompleteness. This is true for
our model of user preference  the system is gradually learning new information about
the user, so our information is always incomplete. If some information is not present
in the model, it can still be true.
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It is also obvious that DLs are meant to represent knowledge on abstract, general
level. Our model of user preference uses various datatypes (like ordinal numbers),
so we need to extend DLs to support concrete datatypes and fuzzy sets. The next
section describes the appropriate way to extend DL with datatypes and section 4.4
compares various existing fuzzy extensions.

4.3 Concrete Domains
Numbers, strings, dates and other special datatypes can be represented directly as
DL individuals. However, such solution has some serious drawbacks. Imagine that
we wanted to represent the ontology from Figure 3.9 with DL assertions. The ABox
would look like this:

Notebook(nb1)
Notebook(nb2)
speed(nb1, 2.1GHz)
speed(nb2, 2.2GHz)
price(nb1, 365EUR)
price(nb2, 500EUR)
screen(nb1, 1600 )
screen(nb2, 1700 )
The main disadvantage of this approach is that 2.1GHz and 2.2GHz are individual
names that can be interpreted to any elements from ∆I . Moreover, the knowledge
base does not contain the information that 2.1GHz < 2.2GHz, which is indispensable
if we want to represent the model of user preference. Therefore it is necessary for
numbers and other concrete values to have xed interpretation with some built-in
predicates. This is possible if we extend DLs with concrete domains (see (20)).

Denition 4.19 A concrete domain D = (∆D , P redD ) consists of a domain ∆D and
a set of predicate names P redD . Every predicate name P ∈ ∆D is associated with an
arity ar(P ) = n and an n-ary predicate P D ⊆ (∆D )n .
We can include a concrete domain in any DL and use the letter D in its name (e.g.

ALC(D) is ALC with a concrete domain). Then the DL has two dierent domains,
abstract ∆I and concrete ∆D that must be disjoint. The interpretation of concepts
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is not aected by the presence of the concrete domain. However, the DL allows two
types of roles, abstract RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I and concrete rI ⊆ ∆I × ∆D . If the role is
functional, rI is interpreted as a function. Functional roles can be used for role chains

r1 ◦ · · · ◦ rn interpreted as r1I ◦ · · · ◦ rnI .

Denition 4.20 Let u be a role chain u = (u1 , . . . , un ), where u1 , . . . , un−1 are abstract roles and un is a concrete role. Let P be a predicate name. ∃(u1 , . . . , un ).P is a
concept constructor interpreted as (∃(u1 , . . . , un ).P )I = {x ∈ ∆I | exists a1 , . . . , an ∈

∆D such that uI1 (x) = a1 , . . . , uIn (x) = an ∧ (a1 , . . . , an ) ∈ P D }.
There are two restrictions to ensure that the reasoning of the extended DL remains
decidable. The set of predicate names must be closed under negation, i.e., if P is an

n-ary predicate name, then there has to exist a predicate name Q in P redD such that
QD = (∆D )n \ P D . We will refer to this predicate name by P . In addition, we need a
unary predicate name that denotes the whole ∆D .
The second restriction is as follows: let P1 , . . . , Pk ∈ P redD be predicate names
(i)

(i)

with arities n1 , . . . , nk (they do not have to be dierent). Let x(i) = (x1 , . . . , xni )
k
V
Pi (x(i) ) is satisable if there exists an
be ni -tuple of variables. A conjunction
i=1

assignment of elements from ∆D to the variables such that the conjunction becomes
true in D.

Denition 4.21 The concrete domain D is admissible if the set of its predicate names
is closed under negation and contains a name >D for ∆D , and the satisability problem
for D is decidable.
Admissible concrete domain can be added to a description logic without signicantly increasing complexity of reasoning. An example of a useful concrete domain is
the set of real numbers R with predicates of equality and inequality between polynomials. However, we can also dene a concrete domain that contains fuzzy sets, as is
shown in section 4.4.2. At rst we will explore possible ways of designing a fuzzy DL
in the next section.

4.4 Fuzzy Extensions
There is a big eort concerning fuzzication of description logics. The main motivation
is the ability to represent vague or imprecise information. Many solutions have been
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published so far. The result depends both on the DL that we choose to fuzzify, as
well as on the level of fuzzication :

Semantic level  concepts are interpreted as fuzzy sets and roles as fuzzy binary
predicates. The syntax remains unchanged.

Syntactic level  the syntax is extended with fuzzy sets (unary predicates from the
concrete domain) and concrete roles. Concepts and roles have the same fuzzy
interpretation as in the previous case.

Reasoning level  it is possible to fuzzify the reasoning problems as well. For example, a concept can be subsumed by other concept to a degree from [0, 1].
These possibilities have only one common aspect  they add fuzzy values to ABox
assertions. It means that we use hC(a), ni instead of C(a) and hR(a, b), ni instead of

R(a, b). The assertion hC(a), ni indicates that an individual a is an instance of C to a
degree n, analogously for roles. The actual syntax of fuzzy assertions can be slightly
dierent in some papers, see section 4.4.2 for details.
We will contribute to all levels of fuzzication  our fuzzy DL dened later in
Chapter 5 has crisp roles and fuzzy concepts (semantic level), a concrete domain with
fuzzy predicates, new syntactic constructors like aggregation and top-k (syntactic
level) and a fuzzy reasoning algorithm for the instance problem (reasoning level).

4.4.1 Fuzzy ALC
It is dicult to select a standard fuzzy DL from all existing variants. However, fuzzy

ALC dened by U. Straccia (113) is often cited as a reference for a typical fuzzied
DL. It is fuzzied on the semantic level, so the concept constructors ¬C , C tD, C uD,

∃R.C , ∀R.C have the same syntax as in classical ALC (see table 4.1). This section
shows a short summary of fuzzy ALC and the reasoning problems dened in (113).

Denition 4.22 A fuzzy interpretation is a pair I= (∆I , •I ), where ∆I is the domain, whereas •I is an interpretation function mapping:
1. individuals into elements from ∆I
2. a concept C into a fuzzy membership function C I : ∆I → [0, 1]
3. a role R into a fuzzy membership function RI : ∆I × ∆I → [0, 1].
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The interpretation function must satisfy the following conditions for every x ∈ ∆I :

>I (x) = 1
⊥I (x) = 0
(C u D)I (x) = min{C I (x), DI (x)}
(C t D)I (x) = max{C I (x), DI (x)}
(¬C)I (x) = 1 − C I (x)
(∀R.C)I (x) =
(∃R.C)I (x) =

inf {max{1 − RI (x, y), C I (y)}}

y∈∆I

sup {min{RI (x, y), C I (y)}}
y∈∆I

The interpretation of concept conjunction C u D and union C t D depends on
our choice of fuzzy connectives. The denition above uses Gödel conjunction and
disjunction, but some papers use ukasiewicz semantics (34) or product semantics
(33) instead.
The concept ∀R.C can be viewed as a formula ∀y(RI (x, y) → C I (y)) which is
equivalent to ∀y(¬RI (x, y) ∨ C I (y)), while ∃R.C as a formula ∃y(RI (x, y) ∧ C I (y)).
Fuzzy quantiers ∀ (or ∃) are obtained as an inmum (or supremum) over all elements
from the domain.

Denition 4.23 A fuzzy assertion is an expression of the form φ = hα ≤ ni or
φ = hα ≥ mi, where α is a crisp assertion (a : C or (a, b) : R) and m, n ∈ [0, 1].

Denition 4.24 An interpretation I satises a fuzzy concept assertion ha : C ≤ ni
i C I (aI ) ≤ n and it satises an assertion h(a, b) : R ≤ ni i RI (aI , bI ) ≤ n (the case
of ≥ is analogous).
We changed the syntax of concept denitions and inclusions compared with the
paper (113). Instead of C ≺ D and C :≈ D, we use more traditional syntax C v D
and C ≡ D.

Denition 4.25 A fuzzy interpretation I satises a fuzzy concept denition C ≡ D
i ∀d ∈ ∆I (C I (d) = DI (d)) and it satises a fuzzy concept inclusion C v D i

∀d ∈ ∆I (C I (d) ≤ DI (d)).
Reasoning problems can be fuzzied, but it is not inevitable. We can dene subsumption as a fuzzy implication between two concepts (fuzzy sets). Then C vT D
holds to a degree from [0, 1]. However, crisp subsumption from (113) is used far more
often.
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Denition 4.26 A concept C is subsumed by D with respect to a TBox T (denoted
by C |=T D) i for every model I of T , ∀d ∈ ∆I , C I (d) ≤ DI (d) holds.

4.4.2 A Survey of Fuzzied Description Logics
Description logics SHIF and SHOIN are considered to be theoretical equivalents
of OWL-Lite and OWL-DL (86). Thus there are parallel eorts to fuzzify OWL fragments as well as DLs. Fuzzied OWL is proposed in papers (111; 37; 103; 61). However, much more attention is focused on fuzzy DLs with various complexities designed
for various purposes. Some fuzzy DLs are designed to represent vague knowledge,
others also support vague (preferential) queries. Whenever the preferential querying
or top-k is supported, we mention it in the text.
Perhaps the broadest research in the area of fuzzied DLs has been published
by U. Straccia. He designed a series of fuzzy description logics with dierent level
of fuzzication and tableaux-based reasoning algorithms. The least expressive DL is
fuzzy DL-Lite (119) which allows only concept conjunction, negation, limited existential quantication and inverse roles. A top-k algorithm that nds k best answers
for vague conjunctive queries is integrated into fuzzy DL-Lite, as well as into its crisp
counterpart, DL-Lite (118) (see section 4.4.3 for details about top-k algorithm). A
similar approach can be found in (91). The authors J. Z. Pan, G. Stoilos, G. Stamou
and E. Thomas describe several types of queries for fuzzy DL-Lite, for example queries
with aggregation, weighted average or threshold value.
We have already mentioned Straccia's fuzzy ALC (112; 113). This logic uses
Gödel fuzzy connectives ∧•G (x, y) = min(x, y), ∨•G (x, y) = max(x, y) and KleeneDienes implication →•KD (x, y) = max(1 − x, y). This approach guarantees that the
reasoning algorithm for fuzzy entailment deals only with the fuzzy values mentioned
explicitly in the ABox, or their negations. In other words, the fuzzy connectives will
not introduce any new fuzzy values apart from the negations. Provided that the ABox
is nite, we have also a nite set of possible fuzzy values for any assertion and we can
nd the result with binary search. The algorithm performs at most log(p) entailment
tests, where p is the number of possible fuzzy values. The subsumption problem can
be reduced to entailment check for an assertion (∀n > 0)(ha : C ≥ ni |= ha : D ≥ ni),
where a is a new individual, not mentioned anywhere in the ABox. Moreover, it is
sucient to check the entailment for arbitrary 0 < n ≤ 0.5 and 0.5 < n ≤ 1 without
lose of generality. Note that if we needed to use other fuzzy connectives, the algorithm
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would be much more complex.
Other variants of fuzzy ALC denoted as ALC(D) use concrete domains (115; 117).
The concrete domain D provides for unary fuzzy predicates (fuzzy sets) and modi-

ers, also called hedges. Classical concepts can be combined with fuzzy predicates
via concrete roles.

For example D may contain unary predicates Cheap(x) and

Fast(x) with xed interpretation. The TBox can contain a new concept denition
GoodNotebook ≡ Notebook u ∃price.Cheap, where price is a concrete role. The
main advantage is that we can x the interpretation of basic fuzzy sets and leave the
satisability checking to the concrete domain. This DL uses a tableaux algorithm for
the entailment problem, while the subsumption is fuzzied: C is subsumed by D to
a degree n i inf u∈∆I {C I (u) →•KD DI (u)} ≥ n holds for every model I of the TBox.
Here →•KD denotes the Kleene-Dienes implication.

ALCF (D) from the paper (33) uses a similar concrete domain with fuzzy predicates. Fuzzy connectives use product semantics, i.e. α ∧ β = α · β and α ∨ β =

α + β − α · β . Reasoning is performed with tableaux algorithm. The paper (123)
adds general concept inclusions and ukasiewicz semantics. Both papers mention a
possibility of representing seller's and buyer's preference and a method to negotiate
the best possible price for both.
Fuzzy extensions of ALC are also studied by S. Hölldobler, H. Störr, T. D. Khang
and N. H. Nga. The papers (58; 59) present ALC F H which is very similar to Straccia's
fuzzy ALC concerning concept denitions and reasoning. Besides, it also allows special
linguistic modiers corresponding to adverbs like very, more or less, etc. As the
name indicates, a modier can be applied to a fuzzy concept and it modies the shape
of its membership function. Another paper (60) uses only piecewise linear modiers to
decrease the reasoning complexity. These papers mention an e-commerce application
with fuzzy preference rules like hp : ¬(∃attribute.interested) t wants ≥ 0.9i, i.e.
if a customer is very interested in a property, she wants a product p that has that
property, to a degree more than 0.9.
S. Agarwal, S. Lamparter and P. Hitzler (16; 15) extend classical ALC with a
concrete domain Σ with real numbers and aggregation predicates. The resulting DL

ALC(Σ) is not fuzzy on the semantic level, but the authors dene special concepts that
represent fuzzy sets, logic terms and rules. The aim is to use the rules to simulate fuzzy
logic programming within a crisp DL. Although the idea is interesting, the concrete
domain Σ is not admissible, which makes the reasoning undecidable. Note that it
is very dicult to nd an admissible concrete domain with aggregation functions,
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because deciding the satisability of aggregation predicates is a complex task (see
(102)).
Fuzzy ALC with comparison of fuzzy values is dened by D. Kang, B. Xu, J. Lu
and Y. Li (69). They introduce cuts as a special constructor, i.e. [C ./ n] is a set
of individuals s such that hs : C ./ ni. For example [cheap > 0.9] represents a set
of notebooks that belong to the fuzzy concept cheap at least to the degree 0.9. The
paper also presents a reasoning algorithm with blocking rules.
A semantics slightly dierent from the other papers mentioned in this section is
dened by Ch. B. Tresp and R. Molitor (125). The DL ALC FM is syntactically
similar to ALC F H with linear hedges mentioned before (60). The dierences include
a method to calculate a degree of subsumption between two concepts.
The paper (121) presents fuzzy ALCF(D), i.e. ALC extended with functional
roles and a fuzzy concrete domain. The main purpose is to incorporate multicriteria
decision making within DL. The logic contains a special constructor to simulate a
weighted average w1 C1 + · · · + wk Ck , where wi ∈ [0, 1] and Ci are concepts.
DL ALCH dened in (114) allows to create role hierarchies R v S within the
TBox. The paper shows that this DL (and every extension of it) can be reduced
to a crisp case. We create a new concept C./n for every assertion ha : C ./ ni
(./∈ {≤, ≥, <, >}) and a new role R./n for every assertion h(a, b) : R ./ ni. The crisp
ABox contains all the assertions a : C./n , (a, b) : R./n . The crisp TBox is extended
with inclusions between the new concepts and roles, e.g. C≥n v C≥m , where n > m.
Role hierarchies are necessary to dene such role inclusions. Another work (34) shows
the reduction for ALCH with ukasiewicz semantics.
A similar approach of reducing a fuzzy DL into a crisp DL is used by F. Bobillo,
M. Delgado, J. Gómez-Romero (28). The paper is concerned about more expressive
DL f -SHOIN together with a detailed description of the assertion transformation.
Authors present this approach for even more expressive f -SROIQ in (29; 30) and
describe a specialized software called DeLorean (27).
The problem of reducing fuzzy ALCH into a crisp DL is also addressed by Y. Li, J.
Lu, B. Xu, D. Kang, J. Jiang and Y. He. The paper (77) denes a reduction of fuzzy

ALCH into so-called EFALCH, a crisp DL with cut concepts and roles obtained from
fuzzy concepts and roles via α-cuts. A cut concept C[n] in EFALCH is interpreted
©
ª
as (C[n] )I = d| d ∈ ∆I ∧ C I (d) ≥ n . A set of translation rules is dened and a
reasoning algorithm for concept satisability in EFALCH. The paper (68) provides
a more detailed descriptions of the reasoning algorithm. Note that the letters E, F in
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the name EFALCHdo not mean full existential quantier and functional roles (even
though full existential quantication is supported in this particular DL), but they
rather stand for extended and fuzzy.
DLs other than ALCH can be extended with α-cuts as well. The same collective of authors also described EFALCN with satisability and consistency reasoning
algorithms (80) and EFALCQ with theorems and proofs about various aspects of
satisability and consistency of cut concepts (78). Another paper (79) analyzes the
properties of the whole family of extended fuzzy DLs. Besides the expressive power of

EFALCQ, it adds inverse and transitive roles, role conjunction, disjunction and composition. The most expressive DL considered in the paper is extended fuzzy SRIQ,
even though this name is not mentioned explicitly.
Fuzzication of expressive DLs is also addressed by G. Stoilos, G. Stamou, V.
Tzouvaras, J. Z. Pan, I Horrocks. They propose f -SI (110), i.e. fuzzy ALC enhanced
with inverse roles, and f -SHIN (109) with additional role hierarchies and number
restrictions. Both papers contain tableaux algorithms for ABox consistency problem
which use expansion rules with blocking. An implementation of f -SHIN reasoner
FiRE is described in (107). The paper (108) brings a more detailed description of
the reasoning algorithm together with proofs of completeness and complexity of the
decision procedure. The paper (92) describes another DL called f-SWRL (Semantic
Web Rule Language), which is f -SHIN extended with enumerations and Horn clause
rules. DL f-SWRL is very expressive (because of the rules), but lacks reasoning
algorithms. DL f-SWRL seems to be suitable for preference representation, though
this eld of application is not mentioned in the paper. Yet another description logic

f -SHOIQ (106) adds a support for enumerations and qualied number restrictions.
The paper explores the relationship between fuzzy and crisp DLs, the inuence of
the chosen fuzzy conjunctors, and some specic problems connected with reasoning
algorithms.
Fuzzy versions of expressive DLs SHIF (D) and SHOIN (D) are dened in the
paper (76) by T. Lukasiewicz. These DLs allow both crisp and fuzzy assertions to
appear in the ABox at the same time. Fuzzy assertions C(a) ≥ v and R(a, b) ≥ v are
transformed to crisp assertions C v (a) and Rv (a, b) using the assumption that truth
values v are from a nite subset of [0, 1]. It is a strong restriction, partially justied
by the fact that the actual number of possible truth values in every implementation
is limited by the precision of oating point numbers. The knowledge base is further
0

extended with new concept and role inclusions like C v v C v for every v < v 0 . The
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paper (76) also denes the syntax of logic programs with conjunctive queries and
various approaches to deal with negation in rule bodies. A running example mentions
a knowledge base of an online store with various association rules, but there is no
mention of explicit user preference.
Fuzzy SHIF (D) for bilateral matchmaking is described in (99). The paper shows
a representation of user preference and presents a method to negotiate the most
acceptable agreement for both the seller and the buyer. It does not mention ABox
assertions, but it adds a weighted average constructor w1 C1 + · · · + wk Ck .
U. Straccia further presents DL SHOIN (D) with the fuzzy concrete domain mentioned before (116; 120). However, the increasing expressive power also causes more
potential conicts to be checked in the tableaux algorithm for the entailment problem.
That is the reason why these two papers omit the reasoning algorithm.
A very expressive DL, fuzzy SROIQ(D), can be also combined with rough sets
(31). Rough sets represent a dierent approach to vagueness  vague concepts are
approximated with two crisp sets, an upper and a lower approximation, while the
original set lies somewhere in between. Fuzzy SROIQ(D) is extended with weighted
i

average, α-cuts for both concepts and roles, and approximations C , C i . The upper
i

approximation C is interpreted as sup sIi (x, y)⊗C I (y), where si is an indiscernibility
y∈∆I

relation and ⊗ is a fuzzy conjunction. The lower approximation C i is interpreted as

inf sIi (x, y) →• C I (y), where →• is a fuzzy implication. The motivation is to combine

y∈∆I

both rough concept (like PotentialBuyer) with fuzzy concepts (like Cheap).
Finding relatively ecient reasoning algorithms for very expressive fuzzy DLs is
one possible line of research. Other possibility is to use a simple DL that would be
expressive enough after fuzzication and that would keep low computational complexity. This approach is used by P. Vojtá² (129; 130; 131) to support user preference.
The DL called f -EL@
cr allows only concept conjunction C u D and full existential
quantication ∃R.C . However, the expressive power is extended with aggregations
that are a generalization of both fuzzy conjunctions and disjunctions. Compared to
other fuzzy DLs, f -EL@
cr interprets concepts as fuzzy sets, but roles are interpreted
as crisp binary relations over the abstract domain. The paper (129) shows that the
instance problem is polynomially decidable in f -EL@
cr and analyzes the restrictions
under which the subsumption problem is also polynomially decidable.
Stoilos et al. showed that it is possible to extend EL with role inclusion and

general concept inclusion axioms, while the fuzzy subsumption algorithm and ontology
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classication (computing all fuzzy subsumptions between concepts of the ontology)
keeps polynomial complexity (106; 105). Such DL is denoted fuzzy-EL+. It allows
fuzzy concept inclusion axioms of the form hC v D, ni and crisp role inclusion axioms

R1 ◦ · · · ◦ Rk v S , but it does not even mention ABox assertions. Another paper (84)
denes fuzzy EL++ with additional bottom concept ⊥ and nominals {a} and it shows
that the subsumption problem can be still decided in polynomial time. Fuzzy concept
and role assertions are allowed in fuzzy EL++ .
Regarding fuzzy description logics, it is necessary to mention the work of P. Hájek
(51; 52). These papers are concerned with various theoretical aspects of fuzzication.
Problems like satisability and subsumption are dened in terms of fuzzy predicate
logic BL and their decidability is proved.
All DLs mentioned above are compared in the following tables. Firstly, we compare
the support of basic constructors >, ⊥, ∃R.C , ∀R.C , C u D, C t D and ¬C for the
simpler DLs. Note that from ALC on, all DLs allow these constructors, so they are
omitted from Table 4.3. The • means that given constructor can be used in the
corresponding logic, while ◦ indicates that the DL allows only some restricted form of
the constructor. Every such case will be explained in turn. In Table 4.3 a restricted
form of ∃R.C means ∃R.> and the restricted form of ¬C is an atomic negation.
Table 4.3: A support of basic DL constructors
paper

DL

(129; 130)

f-EL@
cr

(106)

f-EL+

•

(84)

fuzzy EL++

•

(119)

fuzzy DL-Lite

(91)

f-DL-Lite

>

⊥ ∃R.C
•

∀R.C

C uD

C tD

¬C

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

◦

•

◦

•

◦

•

◦

•

Table 4.4 compares more expressive fuzzy DLs. There are a few cases of partial
support for some constructors  m(C) denotes concept modiers (also called hedges),

◦ indicates that the DL allows only linear hedges that are more suitable for reasoning
algorithms. F M stands for an explicit constructors for fuzzy sets (like predicates
within a concrete domain), the limited case uses a concrete domain of rational numbers
instead of real numbers. The restricted form of the constructors ≥ nR and ≥ nf
means that n ∈ {0, 1}.
DLs in Table 4.3 and 4.4 are sorted (more or less) by their expressive power. It is
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Table 4.4: A support of other DL constructors
paper

DL

(84)

fuzzy EL++

(16; 15)

ALC(Σ)

(112; 113)

fuzzy ALC

(51)

fuzzy ALC

(115; 117)

fuzzy ALC(D)

•

(69)

ALC fc

◦

(125)

ALC FM

◦

(60)

ALC F LH

◦

(58; 59)

ALC F H

•

(33; 123)

ALCF(D)

•

(121)

fuzzy ALCF (D)

•

(114; 34)

fuzzy ALCH

(77)

EFALCH

(80)

EFALCN

•

(78)

EFALCQ

•

(110; 108)

f-SI

(109; 108; 107)

f-SHIN

•

(76)

fuzzy SHIF (D)

◦

◦

(99)

fuzzy SHIF (D)

(28)

f-SHOIN

•

•

•

(76)

fuzzy SHOIN (D)

•

•

•

(116; 120)

fuzzy SHOIN (D)

•

•

•

(92)

f-SWRL

•

•

•

(106)

f-SHOIQ

•

•

(29)

f-SROIQ

•

•

(30)

f-SROIQ

•

•

•

(31)

fuzzy SROIQ(D)

•

m(C) F M

≥ nR

≥ nf

{o1 , . . . , on }
•

•

◦

•

•
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•

•

•

•

•

obvious that the names of fuzzy DLs are not so uniform as in the case of crisp DLs,
and also that a name itself does not give us an exact idea about the expressive power.
Some DLs gain an extra expressive power because they use various concrete domains,
modiers, aggregations or fuzzied ABox assertions. The authors usually adjust the
DL name to reect the changes, e.g. FM in the name ALC FM is to indicate the use of
fuzzy modiers. However, if a concrete domain D is used in the name, it is not clear
which concrete domain it stands for. Thus despite the original idea of naming, the
names of fuzzy DLs can be rather confusing.
We have compared only concept constructors so far, but role constructors are
interesting as well. Table 4.5 compares the support of inverse roles (R− ) and role
modiers (m(R); a restricted version means linear modiers). A support for role
inclusion axioms in TBox are indicated with R v S , explicit denitions for functional
and transitive roles is denoted with f un(R) and trans(R).
Table 4.6 compares the syntax of ABox assertions. Though some fuzzy DLs allow
only assertions like hα ≥ ni, other allow also hα ≤ ni that can be viewed as a kind
of fuzzy negation. Table 4.6 species the syntax for every relevant DL (if some paper
does not mention fuzzy ABox assertions, it is left out from the table). It is easy to
see that fuzzy assertions do not have any uniform syntax either.
Finally, we compare various approaches to reasoning problems. As we already
stated in Section 4.4.1, the fuzzication of subsumption and other problems is not
straightforward. The most common denition of subsumption is that a concept D
subsumes C if C I (x) ≤ DI (x) for every x ∈ ∆I and every model I . This denition
occurs in papers (129; 113; 115; 60; 58; 59; 108; 107; 106). Other frequent denition
is that D subsumes C to a degree n if inf (C I (x) →• DI (x)) ≥ n for every model
x∈∆I

I , where →• is a fuzzy implication (33; 123; 28; 29; 31). Some papers claim that
inf (C I (x) →• DI (x)) must be equal to n (116; 120) or equal to 1 (129). The

x∈∆I

subsumption problem is proved to have Ptime complexity for fuzzy EL++ , to be
Pspace-complete for fuzzy ALC (113; 115; 60; 58; 59) and 2-Nexptime-hard for

f-SHIN (108). The complexity of reasoning is explored very thoroughly for crisp
description logics1 , but there is still very scarce research concerning the computational
complexity of fuzzied DLs.
A usual notion of fuzzy concept satisability is that a concept C is satisable to
a degree n if there exists a model I and an individual x ∈ ∆I such that C I (x) ≥ n
1 See

the description logic complexity navigator at http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~ezolin/dl/.
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Table 4.5: A support of role constructors and axioms
paper

DL

(129; 130)

f-EL@
cr

(106)

f-EL+

•

(84)

fuzzy EL++

•

(119)

fuzzy DL-Lite

•

•

(91)

f-DL-Lite

•

•

(16; 15)

ALC(Σ)

(112; 113)

fuzzy ALC

(51)

fuzzy ALC

(115; 117)

fuzzy ALC(D)

(69)

ALC fc

(125)

ALC FM

◦

(60)

ALC F LH

◦

(58; 59)

ALC F H

•

(33; 123)

ALCF (D)

(121)

fuzzy ALCF (D)

(114; 34)

fuzzy ALCH

(80)

EFALCN

(77)

EFALCH

•

(78)

EF ALCQ

•

(110; 108)

f-SI

•

(109; 108; 107)

f-SHIN

•

•

•

(76)

fuzzy SHIF (D)

•

•

•

(99)

fuzzy SHIF (D)

•

•

(28)

f-SHOIN

•

•

•

(76)

fuzzy SHOIN (D)

•

•

•

•

(116; 120)

fuzzy SHOIN (D)

•

•

•

•

(92)

f-SWRL

•

•

•

(106)

f-SHOIQ

•

•

•

(29)

f-SROIQ

•

•

•

(30)

f-SROIQ

•

•

•

•

(31)

fuzzy SROIQ(D)

•

•

•

•

R−

m(R) R v S

f un(R) trans(R)

•
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•

•

•

•

Table 4.6: Fuzzy ABox assertions
paper

hα ≥ ni

(129; 130)

ha : C ≥ ni, (a, b) : R

(84)

C(a) ≥ n, R(a, b) ≥ n

(119)

ha : C, ni, h(a, b) : R, ni

(91)

C(a) ≥ n

(16; 15)

concept v

(112; 113)

ha : C ≥ ni, h(a, b) : R ≥ ni

(115; 117)

ha : C, ni, h(a, b) : R, ni

(69)

ha : P (b)i, h(a, b) : R ≥ ni

(33; 123)

ha : C, ni, h(a, b) : R, ni

(114; 34)

ha : C ≥ ni, h(a, b) : R ≥ ni

(77)

a : C[n] , (a, b) : R[n]

(80; 78)

a : C[n] , (a, b) : R[n]

(125)

[a : C, n], [ab : R, n]

(60)

ha : C ≥ ni, h(a, b) : R ≥ ni

ha : C ≤ ni, h(a, b) : R ≤ ni

(58; 59)

ha : C ≥ ni, h(a, b) : R ≥ ni

ha : C ≤ ni, h(a, b) : R ≤ ni

(110)

ha : C ≥ ni, h(a, b) : R ≥ ni

ha : C ≤ ni, h(a, b) : R ≤ ni

(109)

ha : C ≥ ni, h(a, b) : R ≥ ni

ha : C ≤ ni, h(a, b) : R ≤ ni

(108; 107)

(a : C) ≥ n, (ha, bi : R) ≥ n

(a : C) ≤ n, (ha, bi : R) ≤ n

(76)

C(a) ≥ n, R(a, b) ≥ n

(28)

ha : C ≥ ni, h(a, b) : R ≥ ni

(76)

C(a) ≥ n, R(a, b) ≥ n

(116; 120)

ha : C ≥ ni, h(a, b) : R ≥ ni

(92)

(a : C) ≥ n, (ha, bi : R) ≥ n

(29; 30)

ha : C ≥ ni, h(a, b) : R ≥ ni

ha : C ≤ ni, h(a, b) : R ≤ ni

(31)

ha : C ≥ ni, h(a, b) : R ≥ ni

ha : C ≤ ni, h(a, b) : R ≤ ni

(106)

(a : C) ≥ n, (ha, bi : R) ≥ n

(a : C) ≤ n, (ha, bi : R) ≤ n

hα ≤ ni
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ha : C ≤ ni, h(a, b) : R ≤ ni
h(a, b) : R ≤ ni
ha : C ≤ ni

ha : C ≤ ni, h(a, b) : R ≤ ni
ha : C ≤ ni, h(a, b) : R ≤ ni

(112; 113; 114; 115; 69). Papers sometimes dene the problem as the best satisability
©
ª
bound sup sup C I (x)| I |= K . This means nding the highest fuzzy degree that a
I

x∈∆I

concept C may come arbitrarily close to among all individuals and all models (33; 99).
An alternative denition is that there exists some fuzzy interpretation I for which
there is some x ∈ ∆I such that C I (x) = n and n ∈ (0, 1] (110; 109; 108; 107) or that

C I (x) ≥ 0 (33; 123; 129). Complexity results for subsumption usually hold also for
concept satisability, if subsumption problem C v D is reduced to unsatisability of

C u ¬D. Transformation methods between reasoning tasks can be found in (19).
The denition of fuzzy instance relationship is clear  an individual a is an instance
of C to a degree n, if C I (a) ≥ n for every interpretation I . Papers (119; 113; 116)
dene the best truth value bound (BTVB) problem  for an individual a and a concept

C , nd sup {n| K |= ha : C, ni}. The same problem is sometimes called maximal degree
of truth (112), best degree bound (115; 117; 33; 123; 116), or greatest lower bound
(69; 109; 107; 30).
In fuzzy ALC with Kleene-Dienes implication (see Section 4.4.1 and papers (112;
113)), this problem can be solved by binary search in {0, 0.5, 1} ∪ {n| hα, ni ∈ A},
i.e. the set of all truth values occurring in the ABox plus some boundary values.
The search algorithm involves an entailment test for every truth value that must be
checked. Entailment test is again reduced to unsatisability of A ∪ {a : C < n} which
is polynomially solvable. Thus the problem for fuzzy ALC is Pspace-complete if we
use Gödel semantics and Kleene-Dienes implication.
In fuzzy ALC(D) (115; 117), BTVB is reduced to satisability  we try to nd
a minimal n such that A ∪ {a : ¬C, 1 − n} is satisable. We transform the knowledge base into a set of assertions and constraints using a tableaux algorithm. Then
we try to minimize the variable n so that all constraints are satised. This problem
is solved as a bounded Mixed Integer Program (bMIP) optimization problem (117).
In fuzzy ALCF (D) (33), BTVB is reduced into bounded Mixed Integer Quadratically Constrained Programming optimization problem (bMICQP) in the same way.
If ALCF(D) has ukasiewicz semantics, we end up with a bounded Mixed Integer
Linear Program (bMILP) optimization problem (123).
The functionality of description logics can be extended with conjunctive query
answering and fuzzy logic programming rules. There are various slightly dierent
denitions of conjunctive queries. Pan et al (91) dene a threshold query for fuzzy
DL-Lite as q(X) ← ∃Y.conj(X, Y ), where q(X) is the head and conj(X, Y ) is a
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conjunction of atoms like C(x) ≥ n1 , R(x1 , x2 ) ≥ n2 and x, x1 , x2 are individual
variables or individual names, X, Y are variables, n1 , n2 are truth values. For example,
a query q(x) ← N otebook(x) ≥ 1, Cheap(x) ≥ 0.7, F ast(x) ≥ 0.9 will retrieve all
notebooks that are both cheap to a degree at least 0.7 and fast to a degree at least 0.9
(the conjunction is crisp). Straccia (119) also denes a conjunctive query for fuzzy
DL-Lite as q(X) ← ∃Y.conj(X, Y ), but atoms have the form C(x), R(x1 , x2 ) without
the fuzzy values. The result is a fuzzy set where the membership values are obtained
by evaluating Gödel conjunction and fuzzy existential quantier in the rule body for
every individual. The paper (119) also denes fuzzy retrieval as nding top-k ranked
objects that instantiate the query q(x) with respect to the best truth value bound.
In another paper (92), Pan et al dene f-SWRL, a rule extension of fuzzy SHOIN .
A fuzzy rule has the form antecedent → consequent, where both the antecedent is a
conjunction of atoms like C(x) ∗ n1 , R(x, y) ∗ n2 . We can also use special OWL built-in
predicates. For example, a query like Cheap(x)∗0.7∧Fast(x)∗0.9∧Notebook(x)∗1 →

GoodNotebook(x) ∗ 0.8 asserts that a notebook cheap to a degree at least 0.7 and fast
to a degree at least 0.9 will satisfy the consequent GoodNotebook to a degree 0.8.
Although the complexity of fuzzy reasoning tasks is not explored in depth yet, there
are a few implementations of fuzzy reasoners. These include FiRE2 by N. Simou et
al, fuzzyDL3 and SoftFacts4 by U. Straccia and F. Bobillo, GERDS5 by H. Habiballa
and YADLR6 by S. Konstantopoulos and G. Apostolikas. Other three fuzzy reasoners
mentioned in research papers do not provide download links, namely DeLorean by F.
Bobillo et al, FRESG1.0 by H. Wang et al, and GURDL by V. Haarslev et al.
Table 4.7 lists available fuzzy reasoners with references to research papers. We
also compare supported DLs and reasoning tasks. Note that the paper (50) does not
explicitly mention DL reasoning problems  any fuzzy ALC knowledge base is mapped
into fuzzy predicate logic and then a refutational resolution theorem prover is used to
resolve the formulas. Special features of DL reasoners are compared also in (132; 32)
and an experimental evaluation with respect to large ABoxes is published in (39).
It is obvious that query answering has an important role in fuzzy description
logics. The paper (107) divides queries into more specic categories, namely conjunctive threshold queries, fuzzy threshold queries, generalized fuzzy conjunctive queries,
2 http://www.image.ece.ntua.gr/~nsimou/FiRE

3 http://gaia.isti.cnr.it/~straccia/software/fuzzyDL/fuzzyDL.html

4 http://gaia.isti.cnr.it/~straccia/software/SoftFacts/SoftFacts.html
5 http://www1.osu.cz/home/habibal/files/gerds.zip
6 http://sourceforge.net/projects/yadlr
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Table 4.7: A comparison of fuzzy DL reasoners.
Name

Paper

DL

FiRE

(107)

fKD -SHIN

Reasoning problems
subsumption, entailment, ABox consistency, BDB, conjunctive queries

DeLorean

(27)

fuzzy rough SROIQ

fuzzyDL

(32)

fuzzy SHIF (D)

knowledge base consistency
subsumption, concept satisability,
BDB, conjunctive queries, matchmaking

SoftFacts

(122)

fuzzy DLR-Lite

GURDL

(48)

ALC with uncertainty

conjunctive queries, top-k queries
knowledge base consistency, entailment

GERDS

(50)

fuzzy ALC

?

YADLR

(71)

fuzzy SHOIQ

ABox consistency, entailment

FRESG1.0

(132)

fuzzy ALC(G)

ABox consistency, instance retrieval,
concept satisability, entailment

fuzzy aggregation queries and fuzzy weighted t-norm queries, depending on what aggregation method we use in the query evaluation process (t-norms, aggregation, fuzzy
conjunction). We can use threshold to restrict the results, or we can be interested
only in the best k results. The latter option is described in detail throughout the next
section.

4.4.3 Finding k Best Individuals
A threshold algorithm for nding k best objects was published by R. Fagin (42).
It is based on the idea that users are interested only in a few best results from a
potentially huge dataset. We use a modied algorithm by P. Gurský (47; 11; 7; 10),
see also (41). The original threshold algorithm by R. Fagin considered only one xed
ordering for each attribute, however, top-k algorithm by Gurský supports dierent
attribute preferences for dierent users. A preprocessing phase is used to generate
lists of objects ordered by attribute values. A typical structure for indexing is a B+
tree which allows us to follow records (attribute values) from the highest to the lowest
value or vice versa. User preference can dene a dierent ordering of objects, but it
can be simulated as well. If the user specied a trapezoidal membership function,
we start traversing values in both directions from the middle and we merge two non54

increasing lists into one non-increasing list. Thus we gain a list of objects ordered
from the most preferred to the least preferred.
If our domain contains attributes A1 , . . . , An , we prepare n ordered lists L1 , . . . , Ln .
The lists can be stored in heterogeneous repositories, or even acquired from web
services. Top-k algorithm uses sorted access to the lists, reads attribute values and
calculates preference values. One object can have dierent position in each ordered
list, so some attribute values will be unknown in the meantime (see Figure 4.10). After
reading all attribute values of some object x, top-k algorithm calculates aggregation
function to determine overall preference value of the object. A threshold value is
determined to see if any object with some unknown values has a chance to be more
preferred than x. If not, object x is written to the output.
Cheap
nb1

Fast

Widescreen
nb2

1

1

nb2 0.72
nb2 0.66

nb1 0.66
nb1 0.5
nb4 0.4

nb3 0.18
nb3 0.12
nb4

0

nb3

0

nb4

0

3 Cheap(x) + 2 Fast(x) + Widescreen(x)
6

nb1 0.8
nb2 0.73

nb4 0.22
nb3 0.13

Figure 4.10: A simplied scheme of top-k algorithm.
Because DL reasoning is a very complex task, many authors extend DLs with
top-k retrieval (118; 119; 81; 82; 124; 122). Top-k algorithm is very ecient for
complex preferential search. The preprocessing phase causes that we can nd k best
objects without traversing the whole dataset. The output is an ordered list of k
best objects (according to given preferences) together with overall preference values.
Despite the fact that source data is crisp, we obtain fuzzy results similar to object
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x is preferred by user U to degree 0.8. This fuzziness originates from vague user
preference representation and it is reected in the results. Note that top-k queries in
the papers cited above are treated separately, not as a part of DL syntax.
The following chapter presents our original result, a DL s-EL(D) that we designed
especially with user preference representation and preference querying in mind. We
use top-k algorithm described above as a special constructor that represents preferential queries.
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Chapter 5
Scoring Description Logic s-EL(D)
5.1 Basic Theory
DL s-EL(D) diers from other fuzzy DLs  we use crisp roles to describe relationships of objects from the domain and fuzzy (scoring) concepts to represent vague user
preferences. It reects the fact that we work with crisp domain data. The letter s in
the name s-EL(D) stands for scoring to emphasize that the only source of fuzziness
is in the concepts representing user preference. Thus we use fuzzy concepts interpreted as fuzzy sets of individuals and crisp roles interpreted as crisp binary relations
(129; 6; 3).
The name s-EL(D) indicates that we use the description logic EL as a base. EL
contains only concept conjunction and full existential restriction to create complex
concepts. There is a separate line of research (36; 22; 18) towards simple description
logics with tractable reasoning. If ∃R.C is used as a main constructor instead of

∀R.C , the resulting DL has much lower computational complexity than ALC , even
in case of fuzzy DL (84; 106). In fact, EL++ has become so popular that it was later
included in the specication of a sublanguage of OWL2 (93). It is a suitable option
for knowledge bases with a simple structure.
The knowledge we want to store also has rather simple structure. The domain data
usually can be stored in one database table, which can be split to binary predicates
and represented with roles. For example, notebooks can be stored in a large table
with one column for each attribute, or in a DL knowledge base with one role for each
attribute. The data transformation between n-ary predicates and binary predicates is
described in (14). In our application (see Chapter 7), we support both types of data
storage, ontologies (DLs) and databases. Here we use DLs and binary data because
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it reects properties of our preference model better.
We use a fuzzy concrete domain D introduced by U. Straccia (115). It is necessary
to distinguish between the abstract domain and the concrete domain  our abstract
(interpretation) domain ∆I contains notebooks and any other individuals from our
knowledge base, while the concrete domain ∆D contains attribute values.
Recall that any concrete domain is dened as D = (∆D , P redD ). In our case, the
domain ∆D = R is a set of real numbers. If we need other than numerical attribute
values, we can easily extend the concrete domain to contain other values as well
(the combination of multiple concrete domains is dened in (20)). The set of fuzzy
predicates P redD = {lta,b (x), rta,b (x), trza,b,c,d (x), inva,b,c,d (x)} contains monotone and
trapezoidal fuzzy sets (unary fuzzy predicates). The interpretation of fuzzy predicates
is xed, handled by the concrete domain.
rta,b(x)

lta,b(x)

1

1

0

0

b

a

x

trza,b,c,d(x)

b

a

x

inva,b,c,d(x)

1

1

0

0

a

b

c

d

x

a

b

c

d

x

Figure 5.11: Basic fuzzy sets as elements of the concrete domain D.
Figure 5.11 shows lta,b (x) (left trapezoidal membership function), rta,b (x) (right
trapezoidal), trza,b,c,d (x) (trapezoidal) and inva,b,c,d (x) (inverse trapezoidal) with one
variable x and parameters a, b, c, d. Note that the parameters inuence the shape of
the membership function to match user's attribute preference exactly. The membership function Cheap from Figure 3.2 would be dened as lt400,700 because the function
is left trapezoidal (i.e. non-increasing), all prices below 400 have a membership value
1 and all prices above 700 have a membership value 0. The parameters can be chosen
arbitrarily, but they must be xed for a concrete predicate. Note that the parameters
are subjective for an individual user U, so that dierent users would have dierent
parameters. In case of complex preferential concepts, we add a user identier like U1
to the subscript, e.g. CheapU1 .
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If we want to associate a fuzzy predicate with some role, i.e. to say that lt400,700
contains only the values of price, we can use a special constructor ∃u.P (in our case,

∃price.lt400,700 ). It is similar to ∃R.C , but P ∈ P redD is a concrete predicate and u
is a concrete role.
Other allowed constructors are top concept >, conjunction C u D and existential
restriction ∃R.C . A DL knowledge base consists of a TBox with complex concept
denitions C v D and C ≡ D and an ABox with assertions about individuals (role
assertions R(a, b) and concept assertions hC(a) ≥ ti, where t is a truth value). We
use a nite set of truth values T Vn = { ni : i ∈ {0, . . . , n}} ⊂ [0, 1]. As in case of other
description logics, every interpretation I consist of a non-empty domain ∆I and an
interpretation function •I . Interpretations of complex concepts can be seen on Table
5.1, where A is an atomic concept name, C , D are complex concept names, R is a
role, u is a concrete role and a, b are individuals.
Table 5.1: Syntax and semantics of s-EL(D)
Syntax

Semantics

A

AI : ∆I → [0, 1]

R

RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I

>

>I = ∆I × 1

∃R.C

(∃R.C)I (a) = sup{C I (b) : (a, b) ∈ RI }

∃u.P

(∃u.P )I (a) = sup {P (b) : (a, b) ∈ uI }
b∈∆D

C uD
top-k(C)

@(C1 , . . . , Cm )

I

(C u D) (a) = min{C I (a), DI (a)}

 C I (a); ¯¯b ∈ ∆I : C I (a) < C I (b)¯¯ < k
top-k(C)I (a) =
 0;
otherwise
I
@(C1 , . . . , Cm )I (a) = @• (C1I (a), . . . , Cm
(a))

An interpretation I is a model of TBox denition C v D i ∀x ∈ ∆I : C I (x) ≤

DI (x), denition C ≡ D, i ∀x ∈ ∆I : C I (x) = DI (x), ABox concept assertion
hC(a) ≥ ti i C I (a) ≥ t and role assertions R(a, b) i (a, b) ∈ RI .
The interpretation of existential quantier ∃R.C is similar to other fuzzy DLs
(like sup min{RI (a, b), C I (b)} in (115)), except that we use crisp roles, so the value
b∈∆I
I

of R (a, b) is always 0 or 1. Thus our interpretation of ∃R.C is independent from the
t-norms used.
Another new constructor introduced in s-EL(D) is top-k. It is a special modier
that leaves the rst k membership values of the concept C unchanged, but it sets all
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¯
¯
other values to 0. Note that ¯b ∈ ∆I : C I (a) < C I (b)¯ is a set of elements preferred
more than a. If this set contains at least k elements, then a is not among k most
preferred individuals according to the concept C .
If C I denes a strict ordering of the rst k elements, i.e. C I (a1 ) > · · · > C I (ak ),
then top-k(C) is unique. However, if we wanted to choose top-3(C) for C I (x) = 0.9;

C I (y) = 0.8; C I (z) = 0.7; C I (p) = 0.7; C I (q) = 0.6; we could take the strict order
either as (x, y, z, p, q) or (x, y, p, z, q). So the top-three objects can be (x, y, z) as well
as (x, y, p). Note that top-k(C) from Table 5.1 includes an element a if there are less
than k elements that have strictly greater membership value, which means including
all the ties. It is possible to break the ties arbitrarily or to add a constant order <I
over the domain. If we need to choose the best element from several ties, this order
would be deciding.

Example 5.1 Let us have a concept Notebook and roles price, speed, screen. Let
the ABox contain the following assertions:

hNotebook(nb1) ≥ 1i
hNotebook(nb2) ≥ 1i
price(nb1, 365)
price(nb2, 500)
speed(nb1, 2.10)
speed(nb2, 2.20)
screen(nb1, 16)
screen(nb2, 17)

The user U1 denes her attribute preference with three fuzzy predicates CheapU1 ,

FastU1 and WidescreenU1 with xed interpretation (see Figure 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4):

CheapU1 ≡ ∃price.lt400,700
FastU1 ≡ ∃speed.rt1,2.6
WidescreenU1 ≡ ∃screen.rt15,17
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Concrete predicates have a xed interpretation, so that:

hCheapU1 (nb1) ≥ 1i
hCheapU1 (nb2) ≥ 0.66i
hFastU1 (nb1) ≥ 0.66i

hFastU1 (nb2) ≥ 0.72i
hWidescreenU1 (nb1) ≥ 0.5i
hWidescreenU1 (nb2) ≥ 1i
As a next step, we can dene a new preference concept inside the TBox:

GoodNotebookU1 ≡ Notebook u CheapU1 u FastU1 u WidescreenU1
Then every interpretation I satises:

hGoodNotebookU1 (nb1) ≥ 0.5i
hGoodNotebookU1 (nb2) ≥ 0.66i
Fuzzy conjunction is not always suitable to represent user preferences because it
penalizes some objects that may be still interesting for the user. This is the case of
the individual nb1 which has a very good value of speed and price for user U 1, but
the screen is preferred only to 0.5. Instead of the conjunction, we can use aggregation
to obtain overall preference value.
Aggregation functions are m-ary fuzzy functions @•U : T Vnm → T Vn , monotone
in all arguments and such that @•U (1, . . . , 1) = 1 and @U (0, . . . , 0) = 0. Note that
aggregations are a generalization of both fuzzy conjunctions and disjunctions. As
such, unrestricted aggregations add too much expressive power to the language (23;
102). According to the paper (129), the instance problem for DLs with aggregation
is polynomially decidable, provided that the subsumption of two aggregations can be
decided in polynomial time.
If we use aggregation, the concept GoodNotebookU1 from our example can look
like @U 1 (CheapU1 , FastU1 , WidescreenU1 ), where the aggregation is a weighted average @•U 1 (x, y, z) =

3x+2y+z
.
6

The minimal model will be dierent from the model in

Example 5.1, where we used concept conjunctions instead of aggregations. Every
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interpretation will now satisfy the following:

hGoodNotebookU1 (nb1), 0.8i
hGoodNotebookU1 (nb2), 0.73i

5.2 Subsumption
We have already mentioned that there are more alternative denitions of fuzzy reasoning tasks like subsumption. Reasoning algorithms mentioned in 4.4.2 usually use
crisp subsumption problem: a concept C is subsumed by D with respect to a TBox T ,

C vT D, if for every model I of T and every individual a ∈ ∆I holds C I (a) ≤ DI (a).
However, this condition means that C I (a) →• DI (a) has a truth value 1, where →•
is a truth function for fuzzy implication. We can also dene a fuzzy subsumption
(106; 84): C is subsumed by D w.r.t. T to a degree t if for every model I of T and
for every individual a ∈ ∆I , the inequality (C I (a) →• DI (a)) ≥ t holds. The fuzzy
implication →• is a residuum of Gödel fuzzy conjunction.
The crisp subsumption problem C vT D can be decided with a structural algorithm, similar to the algorithm proposed in (75), by nding homomorphism between
description trees for concepts D and C . In the following text, we present our own
structural algorithms, extended from (75) to handle fuzzy predicates. Note that the
algorithms use a subset of s-EL(D) without aggregations and top-k constructor. Let
us begin with some basic denitions from graph theory.

Denition 5.2 A directed graph is a pair G = (V, E), where V is a set of vertices (or
nodes ) and E ⊆ V × V is a set of ordered pairs of vertices, called directed edges.

Denition 5.3 A directed graph is connected if it contains a directed path from u
to v or a directed path from v to u for every pair of vertices u, v ∈ V .

Denition 5.4 A path is a sequence of vertices v0 , v1 , . . . , vn such that an edge
(vi , vi+1 ) exists for all 0 ≤ i < n and all the edges (vi , vi+1 ) are distinct. A cycle
is a path v0 , v1 , . . . , vn such that v0 = vn .

Denition 5.5 A tree is a connected graph that contains no cycles. Any two vertices
of a tree are connected by exactly one unique path.

Denition 5.6 Let G = (V, E) and G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) be graphs. A homomorphism from
G to G0 is a mapping φ : V → V 0 such that ∀(u, v) ∈ E : (φ(u), φ(v)) ∈ E 0 .
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We also need the ability to attach a label to any vertex or edge. Thus we will use
labeled graphs:

Denition 5.7 A labeled graph is a triple G = (V, E, l), where (V, E) is a directed
graph and l is a labeling function l : V ∪ E → L for some set of labels L. For every

x ∈ V ∪ E , the element l(x) ∈ L is called the label of x. A labeled tree is a connected
labeled graph without cycles.
It is possible to represent an EL concept as a labeled tree (75). If the concept is
atomic, it will be represented with a single vertex, labeled with the concept name.
Complex concepts are treated dierently  at rst we need to rewrite the concept C
into an equivalent normal form C ≡ D1 u · · · u Dn u ∃R1 .C1 u · · · u ∃Rm .Cm where

Di denotes an atomic concept and Ci can be either a complex concept in the normal
form or a conjunction of concrete domain predicates (if Ri is a concrete role). Roles

R1 , . . . , Rm must be distinct. This transformation can be done using commutativity
of conjunctions and the fact that ∃R.(C u D) ≡ (∃R.C) u (∃R.D). Subsequently, we
can create the tree: concepts D1 , . . . , Dn will form a label of a vertex v0 and we create
a new edge labeled with Ri for every ∃Ri .Ci . The edge is oriented from the v0 to a
new vertex obtained recursively from Ci . If Ci is a conjunction of concrete domain
predicates, the label will be a set of predicate names.

Example 5.8 Let our TBox contain these concept denitions:
GoodNotebookU1 ≡ Notebook u CheapU1 u FastU1 u WidescreenU1
CheapU1 ≡ ∃price.lt400,700
FastU1 ≡ ∃speed.rt1,2.6
WidescreenU1 ≡ ∃screen.rt15,17
The normal form of the concept GoodNotebookU1 is GoodNotebookU1 ≡ Notebook u

∃price.lt400,700 u ∃speed.rt1,2.6 u ∃screen.rt15,17 . Figure 5.12 shows the resulting
labeled tree.
According to (75), we will call such tree a s-EL(D) description tree. A formal
denition follows.

Denition 5.9 A s-EL(D) description tree is dened as a labeled tree G = (V, E, l),
where the labeling function maps every vertex v ∈ V either to a subset of atomic
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v0
Notebook
price
screen
speed
v1

v2

v3

lt400,700

rt1, 2.6

rt15.4, 17

Figure 5.12: A labeled tree for a concept GoodNotebookU1 .
concept names or a subset of concrete predicates l(v) ⊂ NC ∪ P redD . Every edge

e ∈ E is mapped to a role name v(e) ∈ NR .
Concrete domain predicates (like lta,b , rta,b , trza,b,c,d , inva,b,c,d ) are allowed to occur
only as a part of ∃R.P in complex concept descriptions, where R is a concrete role
and P is a concrete predicate. Thus the normal from can also contain a conjunction
of concrete predicates. Imagine the following knowledge base:

GoodNotebookU2 ≡ Notebook u CheapU2 u ExpensiveU2
CheapU2 ≡ ∃price.lt300,500
ExpensiveU2 ≡ ∃price.rt400,600
The normal form of the concept GoodNotebookU2 is GoodNotebookU2 ≡ Notebook u

∃price.(lt300,500 u rt400,600 ). Both predicates lt300,500 , rt400,600 (gray line) and their
conjunction (black line) can be seen on Figure 5.13. This example is rather articial
 real users are not likely to have preference like CheapU2 u ExpensiveU2 , but such
expressions are still allowed by the language, so the reasoning algorithm must be able
to handle them. Note that every role is either abstract or concrete, so the normal
form will never produce a conjunction like Notebook u rt400,600 . Thus no vertex label
is allowed to contain both concept names and predicate names.
Crisp subsumption between two fuzzy concepts C and D can be checked by creating a s-EL(D) description tree for each concept (let us denote them G(C) and G(D))
and searching for a homomorphism from G(D) to G(C). Because s-EL(D) trees are
labeled, the homomorphism must match edges with identical labels. If a vertex v is
labeled with concept names, it must be mapped to a vertex v 0 labeled with a superset
of the concept names in l(v) (so that the rst concept is more general). On the other
hand, if v, v 0 are labeled with predicate names, we must check if the conjunction of
predicates from l(v) is more general than the conjunction of l(v 0 ). If such homomor64

lt300,500

rt400,600

1.0

0.0
300 400 500 600
price
Figure 5.13: A Gödel conjunction of two fuzzy predicates.
phism is found, the concept D is more general than C , thus the subsumption C vT D
holds.

Denition 5.10 Let G(D) = (VD , ED , lD ) and G(C) = (VC , EC , lC ) be s-EL(D)
description trees for concepts D and C , respectively. A mapping φ : VD → VC is a
subsumption-homomorphism from G(D) to G(C) i all of the following conditions
are satised:
1. if v0 is a root of G(D) and w0 is a root of G(C), then φ(v0 ) = w0
2. lD (v) ⊆ lC (φ(v)) for every vertex v ∈ VD which is labeled with concept names
(lD (v) ⊆ NC )

V
V
3. ( • lC (φ(v)))(x) ≤ ( • lD (v))(x) for every x ∈ D and for every vertex v ∈ VD
which is labeled with concrete predicate names (lD (v) ⊆ P redD )
4. (φ(v), φ(w)) ∈ EC for every edge (v, w) ∈ ED and moreover the labels are the
same lD (v, w) = lC (φ(v), φ(w))
Baader, Küsters and Molitor (21) showed that the homomorphism can be found
in polynomial time for crisp EL. The only substantial dierence in our subsumption
algorithm is the presence of concrete predicates. Note that the denition uses a big
V
V
operator notation of Gödel fuzzy conjunction • . The expression • lD (v) is a fuzzy
V
conjunction of concrete predicates that occur in the label of v and • lC (φ(v)) is
a fuzzy conjunction of predicates in the label of φ(v). Condition 3 in fact requires
V
V
a crisp subsumption between • lC (φ(v)) and • lD (v). Now we need a method to
decide subsumption between two conjunctions of concrete predicates in polynomial
time.
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Let

V•

lC (φ(v)) be P1 ∧ · · · ∧ Pm and let

V•

lD (v) be Pm+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Pm+n , where

P1 , . . . , Pm , Pm+1 , . . . , Pm+n ∈ P redD are arbitrary concrete domain predicates in the
form lta,b , rta,b , trza,b,c,d or inva,b,c,d . Every Pi has parameters a, b or a, b, c, d that
specify points from the concrete domain. The membership function is linear between
these endpoints (see Figure 5.11). Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show how we determine the
membership value on dierent subintervals.
Table 5.2: Membership values for left-trapezoidal and right-trapezoidal type.
predicate

(−∞, a]

lta,b

1

rta,b

0

[a, b] [b, ∞)
b−x
b−a
x−a
b−a

0
1

Table 5.3: Membership values for trapezoidal and inverse trapezoidal type.
predicate

(−∞, a] [a, b]

trza,b,c,d

0

inva,b,c,d

1

x−a
b−a
b−x
b−a

[b, c]
1
0

[c, d] [d, ∞)
d−x
d−c
x−c
d−c

0
1

If we use Gödel t-norm, fuzzy conjunction is a minimum of fuzzy values of all
the conjuncts. The resulting fuzzy predicate is also dened by a function, which is
piecewise linear on subintervals of the domain. The endpoints of the subintervals
can be chosen from the parameters a, b or a, b, c, d of the original predicates, or from
the intersections of the increasing or decreasing parts of the membership functions.
Figure 5.14 shows the conjunction (thick black line) of a trapezoidal and an inverse
trapezoidal predicate (gray lines). Thin dashed lines mark the parameters a, b, c, d
and the dotted lines mark the intersections. It is easy to see that if we partition
the domain into all possible subintervals (using all parameters and intersections), we
only need to choose a function formula according to Table 5.2 or Table 5.3 for each
predicate in the subinterval, substitute arbitrary value from the open subinterval for

x and compare the results. Thus we obtain the function formulas for the conjunction.
If we want to nd a conjunction of the fuzzy predicates from Figure 5.14, we need
to check intervals (−∞, a2 ] , [a2 , a1 ], [a1 , i1 ], [i1 , b2 ], [b2 , b1 ], [b1 , c2 ], [c2 , c1 ], [c1 , i2 ], [i2 , d2 ],

[d2 , d1 ] [d1 , ∞). Let us take interval [a1 , i1 ] as an example. Since it is a subinterval of
[a1 , b1 ], the rst predicate inva1 ,b1 ,c1 ,d1 is dened by the formula
is also a subinterval of [a2 , b2 ], so trza2 ,b2 ,c2 ,d2 is dened as
value from [a1 , i1 ] for x, we nd out that

b1 −x
b1 −a1
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≥

x−a2
b2 −a2

x−a2
.
b2 −a2

b1 −x
b1 −a1

(see Table 5.3). It

After substituting any

(note that all the parameters

inva ,b ,c ,d
1

1

1

1

trz a ,b ,c ,d
2

2

2

2

1.0

0.0
a2 a1 i1 b2 b1

c2 c1 i2 d2 d1

Figure 5.14: A conjunction of a trapezoidal and an inverse trapezoidal predicate.
would be numbers in a real example). Thus the conjunction is dened by a formula
x−a2
b2 −a2

on the interval [a1 , i1 ]. Some of the subintervals will have the same formula in

the result, so they can be unied (like [a2 , a1 ] and [a1 , i1 ] on Figure 5.14).
The last part of the algorithm is to check crisp subsumption between two conjunctions of fuzzy predicates. We take all subinterval endpoints from both conjunctions. But instead of nding minimum, we check the condition (P1 ∧ · · · ∧ Pm )(x) ≤

(Pm+1 ∧· · ·∧Pm+n )(x) for every x in the subintervals. If we nd any intersection inside
a subinterval, we can stop, because the condition could not be satised. Otherwise we
substitute a point from the subinterval for x and check if the rst membership function
has lower values than the second function. If the inequality is checked successfully for
all subintervals, then the crisp subsumption relationship holds.
Every predicate has at most 4 parameters (a, b, c, d), so we gain 4m interval endpoints for m predicates in a conjunction. Moreover, we have to add the number of
intersections, which is bounded by 2(m2 − m) (there are 21 (m2 − m) possible pairs of
predicates, every predicate membership function has at most two strictly monotonic
parts, so we have to check four intersections for every pair of predicates). Thus we
have at most 2m2 + 2m + 1 intervals. Then we check m function formulas to nd
the minimum (the substitution and comparison needs only constant time for each
function). Thus the algorithm for nding the conjunction of m fuzzy predicates has
a complexity O(m3 ).
The algorithm works with three classes (Figure 5.15)  class LinearFunction
represents a function of the form px + q where p, q ∈ R. The function double

value(double x) returns the value of the linear function at x. Predicate is a fuzzy
predicate of the type lta,b or rta,b . (We leave out trza,b,c,d and inva,b,c,d for the sake of
simplicity. The algorithm would contain many more conditional statements to distin67

LinearFunction
-formula : Formula
-left : double
-right : double
+value(x : double) : double
*

1
function

functions

Predicate
-a : double
-b : double
-function : LinearFunction
-type : String

1

PredicateConjunction
-functions : LinearFunction[]
+value(x : double) : double

+value(x : double) : double

Figure 5.15: Classes representing a linear function, fuzzy predicate and predicate
conjunction.

guish between the four types.) The variable function is either

b−x
b−a

or

x−a
b−a

(see Table

5.2). PredicateConjunction represents predicate conjunctions as Figure 5.14 shows.

Finding a conjunction of fuzzy predicates:
Input: set of predicates S = {P1 , . . . , Pm }
Output: PredicateConjunction
1:

Endpoints ← {−∞, ∞}

2:

for i = 1 to m do

3:

S

add Pi .a, Pi .b to Endpoints

4:

end for

5:

for i = 1 to m − 1 do

6:

V

for j = i + 1 to m do

7:

{nd out if Pi and Pj intersect}

8:

lef t ← min{Pi .a, Pj .a}

9:

right ← max{Pi .b, Pj .b}

10:
11:
12:

if a < b then
if Pi .type = Pj .type = lt then
res ← (Pi .b · Pj .a − Pi .a · Pj .b)/(−Pi .a + Pi .b + Pj .a − Pj .b)

13:

end if

14:

if Pi .type! = Pj .type then

15:

res ← (Pi .a · Pj .a − Pi .b · Pj .b)/(Pi .a − Pi .b + Pj .a − Pj .b)

16:

end if

17:

if Pi .type = Pj .type = rt then

18:
19:

res ← (Pi .a · Pj .b − Pj .a · Pi .b)/(Pi .a − Pi .b − Pj .a + Pj .b)

end if
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if res > lef t AND res < right then

20:

add res to Endpoints {we found an intersection}

21:

end if

22:
23:
24:

end if
end for

25:

end for

26:

mul ← new PredicateConjunction

27:

for i = 1 to |Endpoints| − 1 do

28:

index ← 1

29:

x ← random value from (Endpoints[i], Endpoints[i + 1])

30:

for j = 1 to m do

31:

if Pj .value(x) < Pindex .value(x) then
index ← j {remember the minimum}

32:
33:

end if

34:

end for

35:

f ← new LinearFunction

36:

f.lef t ← Endpoints[i]

37:

f.right ← Endpoints[i + 1]

38:

if Pindex .type = lt then

39:

if f.right <= Pindex .a then
f.f unction = 1

40:
41:

else if f.lef t >= Pindex .b then
f.f unction = 0

42:
43:

else
f.f unction = (Pindex .b − x)/(Pindex .b − Pindex .a)

44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:

end if
else
if f.right <= Pindex .a then
f.f unction = 0

else if f.lef t >= Pindex .b then
f.f unction = 1

else
f.f unction = (x − Pindex .a)/(Pindex .b − Pindex .a)

end if
end if
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mul.f unctions[i] ← f.f ormula

55:
56:

end for

57:

return mul
The second algorithm checks whether the crisp subsumption holds:

Checking crisp subsumption:
Input: two conjunctions
Output: true if

V

S1 v

V

V

S1 ,

V

S2

S2 , false otherwise

1:

Endpoints ← {−∞, ∞}

2:

for i = 1 to S1 .f unctions.length do
add S1 .f unctions[i].lef t to Endpoints

3:
4:

end for

5:

for i = 1 to S2 .f unctions.length do
add S2 .f unctions[i].lef t to Endpoints

6:
7:

end for

8:

for j = 2 to |Endpoints| − 1 do
if S1 .value(Endpoints[j]) > S2 .value(Endpoints[j]) then

9:

return false

10:

end if

11:
12:

end for

13:

return true
Suppose that we want to check subsumption between P1 ∧· · ·∧Pm and Pm+1 ∧· · ·∧

Pm+n . As the rst step, we nd the conjunction P1 ∧· · ·∧Pm (with at most 2m2 +2m+1
intervals) and the conjunction Pm+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Pm+n (with 2n2 + 2n + 1 intervals). Some
interval endpoints may occur in both conjunctions, but when we make a union of all
the endpoints in a general case, we have at most 2(m2 + n2 + m + n + 1) endpoints.
For every interval, we need to check the inequality condition for the two functions. If
the algorithm nds any subinterval where the condition is violated, it returns false
immediately. Only if all subintervals are successfully checked, true is returned.
The whole subsumption checking consists of nding two conjunctions (with complexity O(m3 ) and O(n3 )) and checking the inequality for 2(m2 + n2 + m + n + 1)
intervals. Thus the overall complexity is O(m3 +n3 ). This algorithm can be integrated
to the method for nding subsumption-homomorphism between two description trees
(21), so we can check subsumption between arbitrary s-EL(D) concepts in polynomial
time.
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5.3 Instance Problem
The s-EL(D) description trees also help to answer the question to which degree an
individual a is an instance of a concept C . In addition to description trees, we also
need a graph structure to represent assertions from the ABox. Such structure will be
called s-EL(D) description graph.

Denition 5.11 A s-EL(D) description graph is dened as a labeled graph G =
(V, E, l), where the labeling function maps every vertex v ∈ V either to a fuzzy subset
of atomic concept names or to a concrete value l : V → NC × [0, 1] ∪ D. Every edge

e ∈ E is mapped to a role name v(e) ∈ NR .
A s-EL(D) description graph can be created from an ABox the following way:
1. We replace complex concept names with their denitions, so that the ABox
contains only assertions with atomic concepts. This means that we replace

h(C uD)(a) ≥ ti with hC(a) ≥ ti and hD(a) ≥ ti. The assertion h(∃R.C)(a) ≥ ti
is replaced with R(a, d) and hC(d) ≥ ti where d is a new individual name. The
ABox obtained this way is equivalent to the original ABox (i.e. it is satised by
the same models).
2. We dene a set nodes(a) = {(C, t)| hC(a) ≥ ti ∈ A} for every individual a
occurring in the ABox.
3. If (C, t1 ) ∈ nodes(a) and (C, t2 ) ∈ nodes(a) at the same time and t1 ≥ t2 , we
remove the element (C, t2 ).
4. We create a new vertex labeled nodes(a) for every individual a from the ABox.
5. We also create a new vertex for every concrete value occurring in the ABox.
The label is identical with the concrete value.
6. For every abstract role assertion R(a, b) from the ABox we create a new edge
labeled with R from nodes(a) to nodes(b).
7. For every concrete role assertion u(a, b) we create a new edge labeled with R
from nodes(a) to b.
To check the instance problem, it is sucient to create a s-EL(D) description tree
of a concept C , a s-EL(D) description graph for ABox A and try to nd a suitable
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nb1
(Notebook,1)

nb2
(Notebook,1)

screen

screen
price
365

speed
2.1

price
16

500

speed
2.2

17

Figure 5.16: s-EL(D) description graph for an ABox.
homomorphism φ and an evaluation eφ . If such φ and eφ exist, then the individual is
an instance of the concept C to a degree eφ (v0 ), where v0 is the root of the description
tree. Otherwise the degree is 0.

Denition 5.12 Let H = (VH , EH , lH ) be a s-EL(D) description graph for an ABox
A, let G = (VG , EG , lG ) be a s-EL(D) description tree for a concept C and let a be
arbitrary, but xed individual. Then an instance-homomorphism φ : VG → VH is a
mapping such that:
1. for every vertex v ∈ VG and every concept C ∈ lG (v) there exists (C, n) ∈

lH (φ(v)),
2. for every edge (v, w) ∈ EG holds (φ(v), φ(w)) ∈ EH and the labels are the same

lG (v, w) = lH (φ(v), φ(w))
3. if v0 is a root of G, then φ(v0 ) = a.

Denition 5.13 Let G = (VG , EG , lG ) be a s-EL(D) description tree for a concept
C , let H = (VH , EH , lH ) be a s-EL(D) description graph for an ABox A and let φ
be an instance-homomorphism from VG to VH . Let ∧G be an inx notation of Gödel
conjunction. An evaluation is a function eφ : VG → [0, 1] dened by induction from
the leaves of the description tree:
1. for every leaf v ∈ VG which is labeled with concept names lG (v) = {C1 , . . . , Cn }
the evaluation is eφ (v) = C1 (φ(v)) ∧G · · · ∧G Cn (φ(v)), where Ci (φ(v)) = t if

(Ci , t) ∈ nodes(v), 0 otherwise.
2. for every leaf v ∈ VG which is labeled with concrete predicate names lG (v) =

{P1 , . . . , Pn } the evaluation is eφ (v) = P1 (φ(v)) ∧G · · · ∧G Pn (φ(v)), where
Pi (φ(v)) is determined by the concrete domain
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3. for every other vertex w ∈ VG , lG (w) = {C1 , . . . , Cn } there are successors

u1 , . . . , um . The evaluation is dened eφ (w) = C1 (φ(w)) ∧G · · · ∧G Cn (φ(w)) ∧G
eφ (u1 ) ∧G · · · ∧G eφ (um ), where Ci (φ(w)) = t if (Ci , t) ∈ nodes(w), 0 otherwise.
The paper (75) proves that the existence of the homomorphism can be checked in
a polynomial time. We extended the algorithm with removing complex concepts from
the ABox, computing nodes(a) and the evaluation, which can be done in polynomial
time. Therefore our algorithm also nishes in polynomial time.
Suppose that we use the ABox from Figure 5.16 and we want to nd to what degree
is nb2 an instance of GoodNotebookU1 from Figure 5.12. The instance-homomorphism
must map the root of the description tree v0 to nb2. We have three edges (v0 , v1 ),

(v0 , v2 ) and (v0 , v3 ) in the description tree. Thus v1 , v2 , v3 must be mapped in such a
way that the mapped edges will belong to the description graph of the ABox. The
edge labels must remain unchanged. The only possibility is to map v1 to 500, v2 to 2.2
and v3 to 17. Now we can compute the evaluation to nd the membership degree. All
the leaves v1 , v2 , v3 are labeled by single concrete domain predicates, so the evaluation
is:

eφ (v1 ) = lt400,700 (φ(v1 )) = lt400,700 (500) = 0.66
eφ (v2 ) = rt1,2.6 (φ(v2 )) = rt1,2.6 (2.2) = 0.72
eφ (v3 ) = rt15,17 (φ(v3 )) = rt15,17 (17) = 1
In case of the root node v0 , the evaluation is eφ (v0 ) = Notebook(φ(w)) ∧G eφ (v1 ) ∧G

eφ (v2 ) ∧G eφ (v3 ) = 1 ∧G 0.66 ∧G 0.72 ∧G 1 = 0.66. Thus the individual nb1 is an
instance of GoodNotebookU1 to a degree 0.66.

5.4 Concept Satisability
The instance problem is closely related to fuzzy concept satisability. A concept C is
satisable w.r.t. a knowledge base K to a degree t if there exists a model I of K and
an individual a such that I satises hC(a) ≥ ti. This is a weaker condition than in
case of instance problem because we do not need to check all the models, only to nd
one.
More expressive description logics usually reduce other reasoning problems like
subsumption to satisability using the fact that C is subsumed by D i C u ¬D is
unsatisable. But such reduction requires the language to support negation. Less
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expressive DLs like EL have to treat reasoning problems separately, however, satisability in such languages is quite trivial. Every concept in EL is satisable because
there is no negation and no bottom concept either.
The case is similar for fuzzied EL  every concept is satisable in any degree because we can always dene a maximal interpretation and set all membership degrees
to 1. However, s-EL(D) adds a concrete domain that has a xed interpretation. A
concept like Cheap ≡ ∃price.lt400,700 is satisable to a degree 1 or less (there is an
individual nb1 with a price 365 EUR which belongs to the concrete predicate lt400,700
in a degree 1 in every model). But a concept Fast is satisable at most to a degree
0.72 (see Table 3.2). Satisability to any degree below 0.72 is a consequence because

hC(a) ≥ 0.72i implies hC(a) ≥ ti , where t < 0.72.

5.5 Top-k Retrieval
In addition to the standard reasoning tasks, we add a new task, top-k retrieval, to
our description logic: for a given concept C , nd k individuals with the greatest
membership degrees in C . The value of top-k(C)I (a) is equal to C I (a) if a belongs to

k best individuals from preference concept C . Otherwise the value is set to 0. Note
that according to the denition of top-k(C)I (a) in Table 5.1, we return those elements
for which the number of strictly greater elements is less than k , which includes the
ties on the k th position. Thus the result can possibly include more than k individuals.
The original top-k algorithm (42) is non-deterministic  instead of returning all ties on
the k th position, it chooses some of them randomly and returns exactly k objects. We
use this non-standard denition in order to make the top-k constructor deterministic.
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Chapter 6
Description Logic o-EL(D) with
Preorders
Compared to other fuzzied DLs, s-EL(D) dened in the previous section uses fuzzy
membership values to represent the notion of preference, not vagueness. Every preference concept in s-EL(D) orders all the individuals from the domain according to their
preference values. Conjunctions or aggregations are necessary to obtain the overall
order. This principle is similar to the rules of decathlon: athletes compete in ten disciplines, each discipline is awarded according to scoring tables. All scores are summed
up to determine the nal order. This is the case when all precise scores are important
to determine the nal score.
There are other cases when the score itself is not important, only the order. Recall
another example from sport, namely from Formula 1 car racing: the rst ten drivers
gain points according to the point table (25, 18, 15, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1) regardless of
their exact time, speed or headstart. The nal order is also determined by summing up
all points. A similar system is used in Tour de France, where riders can earn points
at the end of each stage. The stages are divided into several types (at, medium
mountain, high mountain) and each type has its own point table. It is possible to
gain extra points for winning time trials and sprints. These examples show that
sometimes we can neglect the membership values and to consider only the order of
individuals.
Since preference is dened as an ordering of objects, we will interpret the preference
concepts as ordering of the domain. Such description logic will be denoted o-EL(D)
where o stands for order (preliminary versions of this DL were published in (6; 3; 1)).
This approach is original and does not appear elsewhere, in contrast to fuzzied DLs
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which are very popular in DL community. The notion of instance ordering within description logics appeared in (98). This paper denes crisp DL ALCQ(D) with special

ordering descriptions that can be used to index and search a knowledge base. The
paper (69) presents ALC f c , a fuzzy DL with comparison concept constructors, where
it is possible to dene e.g. a concept of very cheap cars (with fuzzy degree of cheap"
over some specied value), or cars that are more economy than strong. However, all
of the mentioned papers use the classical (crisp or fuzzy) concept interpretation. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no other work concerning interpreting concepts as
orders.

6.1 Basic Theory
Every concept in o-EL(D) is interpreted as a non-strict preorder of the domain. A
preorder is a reexive and transitive relation. We do not need the antisymmetry
condition (as is required for partial orders) because there can be two individuals that
are not identical despite being equally preferred. We call such individuals indiscernible
according to a preference concept C . A preorder is total, if for every pair of distinct
individuals a, b holds a ≤ b ∨ b ≤ a.
To emphasize that o-EL(D) concepts are preorders, we will write them as ≤C
and we will sometimes use the inx notation a ≤JC b instead of ≤JC (a, b) for atomic
concepts. Interpretations in o-EL(D) will be denoted J = (∆J , •J ) to be clearly
distinguished from the interpretations in s-EL(D). The interpretation domain ∆J is
identical, the dierence is only in the interpretation function •J . If a ≤JC b, we say
that a belongs to a concept ≤C less or equal than b. (If ≤C represents user preference,
we say that b is preferred to a (or equally) according to ≤C . Complex concepts in

o-EL(D) are constructed according to Table 6.1 (compare with Table 5.1). Note that
roles are crisp and their interpretation is the same as for s-EL(D). Also note that
lowercase letters in Table 6.1 denote individuals, except for u which denotes a concrete
role. ≤C , ≤D stand for concepts, R stands for a role and P for a concrete predicate.
Two additional non-standard constructors (aggregation and top-k constructor) are
dened in the subsequent text.
We use the same concrete domain as in case of s-EL(D). Typical TBox denitions
are ≤C v≤D and ≤C ≡≤D . The ABox contains concept assertions in the form a1 ≤C a2
or ≤C (a1 , a2 ) and role assertions R(a, c).
An interpretation J is a model of a TBox denition ≤C v≤D if a ≤JC b implies
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Table 6.1: Concept constructors in o-EL(D)
Syntax

Semantics

≤A

≤JA ⊆ ∆J × ∆J

R

RJ ⊆ ∆J × ∆J

≤>

∆J × ∆J

∃R.≤C

{(a1 , a2 ) : ∀c1 (a1 , c1 ) ∈ RJ ∃c2 (a2 , c2 ) ∈ RJ : c1 ≤JC c2 }

∃u.P

{(a1 , a2 ) : ∀c1 (a1 , c1 ) ∈ uJ ∃c2 (a2 , c2 ) ∈ uJ : P (c1 ) ≤ P (c2 )}

≤C u ≤ D

{(a1 , a2 ) : a1 ≤JC a2 ∧ a1 ≤JD a2 }

@U (≤C1 , . . . , ≤Cm )

@•U (≤C1 , . . . , ≤Cm )

top-k(≤C )

dened below

a ≤JD b. Similarly J is a model of a denition ≤C ≡≤D if the two preorders are equal
≤JC =≤JD . A model of role assertions R(a, b) is dened exactly as in s-EL(D), while J
is a model of a concept assertion a1 ≤C a2 if (a1 , a2 ) ∈≤JC .
There is an analogy of top concept ≤> interpreted as a complete relation ∆J ×∆J .
Therefore all individuals are equally preferred.
If an individual a is preferred to b in two order concepts ≤C and ≤D , the same
relationship will hold in the concept conjunction ≤C u ≤D . The main disadvantage
is that the concept conjunction often produces a partial preorder, even if ≤C and ≤D
are total preorders. According to the order-extension principle, it is possible to extend

(≤C u ≤D )J to a total preorder, but this extension does not have to be unique. The
extension is trivial for nite domains and it is also possible for innite domains using
the axiom of choice. However, sometimes it is more convenient to use aggregation @U
instead of concept conjunction, especially when we consider a conjunction of more
than two concepts.
The semantics of ∃R.≤C is very unusual at the rst sight, so we will explain it
with help of s-EL(D). Let s-EL(D) knowledge base contain the following assertions:

hC(c1 ) ≥ 0.8i
hC(c2 ) ≥ 0.3i
R(a1 , c1 )
R(a1 , c2 )
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hC(c3 ) ≥ 0.5i
hC(c4 ) ≥ 0.6i
hC(c5 ) ≥ 0.6i
R(a2 , c3 )
R(a2 , c4 )
R(a2 , c5 )

C

I
1

c1

R
a1

c4

a2

c3
c2

0.8

c5

0.6
0.5
0.3

0

Figure 6.17: A graphical representation of s-EL(D) knowledge base.
The same knowledge base is shown on Figure 6.17. Note that membership degrees
of dierent individuals in C are indicated by their vertical position  the individual c1
with the highest membership degree 0.8 is on the top. Role assertions are indicated
with the arcs, as is usual in ontology visualization.
If we want to nd a membership degree of the individual a1 in ∃R.C , it is sucient
to nd a supremum from C I (c1 ), C I (c2 ) and analogously a supremum from C I (c3 ),

C I (c4 ), C I (c5 ) for the individual a2 . We nd out that a1 must belong to ∃R.C to
a degree at least 0.8 in every model, while a2 has a degree at least 0.6. Note that
the supremum is usual in the interpretation of existential quantier in all papers
concerning fuzzy DLs, regardless of whether they use crisp or fuzzy roles. It also
aects the properties of fuzzy ∃R.C : if a1 has a higher degree of membership than

a2 , we know that for every individual ci connected with a2 via role R, there exists a
better individual cj connected with a1 (better with respect to the preference concept

C ). This feature of fuzzy existential quantier is used in our interpretation of ∃R.C
in order description logic o-EL(D).
Figure 6.18 shows the analogous knowledge base for o-EL(D). Instead of fuzzy
membership degrees, we have only the preorder relation to work with. The interpretation of ∃R.≤C will be a preorder as well, so the denition must specify which
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Figure 6.18: A graphical representation of analogous o-EL(D) knowledge base.
pairs of individuals will belong to it. The pairs (a1 , a2 ) have to fulll the condition

∀c1 (a1 , c1 ) ∈ RJ ∃c2 (a2 , c2 ) ∈ RJ : c1 ≤JC c2 , which is just a formalization of the
condition stated above: for every individual ci connected with a2 via role R, there
exists a better individual cj connected with a1 .
Also note that if the concept ≤C was a total preorder, then ∃R.≤C will be also
total. If the knowledge base contains two role assertions R(a1 , b1 ) and R(a2 , b2 ), then
their order in the concept ∃R.≤C is the same as in ≤C (which is total, so it contains
either the pair (a1 , a2 ), or (a2 , a1 ), or both). If the knowledge base contains only

R(a1 , c1 ) and no such assertion for a2 then for every individual connected with a2
via role R (which is none in our case), there exists a better individual c1 connected
with a1 , so the pair (a2 , a1 ) clearly belongs to ∃R.≤C according to the denition. If
there are no role assertions for a1 and a2 , then both (a1 , a2 ) and (a2 , a1 ) fulll the
condition from the denition and so both pairs belong to ∃R.≤C . Thus all individuals
that have role assertions are ordered according to ≤C and all other individuals share
the lowest level of ∃R.≤C . A similar principle was used in the denition s-EL(D)
 if some individual a did not occur in role assertions with R, then the supremum

sup{C I (b) : (a, b) ∈ RI } had to be chosen from an empty set and sup ∅ was dened
to be 0. The individual a would have the lowest possible membership value in ∃R.C .
For every @U with arity m and for every m-tuple of order concepts ≤Cj ⊆ ∆J ×∆J
an aggregation @•U (≤C1 , . . . , ≤Cm )J ⊆ ∆J × ∆J is a preorder such that the following
holds: if a ≤JCj b for every j = 1, . . . , m, then (a, b) ∈ @•U (≤C1 , . . . , ≤Cm )J .
There are many possibilities to dene aggregation @•U . We will show one possibility
inspired by Formula 1 car race point tables mentioned before. First of all, it is
necessary to dene the level of an individual a in the interpretation of a concept C . It
is the biggest possible length of a sequence such that the rst element is a and every
following element is strictly greater than its predecessor.
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level(a, ≤JC ) = max{l : ∃b1 , . . . , bl ∈ ∆J ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , l − 1}| bi ≤JC bi+1 ∧ bi+1 6≤JC
l∈N

bi ∧ b1 = a}
Figure 6.19 shows two preference concepts ≤JC , ≤JD with emphasis on levels. Note
that both concepts order the same domain in a dierent way  in our case, the
domain consists only of ve elements ∆J = {c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 }. It is easy to see that
the individual c5 is on the second level in ≤JD . It also means that level(c5 , ≤JC ) = 2,
because the longest sequence of strictly increasing elements, starting with c5 , has 2
elements (the sequence can be either c5 , c2 or c5 , c1 ).
J

1
2
3
4

J

£C
c4
c5
c1 c 3
c2

£D
1
2
3

c 2 c1
c5
c4 c3

Figure 6.19: Levels in o-EL(D) concepts ≤JC and ≤JD .
Next we dene a point table for a concept ≤C and user U. A point table is a nonincreasing function over natural numbers pointU≤C : N → N with values like 10, 8, 6,
5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, 0, . . . ending with zeros. The dierences between adjacent values are
non-increasing. A pair (a, b) belongs to aggregation @•U (≤C1 , . . . , ≤Cm )J if
m
m
P
P
pointU≤C (level(b, ≤JC )).
pointU≤C (level(a, ≤JC )) ≤
j=1

j

j

j=1

This means nding the level of individual a in every preference concept ≤JCj , then
determining the corresponding points for these levels and sum up all the points. If
the individual b has better levels in the preference concepts ≤JCj than individual a, it
will also have more points in pointU≤C .
j

For example, let us dene point tables pointU≤C and pointU≤D with the same values
7, 4, 2, 1, 0, and an aggregated concept @U (≤C , ≤D ) using concepts ≤C , ≤D from
Figure 6.19. The sum of all points for c2 is:

pointU≤C (level(c2 , ≤JC ))+pointU≤D (level(c2 , ≤JD )) = pointU≤C (4)+pointU≤D (1) = 1+7 = 8
For individual c4 , we get:

pointU≤C (level(c4 , ≤JC ))+pointU≤D (level(c4 , ≤JD )) = pointU≤C (1)+pointU≤D (3) = 7+2 = 9
We see that c4 has a higher sum of points than c2 , so (c2 , c1 ) ∈ @JU (≤C , ≤D ).
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It is also straightforward to dene top-k queries. Let Ca = {c ∈ ∆J : a ≤JC

c ∧ c 6≤JC a} be a set of individuals strictly greater than a in ordering concept ≤C .
Then (a, b) ∈ top-k(≤C )J , i:
J
1. a ≤C
b ∧ |Ca | < k or

2. |Ca | ≥ k
If ≤C was a total preorder, then top-k(≤C ) will be also total. Top-k constructor
preserves the original order of the rst k individuals, including the ties. Note that
the rst k individuals often occupy less than k levels because some of them are ties.
Concerning the ties on the last included level (not necessarily the k -th level), we can
either choose only some of them to ll up the needed amount of elements, or we can
return them all. Here we choose the latter possibility, even if we end up with more
than k elements in the result, because it makes our denition deterministic. If some
element a has more than k strictly greater elements in ≤JC , so that it is beyond the
last included level (see condition 2), it is made lower or equal to all other elements,
which moves it to the last level in top-k(≤C )J .

Example 6.1 We transform the knowledge base from the previous section to oEL(D). Note that role assertions have not changed (we use the same type of crisp
roles as in s-EL(D)). The rst two concept assertions say that individuals nb1 and

nb2 belong to the concept ≤Notebook equally (at the same level).
nb1 ≤Notebook nb2
nb2 ≤Notebook nb1
price(nb1, 365)
price(nb2, 500)
speed(nb1, 2.1)
speed(nb2, 2.2)
screen(nb1, 16)
screen(nb2, 17)
The TBox will contain the same concept denitions as in Example 5.1:

≤CheapU1 ≡ ∃price.lt400,700
≤FastU1 ≡ ∃speed.rt1,1.6
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≤WidescreenU1 ≡ ∃screen.rt15,17
≤GoodNotebookU1 ≡ ≤Notebook u ≤CheapU1 u ≤FastU1 u ≤WidescreenU1
Every model J of the knowledge base will satisfy the following:

nb2 ≤CheapU1 nb1
nb1 ≤FastU1 nb2
The latter assertion is satised because ∀c1 (nb1, c1 ) ∈ speedJ ∃c2 ∈ ∆J (nb2, c2 ) ∈

speedJ : (c1 , c2 ) ∈ rtJ1,1.6 . We have only one possibility c1 = 2.1 and c2 = 2.2 and
moreover (2.1, 2.2) ∈ rtJ1,1.6 .
Note that neither the tuple (nb1, nb2), nor the tuple (nb2, nb1) belongs to the
concept ≤JGoodNotebookU1 in every model J . This is caused by the ambiguity in concept
conjunctions (because the interpretation of the concept ≤GoodNotebookU1 is a partial preorder). This shows a necessity to use aggregations instead of concept conjunctions.
Let us dene point tables pointU≤1CheapU1 , pointU≤1FastU1 as 3, 2, 1, 0, and the preferential
concept ≤GoodNotebookU1 as @U 1 (≤CheapU1 , ≤FastU1 ). The individual nb1 has the rst place
in concept ≤CheapU1 , while nb2 is rst in the concept ≤FastU1 . The result is that both
individuals gain ve points in total (three for the rst place and two for the second
place) and every interpretation must satisfy both:

nb1 ≤GoodNotebookU1 nb2
nb2 ≤GoodNotebookU1 nb1

6.2 Order-Oriented Reasoning
Interpreting concepts as preorder relations has one main drawback  it complicates the
reasoning. The relationship between various concept (or role) constructors and the
complexity of reasoning is well explored in description logics. Reasoning with complex
roles is known to be more time-consuming than reasoning in a DL with concept
constructors only (19). Because concepts in o-EL(D) are also binary relations, we can
expect the reasoning to have higher complexity than the polynomial complexity in

s-EL(D). We present a tableaux-like algorithm for the instance problem in o-EL(D),
but rstly we consider some ideas for order-oriented reasoning.
The subsumption problem in crisp DLs usually means checking the subset relationship between C I and DI for every model I of the knowledge base. In case of
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the description logic o-EL(D), it is technically possible to check subset relationship

≤JC ⊆≤JD . It would mean that preorder ≤D contains all tuples from ≤C and some
possible additional tuples. However, the semantics of such subsumption is not clear.
If ≤JD = {(x1 , x2 ), (x2 , x3 ), (x1 , x3 )} then adding a tuple (x3 , x4 ) increases the number
of equivalence classes (levels), but adding (x3 , x1 ) or (x2 , x1 ) makes some elements
equally preferred and thus decreases the number of levels. Considering order-oriented
subsumption, it would be necessary to treat these two cases separately.
In addition to classical equivalence (≤JC v≤JD ∧ ≤JD v≤JC ) we can check correlation
of two total preorders. It is possible to use Kendall τ correlation coecient (70). If

≤JC , ≤JD are two preorders of the same domain, their τ correlation is dened as τ (≤JC
, ≤JD ) =

2(c−d)
,
n(n−1)

where c is the number of concordant pairs (i.e. such that they have the

same order in both concepts (a, b) ∈ C J ∧ (a, b) ∈ DJ ), d is the number of discordant
pairs (such that they have dierent order in concepts C J , DJ ) and n is the number
of elements from the domain. The result can range from -1 to 1. Identical orders
have correlation 1 and reversed orders have the result -1. In case of partial orders,
k≤J ∩≤J k
this formula can be reformulated as τ (≤JC , ≤JD ) = 2 · ≤JC ∪≤JD − 1. Both formulations
k C Dk
assume that the number of pairs in both posets is nite. It is possible to use the
solution from paper (89), which suggests fuzzy measure to determine correlation of
two potentially innite posets.
Another interesting reasoning problem is concept satisability. In classical DLs
a concept is satisable if it has some non-empty interpretation (i.e. its denition is
not contradictory). In fuzzy DLs we can check satisability to some fuzzy degree.
Ordering DL is dierent case. Because of reexivity condition, every preorder will be
non-empty. The closest related problem is how many levels can ≤JC have.
We can also dene instance level problem : individual a is an instance of concept

≤C in level n if level(a, ≤JC ) ≤ n for every model J . Order-oriented retrieval problem
is similar: to nd all instances of concept ≤C in level n. Top-k retrieval means
nding the best k individuals, regardless of how many levels they span. Another
closely related problem is instance order problem : a is preferred less or equal than b
in concept ≤C if a ≤JC b for every model J .
Some reasoning algorithms for o-EL can be designed by modication of structural
or tableau approaches from classical DLs. There is one more complication  the use
of aggregation functions may easily cause undecidability of reasoning. Paper (23)
proves decidability only for EL(D) with atomic negation and a concrete domain D
with functions min, max, sum. Although aggregation functions are more suitable to
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represent user preferences, we replace them with concept conjunctions for the purpose
of reasoning. We also leave out top-k constructor which will be used only in top-k
queries (described in Section 4.4.3). In this section we focus on instance order problem
 to nd out if a ≤JC b holds for every model J of the knowledge base.
At rst we construct the expansion and the transitive closure of an ABox A:
1. add a ≤C b (the assertion that we want to check)
2. replace all complex concept names in A with their denitions
3. if a ≤C b ∈ A and b ≤C c ∈ A and a ≤C c ∈
/ A, then add a ≤C c
Afterwards we decompose A by applying rules. Every rule replaces some ABox
assertion with new assertions or constraints. New assertions are allowed to contain
variables instead of individual names. Constraints have the form P (x, y), where x, y
can be values from the concrete domain or variables and P is a concrete predicate.
The rule R∃ can be used for both abstract and concrete roles.
Table 6.2: Replacement rules for o-EL(D) ABoxes.
Rule

Original assertions

Replace with

(Ru)

replace (≤C u ≤D )J (a1 , a2 )

with a1 ≤JC a2 and a1 ≤JD a2

(R∃)

replace (∃R. ≤C )J (a1 , a2 )

with RJ (a2 , x) and c1 ≤JC x
for all c1 such that (a1 , c1 ) ∈ RJ
where x is a new variable

After no more rules can be applied on ABox A, we end up with constraints like

P (x1 , x2 ) and assertions of the form x3 ≤C x4 and R(x5 , x6 ). As the next step we try
to substitute individuals and concrete values for the variables so that all constraints
and assertions are fullled. For each variable x and role R we create a set of candidate
values CV (x, R) = {y ∈ ∆J ∪ ∆D : R(a, y) ∈ A ∧ y 6= x}. We have to choose one
value from each candidate set such that no predicate assertion P (x, y) is violated. If
there is such a substitution, then a ≤JC b for every model J . If not, a ≤JC b may
hold only for some models. A substitution can be found with bMIP (bounded mixed
integer programming) method described in (115).

Example 6.2 Let us revise Example 6.1. TBox and ABox remain the same and we
want to nd out if (nb1, nb2) ∈ GoodNotebookU1 J in every interpretation. We add
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the assertion nb1 ≤GoodNotebookU1 nb2 to the ABox. Then we apply the rule (Ru) and
gain:

nb1 ≤Notebook nb2
nb1 ≤∃price.lt400,700 nb2
nb1 ≤∃speed.rt1,1.6 nb2
nb1 ≤∃screen.rt15,17 nb2
Then we replace the last three assertions using (R∃):

nb1 ≤Notebook nb2
price(nb2, x1 )
speed(nb2, x2 )
screen(nb2, x3 )
lt400,700 (365, x1 )
rt1,1.6 (2.2, x2 )
rt15,17 (17, x3 )
No more rules can be applied and we look for a substitution for x1 , . . . , x3 . Let us
start with variable x1 . It must be connected with nb2 by role price, and therefore
the only candidate value is 500. The constraint lt400,700 (365, x1 ) is not true (because
365 is not worse value of price than 500). There is no other option to substitute x1
and thus we conclude that the pair (nb1, nb2) does not belong to GoodNotebookU1 in
every interpretation.

6.3 The Relationship between Scoring and Ordering
Approach
Denitions for s-EL(D) and o-EL(D) are much similar, but the two logics are not
equivalent. At the rst sight, it is obvious that o-EL(D) drops exact membership
degrees, thus it loses the ability to express some features of s-EL(D). If we have a
constant fuzzy concept C I (a) = w ∈ T Vn for every a ∈ ∆I , the corresponding order
concept in o-EL(D) will be ≤JC = ∆J × ∆J , regardless of the value w. Similarly, if

DI (a) ≤ DI (b), the corresponding order concept contains the pair (a, b) ∈≤JD , but we
lose information about the dierence DI (b) − DI (a).
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If we compare a scoring concept C with an ordering concept ≤C , we are concerned
about the order of individuals. It is straightforward to dene corresponding orderpreserving concept ≤A for every primitive concept A and for any interpretation AI .
We dene a ≤JA b i AI (a) ≤ AI (b). Concept constructors should also preserve order
of individuals. We start from a scoring concept A, transform it to a corresponding
ordering concept ≤A , use corresponding constructors on both concepts and nally
compare order of individuals in the results.

Denition 6.3 Let C be a s-EL(D) concept, ≤C a o-EL(D) concept. We say that ≤C
is generated by C if the following holds in all interpretations I, J : ∀a, b ∈ ∆I : a ≤JC b
i C I (a) ≤ C I (b).
Note that the concrete domain D is already dened in such a way that ∃u.P is orderpreserving.

Lemma 6.4 Let ≤C be generated by C . Then ∃R. ≤C is generated by ∃R.C .
Proof.
Let I, J be arbitrary interpretations. Let (a1 , a2 ) ∈ ∃R.≤JC . According to the denition, ∀c1 (a1 , c1 ) ∈ RJ ∃c2 (a2 , c2 ) ∈ RJ : c1 ≤JC c2 . We know that the interpretation
of roles is the same and ≤C is generated by C , thus ∀c1 (a1 , c1 ) ∈ RI ∃c2 (a2 , c2 ) ∈ RI :

C I (c1 ) ≤ C I (c2 ). The same inequality holds for suprema: sup {C I (c1 ) : (a1 , c1 ) ∈ RI }
I

I

b∈∆I

I

≤ sup {C (c2 ) : (a2 , c2 ) ∈ R } Therefore (∃R.C) (a1 ) ≤ (∃R.C)I (a2 ).
b∈∆I

For the reversed implication, suppose that (∃R.C)I (a1 ) ≤ (∃R.C)I (a2 ), and from

the denition also sup {C I (c1 ) : (a1 , c1 ) ∈ RI } ≤ sup {C I (c2 ) : (a2 , c2 ) ∈ RI }. Since
b∈∆I

b∈∆I

the set of truth values is nite, the supremum must belong to the set. Towards the
contradiction, suppose that ∃c1 (a1 , c1 ) ∈ RI ∀c2 (a2 , c2 ) ∈ RI : C I (c1 ) > C I (c2 ).
Then C I (c1 ) is upper bound of the set and it is greater than the maximum C I (c1 ) >

max{C I (c2 ) : (a2 , c2 ) ∈ RI } ≥ max{C I (c1 ) : (a1 , c1 ) ∈ RI } ≥ C I (c1 ), which is a
b∈∆I

b∈∆I

contradiction. Thus ∀c1 (a1 , c1 ) ∈ RI ∃c2 (a2 , c2 ) ∈ RI : C I (c1 ) ≤ C I (c2 ). As ≤C is
generated by C , we gain (a1 , a2 ) ∈ (∃R.≤C )J .

Note that in case of fuzzy s-EL(D), we dene sup ∅ = 0. In case of o-EL(D), if
no individual is connected to a1 with role R, then (a1 , a2 ) ∈ (∃R.≤C )J , so it yields
correct inequalities for 0 ≤ x and 0 ≤ 0.

Lemma 6.5 Let ≤C be generated by C . Then top-k(≤C ) is generated by top-k(C).
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Proof.
Let us suppose that top-k(C)I (a1 ) ≤ top-k(C)I (a2 ). The concept ≤C is generated
¯
¯
by C , so the condition ¯c ∈ ∆I : C I (a) < C I (c)¯ < k is equivalent to |Ca | < k . Since
top-k(C)I (x) can be either 0 or C I (x), we have three possibilities:

• case 1) top-k(C)I (a1 ) = top-k(C)I (a2 ) = 0
• case 2) 0 = top-k(C)I (a1 ) ≤ top-k(C)I (a2 ) = C I (a2 )
• case 3) C I (a1 ) = top-k(C)I (a1 ) ≤ top-k(C)I (a2 ) = C I (a2 )
Case 1 and 2: From the denition and the equivalence of conditions above we
have |Ca1 | ≥ k . This is the condition 2 from the denition of top-k(≤C ), and thus

(a1 , a2 ) ∈ top-k(≤C )J .
Case 3: C I (a1 ) ≤ C I (a2 ) means that (a1 , a2 ) ∈ C J . If |Ca1 | < k we have the
condition 1 from the denition of top-k(≤C ), and thus also (a1 , a2 ) ∈ top-k(≤C )J . If

|Ca1 | ≥ k , then condition 2 is fullled, so (a1 , a2 ) ∈ top-k(≤C )J as well.
Now let (a1 , a2 ) ∈ top-k(≤C )J . This can be a consequence of the condition 1 or 2.
Let condition 2 hold  we know that |Ca1 | ≥ k and from the equivalence of condi¯
¯
tions ¯c ∈ ∆I : C I (a1 ) < C I (c)¯ ≥ k . From the denition of top-k(C) it follows that
top-k(C)I (a1 ) = 0, so it will always be less or equal than top-k(C)I (a2 ).
Let condition 1 hold, so that |Ca1 | < k and a2 is greater than a1 in preorder ≤JC .
So the set of elements greater than a2 in preorder ≤JC will also have a cardinality less
than k . Thus top-k(C)I (a1 ) = C I (a1 ) and top-k(C)I (a2 ) = C I (a2 ) and moreover

C I (a1 ) ≤ C I (a2 ), which yields top-k(C)I (a1 ) ≤ top-k(C)I (a2 ).

The constructor ≤C u ≤D produces partial preorders. Because of the minimum
function in (C u D)I , we cannot model this constructor exactly in o-EL(D). There is
no way of comparing elements without fuzzy degrees in two dierent preorders.

Lemma 6.6 Let ≤C be generated by C and ≤D be generated by D. Then ≤C u ≤D
can be extended to a total preorder which is generated C u D.

Proof.
Let (C u D)I (a1 ) ≤ (C u D)I (a2 ). According to the denition of concept conjunction

C u D, min{C I (a1 ), DI (a1 )} ≤ min{C I (a2 ), DI (a2 )}. Let us suppose that C I (a1 ) =
min{C I (a1 ), DI (a1 )} (the other case is analogous). Then C I (a1 ) must be on the rst
place and we have six possibilities how to order all the values:
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1. C I (a1 ) ≤ DI (a1 ) ≤ C I (a2 ) ≤ DI (a2 )
2. C I (a1 ) ≤ C I (a2 ) ≤ DI (a1 ) ≤ DI (a2 )
3. C I (a1 ) ≤ C I (a2 ) ≤ DI (a2 ) ≤ DI (a1 )
4. C I (a1 ) ≤ DI (a1 ) ≤ DI (a2 ) ≤ C I (a2 )
5. C I (a1 ) ≤ DI (a2 ) ≤ DI (a1 ) ≤ C I (a2 )
6. C I (a1 ) ≤ DI (a2 ) ≤ C I (a2 ) ≤ DI (a1 )
In cases 1, 2 or 4 we are done, because both C I (a1 ) ≤ C I (a2 ) and DI (a1 ) ≤ DI (a2 )
hold and we have also (a1 , a2 ) ∈ (≤C u ≤D )J . In cases 3, 5, 6 neither (a1 , a2 ) nor

(a2 , a1 ) belong to (≤C u ≤D )J . We dene the extension X to contain the tuple
(a1 , a2 ). All tuples added this way agree with order induced by (C u D)I . The
extension X is a total preorder, so it must be reexive, transitive and ∀a, b ∈ ∆J :

((a, b) ∈ X ∨ (b, a) ∈ X). Because (C u D)I is also a total preorder and all inequalities
from (C u D)I hold also in X , we only have to check whether X contains any extra
tuples from (≤C u ≤D )J that could be in conict with (C u D)I .
Let (a1 , a2 ) ∈ (≤C u ≤D )J . From the denition of concept conjunction, a1 ≤JC

a2 ∧ a1 ≤JD a2 . Concepts ≤C , ≤D are generated by C and D, respectively, hence
C I (a1 ) ≤ C I (a2 ) ∧ DI (a1 ) ≤ DI (a2 ). The same inequality holds for minimum,
min{C I (a1 ), DI (a1 )} ≤ min{C I (a2 ), DI (a2 )}, which means (C u D)I (a1 ) ≤ (C u
D)I (a2 ). Thus X is a linear extension of (≤C u ≤D )J is generated by (C u D)I .

Note that aggregations are dened dierently for o-EL(D) and s-EL(D), so we
cannot claim such a strong relationship between them. It could seem that we only
1
, k−3 , . . . , k−1
, 0 where k is the
need to dene a point table pointU≤C with values 1, k−2
k−1 k−1
j

maximal number of levels in ≤Cj and the resulting aggregation would be very close
to the weighted average used in s-EL(D). However, these two similar aggregations
sometimes produce a dierent order of individuals, as the following example illustrates.

Example 6.7 Figure 6.20 shows s-EL(D) concepts C1 , C2 , C3 and ve individuals
a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 with their membership degrees. Concepts ≤C1 , ≤C2 , ≤C3 generated by
k−2
1
C1 , C2 , C3 are shown on Figure 6.21. Let us dene point tables as 1, k−1
, . . . , k−1
,0

where k is the maximal number of levels in the corresponding concept. Thus pointU≤C

1

has values 1, 43 , 12 , 41 , 0 and pointU≤C , pointU≤C both have values 1, 12 , 0. The weighted
3

2
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Figure 6.20: A sample s-EL(D) knowledge base with three concepts.
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Figure 6.21: A sample o-EL(D) knowledge base with three concepts.
average in s-EL(D) will have all weights equal to 1. Now let us have a look at the indin
P

viduals a4 and a5 . The scoring aggregation for any individual a is dened as
1
3

which in our case is

@U (a5 ) =

1
3

¡

¢
C1I (a) + C2I (a) + C3I (a) . Thus @U (a4 ) =

j=1

wj ·CjI (a)
n
P

j=1

1
3

wj

,

(0.7 + 0 + 0) and

(0.2 + 0.2 + 0.2). It is easy to see that @U (a4 ) ≥ @U (a5 ) (individual a4

is preferred to a5 ). In case of the ordering aggregation, however, we need to nd the
n
P
pointU≤C (level(a, ≤JCj )). Individual a4 occurs on the fourth level in ≤JC1
values of
j

j=1

and on the third level in ≤JC2 and ≤JC3 . Thus we get pointU≤C (4) + pointU≤C (3) +
1

pointU≤C (3) =
3

1
4

2

+ 0 + 0 = 0.25. Individual a5 is on the fth level in ≤JC1 and on the

rst level in other concepts. Therefore pointU≤C (5) + pointU≤C (1) + pointU≤C (1) =
1

2

3

0 + 1 + 1 = 2, so a5 is preferred to a4 because it has a higher sum of points
n
n
P
P
pointU≤C (level(a5 , ≤JCj )).
pointU≤C (level(a5 , ≤JCj )) ≥
j=1

j

j=1

j

The main problem is that we neglect the exact membership values and we only
keep the order of individuals as we move from s-EL(D) to o-EL(D). The membership
value 0.7 in the example was on the fourth place in C1I , but it was still high enough
to surpass the highest membership values in C2I and C3I together. Such cases may
cause dierent results of aggregation in s-EL(D) and o-EL(D).
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Our aggregations are dened in a rather universal way that allows us to adjust
them according to our needs (we can set the weights in s-EL(D) and the point tables
in o-EL(D)). The example above showed only one possible combination of weights
and point tables. Thus if we want scoring and order aggregations to correspond, we
have to set the weights and point tables properly.

Lemma 6.8 Let ≤C1 , . . . , ≤Cm be o-EL(D) concepts generated by C1 , . . . , Cm . For
every s-EL(D) aggregation @U with weights w1 , . . . , wm there exists an o-EL(D) aggregation @0U such that @0U (≤C1 , . . . , ≤Cm ) is generated by @U (C1 , . . . , Cm ).

Proof.
Since every ≤Cj is generated by Cj , the concept Cj has the same number of dierent
membership degrees as is the number of levels in ≤Cj . We will denote these degrees
as d1 , . . . , dk (and assume that they are ordered from the highest to the lowest). It is
sucient to set the point table for ≤Cj as

wj d1
wj dk
,..., P
, 0, . . .
m
m
P
wi
wi

i=1

i=1

Let @•U (C1 , . . . , Cm )I (a) ≤ @•U (C1 , . . . , Cm )I (b), where a, b are arbitrarily chosen,
but xed individuals from the domain. We will nd the sum of all points for a and b.
The number of points pointU≤C (level(a, ≤JC )) will be equal to
j

wj C I (a)
,
m
P
wi

because ≤Cj is

i=1

generated by Cj , so a occurs on the same level in Cj and ≤Cj . Therefore:
m
P
j=1

pointU≤C (level(a, ≤JC ))
j

=

m
P
j=1

And the same holds for b:
m
m
P
P
pointU≤C (level(b, ≤JC )) =
j=1

j

j=1

m
P

C I (a)

wj
m
P

i=1

wi

=

j=1

m
P
i=1
m
P

C I (b)

wj
m
P

i=1

wi

wj C I (a)

=

j=1

wi

wj C I (b)
m
P

i=1

wi

Thus for all a, b in the domain holds ∀a, b ∈ ∆I : (a, b) ∈ @0U (≤C1 , . . . , ≤Cm )J i

@•U (C1 , . . . , Cm )I (a) ≤ @•U (C1 , . . . , Cm )I (b), which means that @0U (≤C1 , . . . , ≤Cm ) is
generated by @U (C1 , . . . , Cm ).

Note that if the domain ∆J is changed (some elements are added or removed),
this relationship does not have to hold anymore. This lemma shows that the point
tables use similar principles as in scoring DLs.
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Chapter 7
Implementation
Our fuzzy preference model was implemented within a system for preferential search
(13; 11; 10; 8; 5). The system is a result of collaborative research, implementation,
integration and testing by all the authors mentioned in the paper (5). Afterwards
we created a lightweight version of the system for the purpose of this thesis  we
removed all the parts that were not essential for the preferential search (for example
the fulltext search tool described in (11)). A full list of changes can be found in
Appendix A.

Explicit specification
of user preference

1
User
profile
data

R0

User ratings
of objects

2

U0, U1

Learning global
preferences

4

R1, R2

3
Domain
data

Relevant
object search

Figure 7.22: Overview of the preferential search system Kore.
The system is named Kore1 and it consists of three main software tools implemented in Java  acquiring and managing user preferences (UPreA), preferential top1 Kore

is available online at http://x64.ics.upjs.sk:8080/kore/
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k search (top-k, see Section 4.4.3) and learning user preference from rated objects
(IGAP (64; 63)). Figure 7.22 shows the functionality of the system. As the rst step,
the user can select relevant attributes and specify her attribute preferences. These
preferences are used in top-k search (step 1) and a sorted list of results R0 is returned.
The user can rate the results in a 5-degree scale (step 2), thus creating a rated list

U0 . It is used as an input for preference learning tool IGAP and the search is performed with new preferences. This process can be repeated a few times until the user
is content with the results. Every set of rated objects can help to rene the user
preferences.
The following sections describe parts of the system in more detail. Section 7.1
presents graphical user interface and controls for acquiring user preference. Section
7.2 focus on data used by our system, which includes user preference data as well
as the set of objects for the preferential search. Section 7.3 briey describes other
software tools that work with the data, especially a tool for preferential top-k search
and a tool for learning preference from ratings.

7.1 UPreA: The Acquisition of User Preference
The problem of acquiring user preference seemed easy in the beginning of our research,
but later it turned out to be a real challenge. This is caused by the fact that our
preference model has a complex structure. We need the user to specify which attribute
values are preferred and to what degree, and moreover the user has to do this for
every attribute that she wants to be considered. Thus the interface has to be intuitive
and simple enough not to discourage and dismay users. This section shows various
versions of the user interface that we developed gradually. We discuss the advantages
and disadvantages that turned up during the testing of our system by real users.
The rst GUI (graphical user interface on Figure 7.23) was intended merely for
the purpose of research. It was implemented as Java window application and later
changed to an applet. It contains java.awt.Canvas, a custom Java component for
drawing graphics. The appearance and functionality of the fuzzy set drawn on the
canvas depends on the attribute values. If the attribute has a nite number of discrete
values (like screen on Figure 7.23), we can drag the points up and down with the
mouse to change the values of membership function, but we cannot add new points or
change their x-coordinates. If the attribute is continuous (like price), the points can
be dragged in any direction and new points can be added by clicking on the canvas.
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Moreover, we can choose the type of the fuzzy set with radio buttons on the left side
 the membership values are automatically reset to agree with the chosen type (e.g.
if we choose the ascending type, the membership values will increase regularly from
0.0 to 1.0). If we drag the rst point on the gure up to 0.6, the next two points
automatically move up, so that the membership function remains ascending.
1.0

Descending

0.8
0.7

Ascending

0.5

Hill
Valley

0.2
0.0

17”

15.4”

15.2”

15”

14.1”

12.1”

Other

Figure 7.23: A canvas component for fuzzy sets.
The canvas can hold only one fuzzy set at a time, so the whole GUI contains
buttons to switch between attributes (see Figure 7.24). Every row in the grid belongs
to one attribute  it shows the attribute name, a text eld for the weight (which is
used for aggregation) and a button that displays the corresponding fuzzy set on the
canvas. Nominal attributes (like brand) are quite dierent problem. As we already
said in Section 3, the values have no natural ordering, so we cannot determine the
type of the fuzzy set. The rst GUI used nominal attributes only as hard constraints
on the dataset. If the user put a value Toshiba into the text eld, the system would
lter out all notebooks with other values of the attribute brand.
Attribute
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Settings
Details
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Other

0.8
0.7
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Figure 7.24: The rst version of user interface (applet) with a canvas component.
This GUI is quite sophisticated, but inappropriate for real users. The main problem is that a canvas with draggable points does not occur in any well-known ap93

plication, so that users need a special explanation to understand it. We came to a
conclusion that the same functionality must be achieved with standard visual components like buttons, text elds, choices and sliders. It was also necessary to develop a
special GUI component for nominal attributes.
12.1”
14.1”

Lower values

15 ”

Higher values

15.2”

Middle values

15.4”

Marginal values

17 ”

Figure 7.25: A group of sliders component for fuzzy sets.
Figure 7.25 shows the same fuzzy set as Figure 7.23, except that it is represented
with sliders. Note that this fuzzy set is turned 90 degrees to the right, compared
to Figure 7.23. If we drag a slider, other sliders are also moved automatically to
t the type selected with radio buttons. We also renamed the types to be easier to
understand.
User preference to nominal attributes can be specied with a new GUI component
(Figure 7.26), using a drop down choice with all possible values. If the user selected
a value from the drop down list, a new labeled slider was created on the right side,
together with a remove button. Clicking the button caused the slider to disappear
and the value reappeared in the drop down list. The preference value could be specied
precisely with the slider. Figure 7.26 shows that the user prefers Lenovo to 0.8, Toshiba
to 0.5 and Acer to 0.2. The user is just about to select a new value DELL from the
list.

Asus
DELL

Lenovo

Remove

Acer

Remove

Toshiba

Remove

Samsung

Figure 7.26: A drop down list and a group of sliders for nominal attributes.
We also rearranged the GUI from Figure 7.24 that missed any apparent connection
between the buttons and the canvas with fuzzy set visualization. Some users may not
even notice that clicking the Details button shows the actual fuzzy set on the canvas.
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The new GUI on Figure 7.27 always shows the particular fuzzy set next to the button
that was clicked. Other visual components (text elds, labels and buttons) in the grid
are moved up or down to give place to the sliders. Note that the area on Figure 7.27
belonging to the attribute screen is framed with a dashed line, only to emphasize the
relation. Also note that nominal attributes like brand have a drop down choice with
possible values, as we explained earlier. If the user clicks the button for this attribute,
the system will show the component from Figure 7.26 next to the button.
Attribute

Weight (1-10)

Price

10

RAM

Settings
Details
Details
12.1”
Lower values
14.1”

Screen

7

Details
15.4”

Middle values
Marginal values

1 7”

Brand

Higher values

Details

Figure 7.27: The second version of user interface (applet) with sliders.
This interface is more intuitive, but still rather complex. We encountered the
following problems during the testing:

• Users did not understand the function of text elds for weights. Some users
expected that the values will be set automatically.

• The GUI contained too many components.
• Users expected that the fuzzy sets will appear somewhere in the GUI after they
set them, so that they could easily distinguish the attributes with preferences
already set.
We implemented yet another version of the GUI to solve the rst two mentioned
problems. We divided the process of specifying user preferences into two subsequent
forms. The rst form shows only one slider for every attribute and it serves to specify
the weights (Figure 7.28, left). The second screen is almost the same as on Figure 7.27,
but all text elds are left out. Those attributes that were marked as not important
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on the rst screen are omitted as well (Figure 7.28, right). This decreased the number
of components per screen and also separated weights from attribute preferences.
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15.4”
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Middle values
Marginal values

17”

Brand

Advanced

Figure 7.28: A rearranged slider applet with two separate screens.
The last problem mentioned above still remains  the user cannot see the results
of her actions if she sets her preference to some attribute and then switches to another
attribute. A testing deployment of the new GUI also revealed that many users use
only radio buttons to change the type of the fuzzy set, but they do not use sliders to set
their preferences more precisely. Therefore the most important piece of information
that we usually obtain is where the most preferred value (or an interval of values) lies.
If we set aside the requirement of user preferences dened precisely and in detail, we
are able to use a single slider for every ordinal attribute (see Figure 7.29). The slider
shows all possible attribute values  the user chose the value 17 which means that
the corresponding fuzzy set has a non-decreasing membership function.

12.1”

14.1”

15.2”

15”

15.4”

17”

Figure 7.29: A javascript slider component for fuzzy sets.
Although this component is very easy to understand, it has one big disadvantage.
We always obtain only a simplied model of user preference  the selected value is
preferred to 1.0, while other values have evenly decreasing membership degrees. We
also loose the ability to use the valley type of fuzzy set, but this type was very rare
anyway. This approach means hiding the complexity of the model from users. It is
similar to any standard search system, where the user is allowed to select only one
preferred value for each attribute. Despite this simplication, our system is still able
to order objects by their preference degrees and also retrieves objects with values close
to the selected value.
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Nominal attributes can be handled with a component called palette (see Figure
7.30). The window on the left contains available attribute values, while the window
on the right contains values selected by the user. It is possible to move values from
left to right and vice versa using the buttons in the middle. Selected values can
be ordered using the buttons with arrows pointing up and down. Then the system
automatically creates a fuzzy set where the rst selected value is preferred to a degree
1.0 and the preference degrees of the following values evenly decrease. Again, we hide
the inner complexity of our model from the user and we just require the user to select
her preferred values.
Available

Selected
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HP
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Toshiba

Asus
DELL
Samsung

Figure 7.30: A javascript palette component for nominal attributes.
The nal version of the GUI is shown of Figure 7.31. The rst screen remains the
same, but the second screen contains either a slider or a palette for every attribute
selected by the user. The selected values are visible all the time until the user decides
to submit her requirements.
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Figure 7.31: The third version of user interface with sliders and palettes.
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All GUIs up to Figure 7.28 were implemented as an applet, deployed inside a Java
web application. We chose applets because thus we could utilize swing components
and implement special functions (like changing the slider positions automatically after
clicking on a radio button) that could hardly be implemented otherwise. However,
using applets caused a number of subsidiary problems. There are very severe security
restrictions concerning applets, so they cannot connect to a database or read a le.
We needed the applet to visualize a complex Java object representing user preference
and the object had to be passed to the applet somehow. This was solved with a
special servlet that serialized all the necessary data and sent it to the applet via a
data stream.
As soon as the GUI was simplied, the applet was not necessary any longer. Simple
sliders and palette components can be implemented directly in a Java web application.
We decided to use Wicket framework that has its own palette and slider. Later we
added a new specialized slider component for wicket, using a freeware Javascript code
by E. Khmelev2 , which looks considerably better and has more convenient functions.
We enhanced the slider component with new functions like automatic setting of the
step value (i.e. how will the selected value change if we move the indicator by 1 pixel)
and a snap to ticks feature for attributes with a nite number of possible values.
Thus the slider in the implementation behaves dierently for continuous attributes
like price (the slider can be moved arbitrarily, the selected value is shown on a ag
above the indicator) and for discrete attributes like screen (possible values are shown
by the ticks below the slider, the indicator will snap to the closest tick after moving).

7.2 Data Storage
As Figure 7.22 indicates, we use two separate databases, one to store domain data and
one to store user data. The system supports relational databases as well as ontologies.
At rst we used ontology of job oers (17; 5) stored in Sesame3 , a specialized database
for ontology data. Later we adjusted the system to work with a relational database of
used cars, created by T. Horváth. The car database is more useful because it contains
3339 objects and 19 attributes suitable for preferential search, while the ontology of
job oers is much smaller with 565 objects and 9 attributes.
2 http://blog.egorkhmelev.com/2009/11/jquery-slider-safari-style/
3 http://www.openrdf.org
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The system Kore uses JdbcTemplate from the Spring framework4 to access domain
data. We created a special subclass of JdbcTemplate to access ontologies stored in
Sesame database.

7.2.1 Domain Data
The database of used cars, created by T. Horváth, originally consisted of one table.
However, some columns represented set attributes, for example the column SafetyCar
could contain any subset of safety accessories alarm, immobiliser, central lock,

remote. We moved such columns to separate tables and dened m:n relations. The
result is shown on Figure 7.32.
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Figure 7.32: Entity-relationship diagram of the car database.
The data was collected from various websites and lled manually into a simple
database form by students and volunteer helpers. Therefore some columns in the
table cars above represent meta-information about the acquired data:
4 http://www.springsource.org/documentation
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• addedFrom  the website from where the data originated
• addedBy  the e-mail of the person who lled the data entry
These columns are not relevant for the preferential search and therefore they are
left out from the indexing and searching. Other columns representing car attributes
are described in the lists below. The rst list shows ordinal attributes, i.e. the
attributes with numeric values or values that can be ordered in some natural way
(other than lexicographic).

• doors  the number of doors
• price  the price in EUR
• runnedKm  the number of previously runned kilometers
• displacementCm3  the total volume of fuel in the pistons
• horsepowerKw  the power of the engine in Kw
• airbags  the number of airbags
• addedAt  the date when the car was added into the database
• originYear  the year when the car was manufactured
The second list contains nominal attributes, where we can order the values only
lexicographically or according to the degree of user preference. If the attribute has a
nite number of values, they are included in the description.

• make_id  a foreign key referencing the manufacturer of the car, e.g. Toyota,

Citroen, Honda, . . .
• model_id  a foreign key referencing a specic model of the car (together with

make), e.g. Corolla, Xsara Picasso, Civic, . . .
• bodywork  the style of the car body, e.g. sedan, hatchback, coupe, combi,

cabrio, . . .
• originPlace  the country where the car was manufactured
• crashed  indicates whether the car has crashed previously (true, false)
• fuel  the type of fuel (gasoline, diesel, LPG)
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• gearbox  the type of gearbox (automatic, manual)
• addedIn  the region of Slovakia where the advertising was inserted (this usually
indicates where the car is available to be bought)
And nally, the third list species set attributes represented with m:n relations.

• comfortCar  accessories that can increase the passenger comfort (CD player,

radio, heated seats, air conditioning, . . . )
• comfortDrive  accessories that increase the comfort of driving (fog lights,

parking assistant, rain sensor, heated mirrors, . . . )
• safetyCar  anti-theft devices (alarm, immobilizer, central lock, remote)
• safetyDrive  safety devices (ABS, ESP, ASR, . . . )
• other  additional accessories (metallic paint, leather interior, window

tints, . . . )
The indexing and data processing methods are described later in Section 7.3.

7.2.2 Data Model of User Preference
The model of user preference is a very complex compound Java object. Here we will
describe the structure of the user preference objects and the following section will
focus on the ontology representation.
Figure 7.33 shows the class structure for attribute preference. Note that user
preference depends on the domain that the user wants to search. An attribute like

price can be present in many dierent domains (cars, notebooks, cell phones, . . . )
but user's preference to price when looking for a car will be dierent from preference
to price for a notebook. This is the reason why AttributePreference is connected
with Attribute which has a specied domain.

AttributePreference is an abstract class extended by three subclasses:
• FuzzyAttributePreference represents a preference to ordinal attributes. Objects of this class are connected with FuzzySet that denes the shape of the
membership function (see Figure 7.34).

• FuzzifiedAttributePreference represents a preference to nominal attributes.

Fuzzification is a fuzzy subset of all possible unordered values (see Figure
7.35).
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Attribute
+logger : Logger = Logger.getLogger(Attribute.class)
-name : String
-description : String
-localizedName : String
-defaultValue : String
-units : String
-type : AttributeType
-domain : String

attribute
1

+getUnits() : String
+getName() : String
+isHardRestricted() : boolean
+clone() : Object
+getFuzzySet() : FuzzySet
+getFuzzification() : Fuzzification
+getWords() : Set<String>
+isFuzzy() : boolean
+isCrisp() : boolean
+isFuzzified() : boolean
+isContinuous() : boolean
+isTimestamp() : boolean

+clone() : Attribute
+hashCode() : int
+equals(obj : Object) : boolean
+toString() : String

type
<<Enum>>
AttributeType
<<Constant>> -DISCRETE
<<Constant>> -CONTINUOUS
<<Constant>> -CRISP
<<Constant>> -TIMESTAMP
<<Constant>> -FULLTEXT

FuzzyAttributePreference

AttributePreference
#attribute : Attribute
-weight : double = 1.0
-hardRestricted : boolean = false

FuzzifiedAttributePreference

CrispAttributePreference

#fuzzySet : FuzzySet

-fuzzyfication : Fuzzyfication

-words : Set<String>

+clone() : Object
+isFuzzy() : boolean
+isCrisp() : boolean
+isFuzzified() : boolean
+getFuzzification() : Fuzzification
+getWords() : Set<String>

+clone() : Object
+getFuzzification() : Fuzzification
+setFuzzification(fuzzification : Fuzzification) : void
+isFuzzy() : boolean
+isCrisp() : boolean
+isFuzzified() : boolean
+getFuzzySet() : FuzzySet
+getWords() : Set<String>

+clone() : Object
+isFuzzy() : boolean
+isCrisp() : boolean
+isFuzzified() : boolean
+getFuzzySet() : FuzzySet
+generateFuzzifiedAttribute() : FuzzifiedAttributePreference
+generateFuzzifiedAttribute(ff : Fuzzification) : FuzzifiedAttributePreference
+getFuzzification() : Fuzzification

Figure 7.33: Class diagram of attribute preference.

• CrispAttributePreference contains a classical set of preferred values.
The class FuzzySet contains many methods necessary for the preferential search,
e.g. the method value() determines the value of the membership function at the
specied input value. The fuzzy set itself is dened as a set of points. The membership
function is piecewise linear between the specied points. Every point has its x and y
coordinate and an xString, which is a label used in fuzzy set visualization.
The class FuzzifiedAttributePreference contains Fuzzification, which is a
special case of a fuzzy set over unordered domain. Thus FuzzyPair is roughly equivalent to Point and it contains a string value together with its degree of preference.
Aggregation can be represented in two independent ways. The rst is a weighted
average. Every AttributePreference has a specied weight which is used when no
other aggregation method is available. The second possibility is to use classication
rules which can be learned from a rated sample of objects. The inner representation of classication rules is rather complex as the classes contain many parameters
and methods necessary for the inductive learning method (see Figure 7.36). A more
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FuzzyAttributePreference
#fuzzySet : FuzzySet
+clone() : Object
+isFuzzy() : boolean
+isCrisp() : boolean
+isFuzzified() : boolean
+getFuzzification() : Fuzzification
+getWords() : Set<String>

fuzzySet
FuzzySet

1

+logger : Logger = Logger.getLogger(FuzzySet.class)
-pointsCount : int
-type : FuzzySetType
-points : Point[]
-isRestricted : boolean = false
-rmin : double
-rmax : double

type

<<Enum>>
FuzzySetType
<<Constant>> -ASCENDING
<<Constant>> -DESCENDING
<<Constant>> -HILL
<<Constant>> -VALLEY
<<Constant>> -CUSTOM

Point
-x : double
-y : double
-xString : String
-Point(x : double, y : double, xString : String)
-getX() : double
-setX(x : double) : void
-getXString() : String
-setXString(xString : String) : void
-getY() : double
-setY(y : double) : void
+equals(obj : Object) : boolean

+FuzzySet(min : double, max : double, pointsCount : int, type : FuzzySetType)
+FuzzySet(type : FuzzySetType, x : double [], xString : String [])
+x(i : int) : double
+y(i : int) : double
+xString(i : int) : String
-getPoints() : Point []
+value(dateValue : double) : double
+value(label : String) : double
-value(v : double, i : int) : double
+bestValue(a : double, b : double) : double
+worstValue(a : double, b : double) : double
+getLocalMaximums() : List<Double>
+getLastMaximum() : double
+getMaxHillY() : double
+getMinValleyY() : double
+getMinimalY() : double
+getMaximalY() : double
+getPeak() : double
+setDiscretePeak(xpeak : double) : void
+setContinuousPeak(xpeak : double) : void
+moveX(index : int, newValue : double) : void
+moveY(index : int, newValue : double) : void
+label(i : int) : String
+getMax() : double
+setMax(max : double) : void
+getMin() : double
+setMin(min : double) : void
+addPoint(position : int) : void
+setXString(xString : String []) : void
+setY(y : double []) : void
+setRestriction(min : double, max : double) : void
+setRestriction(value : String) : void
+unsetRestriction() : void
+getXStrings() : List<String>
+toString() : String
+clone() : FuzzySet
+equals(obj : Object) : boolean

Figure 7.34: Class diagram of attribute preference: the case of ordinal attributes.
comprehensive representation of the classication rules can be found in the following
section.
Class Hypothesis represents a list of classication rules, as dened in Section 3.2.

Rule is a Prolog notation of a classication rule. The rule GoodNotebook(x) > 0.7
IF Cheap(x) > 0.6 AND Widescreen(x) > 0.4 AND Fast(x) > 0.5 from Section 3.2
would be represented as a part of a Hypothesis object with grade 0.7. The rule itself
consists of three Prolog predicates:

h(A) :- oPrice(A, 0.6), oScreen(A, 0.4), oSpeed(A, 0.5).
The rst predicate oPrice(A, 0.6) has a name oPrice, arity 2 and variable values

A and 0.6.
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FuzzifiedAttributePreference
-fuzzification : Fuzzification
+clone() : Object
+getFuzzification() : Fuzzification
+isFuzzy() : boolean
+isCrisp() : boolean
+isFuzzified() : boolean
+getFuzzySet() : FuzzySet
+getWords() : Set<String>
+setFuzzification(fuzzification : Fuzzification) : void

fuzzification
Fuzzification
+getSortedPairs() : SortedSet<FuzzyPair>

fuzzyPair
FuzzyPair
-string : String
-valuation : double
+byValuationComparator : Comparator<FuzzyPair>
+FuzzyPair(string : String, valuation : double)
+toString() : String
+hashCode() : int
+equals(obj : Object) : boolean

Figure 7.35: Class diagram of attribute preference: the case of nominal attributes.

7.2.3 Ontology of User Preference
User preference model was originally designed to be stored in an ontology. It was
also integrated into a more elaborate user ontology (17). However, our current implementation oers one more possibility of storing user data  the Java object can be
serialized into XML format and stored in MySQL database. This section deals with
the ontology representation.
As we said in Section 3.3, ontologies are suitable mainly for storing structured
data. When designing a new ontology, we need to dene a hierarchy of concepts
that we want to use. The concepts, usually named with nouns, will become ontology
classes. Then we dene their relationships and properties.
In case of our ontology of user preference, the most important concepts are: user,
attribute preference, aggregation, fuzzy set, rule, clause. Figure 7.37 shows the properties of FuzzyCharacteristic  it has one unique fuzzy set dened with a set of
points (the property hasPoint* is multiple). Note that the values of hasX, hasY and

hasXString are not objects, but simple datatype values  the coordinates are oating
point numbers and the label is a string. These datatype values are specied inside
the node representing the class FuzzySetPoint together with their types.

GenericAttribute represents any attribute like price, speed, RAM, etc. Every
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Hypothesis
-rules : List<Rule> = new ArrayList<Rule>()
-grade : double
-positiveExamplesCount : int
-coveredPositiveExamplesCount : int
-negativeExamplesCount : int
-coveredNegativeExamplesCount : int
+clone() : Hypothesis
+Hypothesis(grade : double)
+addRule(rule : Rule) : void
+getAccuracy() : double
+toString() : String
+hashCode() : int
+equals(obj : Object) : boolean

rules
*

Rule
-positiveCover : int
-negativeCover : int
-attributeName : String
-predicates : List<Predicate> = new ArrayList<Predicate>()

predicates

Predicate

+clone() : Rule
+addPredicate(predicate : Predicate) : void
+toString() : String
+getBodyString() : String
+hashCode() : int
* : Object) : boolean
+equals(obj

-arity : int
-name : String
-variableValues : List<Object> = new ArrayList<Object>()
+clone() : Predicate
+Predicate(name : String, variableValues : Object ...)
+getVariableValue(index : int) : Object
-quote(o : Object) : Object
+toString() : String
+toStringWithDot() : String
+hashCode() : int
+equals(obj : Object) : boolean

Figure 7.36: Class diagram of classication rules.
instance of AttributePreference relates to one such attribute and it has a weight.
The weights are used in a weighted average if the user has no rules, so that we cannot
compute the aggregation otherwise. Also note that Figure 7.37 contains four instances
of the class FuzzySetType that specify four basic types of fuzzy sets from Figure 3.6.
Attribute preference can be alternatively represented as a crisp or fuzzy set of preferred values. These two possibilities are present in the ontology schema for nominal
attributes (Figure 7.38).
The ontology representation of classication rules can be seen on Figure 7.39. A
rule like GoodNotebook(x) > 0.7 IF Cheap(x) > 0.6 AND Widescreen(x) > 0.4 AND

Fast(x) > 0.5 would be represented as an instance of RuleCharacteristic with a
result value 0.7. The instance would be connected with three instances of Clause with
the property hasClause. The rst clause Cheap(x) > 0.6 would be connected with
the attribute price, a relation rAbove meaning the inequality > and the datatype
value would be 0.8.
Ontologies usually contain both data (individuals, properties and datatype values)
and metadata (denitions of classes). Everything is represented with triples of the
form hsubject, predicate, objecti. The triples can be encoded in XML format or in
one of the plain text formats:
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AttributePreference
hasWeight: float

relatesToAttribute

GenericAttribute

subclassOf

FuzzyCharacteristic

hasFuzzySet

FuzzySet

hasType

hasPoint*

FuzzySetPoint
hasX: float
FuzzySetType
hasY: float
hasXString: string
instanceOf
instanceOf
INVERSE

instanceOf

LEFTTRAPEZOIDAL

RIGHTTRAPEZOIDAL

instanceOf

TRAPEZOIDAL

Figure 7.37: An ontology schema for attribute preferences: the case of ordinal attributes.

• RDF/XML:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:ex="http://www.example.com#">
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.example.com#subject"/>
<ex:predicate rdf:resource="http://www.example.com#object"/>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
• N-Triples:

<http://www.example.com\#subject>
<http://www.example.com\#predicate>
<http://www.example.com\#object> .
• N3:

@prefix ex: <http://www.example.com#> .
ex:subject ex:predicate ex:object .
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AttributePreference
hasWeight: float

relatesToAttribute

GenericAttribute

subclassOf

FuzzifiedCharacteristic

subclassOf

CrispCharacteristic
hasCrispValue*: string

hasFuzzifiedValue
FuzzifiedValue
hasString: string
hasEval: float

Figure 7.38: An ontology schema for attribute preferences: the case of nominal attributes.
RuleCharacteristic
hasResultValue: float
hasClause*

Clause
hasDatatypeValue: any
hasObjectTypeValue: Instance

hasRelation

hasAttribute

GenericAttribute

Relation
instanceOf

instanceOf

instanceOf
rBelow

rEqual

rAbove

Figure 7.39: An ontology schema for classication rules.

• Turtle:

@prefix ex: <http://www.example.com#> .
ex:subject ex:predicate ex:object .
Because ontology has a graph structure and XML a tree structure, ontologies in
RDF/XML format are split into several trees encoded in XML and linked with URI
references. Other formats listed above are plain text formats that encode separate
triples. Since all classes, individuals and properties must have globally unique identiers, they use URI references. Formats N3 and Turtle allow various abbreviations 
we can specify an URI prex ending with # and use a prex abbreviation like ex: instead of <http://www.example.com\#. N3 and Turtle may produce identical results
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like the example above, but they have some minor dierences, e.g. in the usage of
logical connectives.

7.2.4 The Mapping between Java and OWL
The ontology specied in the previous section can be stored in Sesame database. If
user preferences change, we would need to update the ontology accordingly. The
preferences could be also retrieved at any time from the ontology. This chapter deals
with the problems of mapping between Java objects and ontology objects.
OWL classes, properties, inheritance and objects resemble object-oriented programming paradigms. Intuition suggests that there is an unambiguous mapping from
Java to OWL and back. Figure 7.40 shows the similarity in case of the class FuzzySet
 there is an UML class diagram on the left side (we left out all the methods) and
an ontology visualization on the right. Of course, there are some dierences in the
expressive power  Java objects may contain methods, while OWL allows to dene
hierarchies of properties and multiple inheritance.
FuzzySet

FuzzySet

type: FuzzySetType
points: Point[]

#hasPoint*

hasType

#hasType

hasPoint*

FuzzySetPoint

Point

hasX: float
FuzzySetType

x: double
y: double
xString: String

hasY: float
hasXString: string

FuzzySetType

Figure 7.40: UML class diagram and ontology visualization of the class FuzzySet.
To map a Java object into ontology, we have to traverse all properties of the Java
object and encode them as triples hsubject, predicate, objecti. If the values are other
objects, we process them recursively. One object of user preference from our model
produces a few hundreds of triples. The actual number of triples depends on the
number of attributes and rules in the user prole.
To map an ontology into Java objects, we need to select all triples hs, p, oi and
group them by the subject s. Then we create a new Java object (representing s) and
we set its properties (p) to corresponding values (o).
The mapping can be implemented either ad-hoc (for xed classes with known
structure) or universally, independently from the ontology. The ad-hoc method is fast
and simple to implement, but it has serious drawbacks  it is necessary to update
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the mapping method every time the ontology schema is changed and moreover it is
tightly coupled with the ontology. The universal method of mapping is described in
the paper (26). The basic idea is to create a set of Java beans in such a way that
each ontological class has its equivalent in a Java bean. A Java bean is any Java class
where all the attributes can be manipulated with separate getters and setters. Every
bean thus created must have an articial attribute type which species the source
ontology class. The ontology classes connected with subClassOf are transformed into
subclass hierarchy. Ontology features like multiple inheritance and the universal class

owl:Thing are simulated with Java interfaces.
We successfully tested the SCRUD mapper described in (26). We generated Java
beans from the ontology of user preference and performed the mapping from ontology
instances to Java objects and vice versa. SCRUD mapping method supports both
directions of mapping for data, but only one direction for metadata. It is not possible
to generate ontology schema from a hierarchy of Java classes. Because the Java
classes in our implementation of user preference model frequently changed, it was not
possible to generate them automatically. Moreover, the classes did not only represent
user data, they had various methods important for the preferential search, not only
getter and setter methods as the generated Java beans. For these reasons the mapping
proved to be inappropriate for the user model, but very useful for the domain data.
Therefore we use another automated method to store and query user preference
 Java objects are serialized into XML format which is stored in MySQL database.
The biggest disadvantage of this method is the backwards compatibility. If some class
denition changes, the serialized objects stored in the database cannot be retrieved
back. Thus we started using this method only after the model was implemented in a
relatively stable version with minimum of further changes.
This solution eliminates one more inconvenient feature of ontology databases,
which is a bad scalability. The Sesame database used in our implementation is one
among the best RDF databases together with RDF Gateway5 (49; 126), but it suers
from the same problems (12):

• Having all the data split into binary predicates means that the database must
perform a large number of joins when searching for a more complex object.

• The speed of some database operations depends on the number of actually stored
triples (see Figure 7.41).
5 http://www.intellidimension.com/
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• The database does not support UPDATE operations. They can be simulated
by deleting old triples and adding new ones, but such operation is very slow.
update

select

insert

time to process one object
(approx. 400 triples)

1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
0

5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000 40000

triples stored in the ontology

Figure 7.41: The time of query processing depending on the number of triples in the
database.
Figure 7.41 illustrates how eciently does the database process queries for one
object representing user preference, consisting of approximately 400 triples. The xaxis shows the total number of triples stored in the database. It is easy to see that
the speed of select queries does not markedly depend on the total number of triples.
However, insert queries are slower in case of large databases because the database
must update its inner indexes. The same can be said about queries that simulate
updating. The thesis (126) suggests that the speed can be increased if we disable
the support for RDF Schema and inferencing. It also shows, rather surprisingly, that
ontology repositories stored in a database or on the disk are faster that in-memory
repositories.
Speed and scalability is the reason why we use relational databases instead of
ontologies in the current implementation. However, we still support ontology querying,
both for user preference and for domain data. Appendix B describes how to change
the database and modify the properties les accordingly.

7.3 Tools
7.3.1 Top-k: the Tool for Preferential Querying
Top-k tool, implemented by P. Gurský (see (47)), is an integral part of the system
Kore. Here we mainly address the implementational details and the integration within
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the system. The principles of top-k search are described more thoroughly in Section
4.4.3.
Let our domain contain n attributes (both nominal and ordinal). Top-k must
create n ordered lists L1 , . . . , Ln during the preprocessing phase in order to work
correctly. The ordered lists are implemented as B+ trees which allow to traverse
values from the highest to the lowest or vice versa. If the user species a trapezoidal
membership function, we start traversing values in both directions from the middle
and we merge two non-increasing lists into one non-increasing list. Thus we gain a
list of objects ordered from the most preferred to the least preferred.
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Figure 7.42: B+ tree traversing.
An example of B+ tree traversing can be seen on Figure 7.42 (the gure is taken
from the paper (7)). The B+ tree contains attribute values, but objects will be
traversed according to preference values. The trapezoidal fuzzy set of the user can
be seen below the B+ tree. Note that other users would have dierent shapes of the
fuzzy set membership function, so that the objects will be traversed in a dierent
order. The membership function on Figure 7.42 has local maximum on the interval

[200, 250]. Top-k algorithm starts traversing from a random value from the interval,
e.g. 225. Then it nds 2 neighbor values around 225 (in our case 204 and 249) and
add them to the list of relevant objects T . Both values are preferred in the same
degree, so we return the value with lower id i.e. 204. In further calls the algorithm
will follow one of the gray arrows to get new relevant objects. It traverses left to the
object 3 with preference value 0.9 but rst returns a better object 10 with preference
value 1.0. While objects on the right are still more preferred than objects on the
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left, the algorithm would follows the direction to the right. Thus it returns object 7
preferred to 1.0. After the next sorted access call and computing fuzzy value 0.6 of
object 4 the algorithm will send object 3 and continue traversing to the left.
TopKFacade

1: new TopKBuilder()

TopKBuilder
Algorithm

2: new AlgSortedAccessesNRA3()
3: setAlgorithm(alg)

Heuristic

3.1: new HeuTreshold()
4: setHeuristic(h)

5: new EvalAggrFunction()

Evaluator
6: setEvaluator(e)

7: new Access()

Access
8: setAccess(a)

9: findTopK(int k)
9.1: findTopK(int k, Access a, Heuristic h, Heuristic h2, Evaluator e)

9.1.1:
9.1.2:

9.1.3:
9.1.4:
9.1.5:
9.1.6:
9.2: Objekt[]
10: Objekt[]

Figure 7.43: UML sequence diagram showing the top-k search.
In case of nominal attributes with a small number of possible values, it is more
suitable to use Dis-index instead of B+ tree (7).
Top-k algorithm uses simultaneous sorted accesses to all the lists that occur in
user's requirements. It calculates the aggregation on the y. Some attribute values
will be unknown in the meantime because the same object can have a dierent position
in each ordered list. The algorithm determines a threshold value and checks whether
the actual object can be returned to the output.
There are various heuristics that choose the best strategy of traversing the lists and
decide which list should be accessed next. The simplest heuristic is called Quick com-

bine (46): the lists whose values descend rapidly are traversed rst, so the threshold
descends rapidly too and we can get top k objects faster. The implementation of top-k
in our system Kore has 14 dierent heuristics which can be used in the computation.
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Figure 7.43 illustrates top-k architecture. TopKFacade provides the functionality
of top-k for other tools. As the rst step, a new TopKBuilder is created. It contains
a reference to a concrete algorithm and heuristic used (in our case, the algorithm
is AlgSortedAccessNRA3 and the heuristic is called HeuThreshold). Then a new
instance of Evaluator and Access is set for the TopKBuilder. The Evaluator is
responsible for evaluating the aggregation function, while the Access provides a way
to traverse B+ trees.
When the method findTopK(int k) is called, TopKBuilder forwards it to the
specied algorithm. The algorithm calls various functions of the specied Evaluator,

Access and Heuristic during the computation.

7.3.2 IGAP: the Tool for Inductive Learning
IGAP was developed by T. Horváth. It is based on the idea that users often have
just a vague idea about their exact preferences, but they are able to distinguish
between better and worse objects or rate a sample set of objects. Preferences are then
obtained with data mining methods, namely inductive logic programming (64; 63).
IGAP nds a set of classication rules that can be used as an aggregation function in
our preference model (see Section 3.2).
Fast

1
Very good
Good
Neutral
Bad
Very bad

0
0

1

Cheap

Figure 7.44: Ordinal classication for two attributes.
Figure 7.44 illustrates the principle of ordinal classication. If the user species a
preference to n attributes, our data can be viewed as points in n-dimensional space.
The fuzzy value for each attribute preference forms one dimension. Figure 7.44 is
a simplied case with only two attributes, price and speed. It is clear that an
ideal object would be in the upper right corner with both preference values equal
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to 1. Regardless of the aggregation method, such object would always be the most
preferred (or one among the most preferred, if there are more objects with the same
result of the aggregation).
The objects are rated by the user in ve grades from Very bad to Very good.
Note that an object with higher rating also belongs to the set of objects with lower
rating, but not the other way round. For example an object rated as Very good is
also Good, but an object rated as Bad does not belong to Neutral objects. This
feature is called ordinality. Because of ordinality, we do not need to consider rules for
the lowest grade Very bad because every object is preferred at least to this grade
implicitly.
IGAP splits the objects into a set of positive examples and a set of negative
examples for every grade occurring in user's ratings, except the lowest one. The set of
positive examples contains all objects rated with this grade (or a higher one). Then
it tries to nd such hypothesis that covers the highest possible number of positive
examples and no negative examples. The result is a monotone stair-like function.
Such hypothesis for the grade Very good and Good can be seen on Figure 7.44.
All objects to the right and above the black line will have the overall preference value
Very good. The grades must be converted back to numeric values, for example Very
good becomes 1.0 and Good becomes 0.75.
Note the two objects on Figure 7.44 surrounded with a gray rectangle. There is
an object rated as Bad, but it is clearly better in both attributes than the object
rated as Neutral. Such situation often occurs because user ratings are never totally
consistent. In such a case the hypothesis for the grade Neutral cannot contain
the mentioned Neutral object because the hypothesis would also cover a negative
example (i.e. the object rated as Bad). Because of the ordinality feature, IGAP will
treat the Neutral object among the Bad objects when looking for a hypothesis.
Figure 7.45 shows the process of ordinal classication. The class Igap2 creates
a BackgroundKnowledgeGenerator which generates a text le with Prolog predicates. The variable objects contains the set of rated objects and attributeDao
provides access to user's attribute preferences. After the le is generated, the class

UniqueIdModAlephRunner calls the ILP system ALEPH6 which generates an output
le with the results. FileBasedResultsInterpreter reads the output le and returns
the found hypotheses back to IGAP.
6 http://www.comlab.ox.ac.uk/activities/machinelearning/Aleph/
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Igap2

1: new BackgroundKnowledgeGenerator()

BackgroundKnowledge
Generator

2: setAttributeDao(attributeDao)
3: setDomainObjects(objects)

4: new UniqueIdModAlephRunner()

UniqueIdModAlephRunner

5: for degree: getDistinctRatings(objects)
6: generate(file)
7: run()

8: new FileBasedResultsInterpreter(degree)

FileBasedResultsInter
preter

9: getHypothesis()
10: Hypothesis

Figure 7.45: UML sequence diagram of inductive learning.
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Chapter 8
Experiments
8.1 Evaluation Methods
Comparing a model of user preference with other models is a complicated task. To
determine which model represents user preference better, it would be necessary to
nd a mapping from one preference model to another, search for the best objects
over the same domain data and use some measures to compare the results. However,
negative results are hard to interpret  dierences in the results found by the two
models can be caused by a shortcoming in one of the models, but also by some error
in the mapping. Moreover, such a mapping is dicult to nd. Some models are more
expressive, some are simpler, so an unambiguous mapping might not exist at all. This
method is suitable only for very similar models, see e.g. (65).
In case that mappings to other models of user preference are unknown, we can
use precision and recall measures to evaluate the model. Let the set of all objects be
denoted ∆, the set of relevant objects for some user be R ⊂ ∆ and the set of results
returned by the algorithm be Q ⊂ ∆. Then precision and recall are dened:

|R ∩ Q|
|Q|
|R ∩ Q|
recall =
|R|

precision =

Precision is a measure of exactness  it species what fraction of results is really
relevant. Recall can be viewed as a measure of completeness  it says what fraction
of the relevant results was actually returned by the algorithm. Precision and recall
are not independent, usually it is possible to increase one only at the cost of reducing
the other. Increasing the recall means retrieving more results, but the number of
irrelevant objects included in the results also increases and thus the precision would
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be lower. On the other hand, higher precision means using more strict criteria to lter
out irrelevant objects, but some relevant objects will be excluded from the results as
well and the recall would decrease. Both measures can be combined into so-called

F-measure with harmonic mean:

F = 2·

precision · recall
precision + recall

In order to compute precision and recall, we must know the set of relevant objects

R ⊂ ∆ for some user query. It means using a dataset where we annotate the relevant
objects manually. However, our system provides another way of determining the
relevance: objects rated by the user. By rating the results, the user denes a new
order of the results. The objects rated with the highest grade are the rst according
to the user-dened order. If this order corresponds with the order returned by the
system, then the actual model represents user preference very closely. However, if
the user gives the highest grades to the objects from the end of the result list, she
probably had dierent preference in mind. The correspondence between two dierent
orders of the same domain can be found with Kendall τ coecient (70):

τ (≤1 , ≤2 ) =

1
2

2D
−1
· n · (n − 1)

Here D is a number of discordant pairs in both orders (i.e. such pairs (a, b) that

a ≤1 b and b ≤2 a) and C is the number of concordant pairs (all those that are not
discordant). Every pair is either concordant or discordant, so C + D = 12 n(n − 1),
where C is the number of concordant pairs, n is the number of objects and 21 n(n − 1)
is the total number of possible pairs. Identical orders have τ correlation equal to 1,
while reversed orders have τ correlation -1. A result around 0 indicates that both
orders are relatively independent.
This denition of Kendall τ does not specically deal with tied pairs, i.e. the pairs
of objects that are equal in one or both orders (a =1 b or a =2 b). We can either
hold such pair to be concordant or we can use a special modication of the correlation
coecient called τb :

τb (≤1 , ≤2 ) = p

C −D
(C + D + T1 )(C + D + T2 )

In this case, we also distinguish T1 , which is the set of pairs tied in the rst
order (a =1 b), T2 tied in the second order (a =2 b) and T1,2 tied in both orders
(a =1 b ∧ a =2 b). Thus C + D + T1 + T2 + T1,2 = 21 (n)(n − 1).
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If the order of some objects change, τ -correlation decreases evenly, regardless of
the position where the discordance arose. We can also assume that the position
of discordance is important  discordance on the rst and the second position is
more signicant than discordance on the eighth and the ninth position. This idea
is reected in weighted order similarity (5; 4). We choose a decreasing vector of
weights such that dierences between adjacent values are also decreasing, e.g. w =

(20, 15, 11, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1) for n = 10. Weighted order coecient is then dened as
n ¯
¯
P
¯wp − wq ¯ where pj is a sequence number of Rji and qj is a sequence
W = 1−
j
j
number

j=1
of Uji .

Note that this coecient does not consider all pairs of elements as

τ -correlation, only the sequence number of the same element in both orderings. If we
use W coecient, the results depend on the choice of the weight vector w. It can be
any non-increasing vector, but we are especially interested in such vectors for which
the dierences between adjacent elements are also non-increasing.
Another suitable measure is fuzzy equality (40), which is a stronger condition than
similarity. In this case we consider fuzzy aggregation values @U , not only orders. We
dene fuzzy equality of fuzzy sets CA , CB as ≡• (C1 , C2 ) = inf x∈∆ {(C1 →• C2 ) ∨•

(C2 →• C1 )}. It means that C1 , C2 are equal if C1 (x) implies C2 (x) and vice versa,
for all x from the domain. We can choose dierent types of fuzzy implication and
conjunction, namely ukasiewicz, Gödel and product. The universal quantier is
always represented as inmum for all elements from the domain.

8.2 Results
The implementation was tested by real users who looked for the ideal objects in the
domain of job oers and rated the results in ve dierent grades to rene their search.
The experiments involved 136 dierent users who rated more than 500 sets of results.
Some users rated the results only once, but others went through several cycles (see
Figure 7.22 for the illustration of cycles). We analyzed the rst ve cycles for each
user, which cover the major part of our experimental results.
Let us rst have a look at a log of successful search (Table 8.1). The column R0
shows preference values returned by top-k tool for the rst 10 results. Note that the
preference values are not normalized to [0, 1]. The next column U0 shows the ratings
submitted by the user. Grades were transformed to numbers from 1 to 5, so that
for example Very good becomes 5 and Neutral becomes 3. The ordering dened
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Table 8.1: Successful search in three cycles.
Object ID

R0

U0

01096

2.837

1

0f1b9

2.802

1

01004

2.757

4

01082

2.729

5

01059

2.723

2

01011

2.681

4

9fe41

2.588

8bc3a

R1

U1

5

4

3

2.588

4

4

4

01090

2.54

5

01095

2.54

2

R2

U2

3

2

R3

e4464

4

5

5

5

5

4c537

4

5

5

5

4

1d41d

4

1

c56aa

4

5

5

4

4

01007

4

5

5

4

3

8f22d

4

5

5

3

3

01063

4

4

4

2

2

ef534

4

1

2

01069

3

2

01068

3

1

01100

3

1

31a44

2

a8bbc

2

01036

2

τ

0.1556

0.5111

0.9111

Rules

2

3

4
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Table 8.2: An example of unsuccessful search in two cycles.
Object ID

R0

U0

R1

U1

R2

0f1b9

6.08

1

6.08

4

6.08

01089

5.48

1

5.48

1

5.48

01086

5.29

1

5.29

1

5.29

01066

5.03

1

5.03

1

5.03

e3fee

3.89

1

3.89

1

3.89

e4464

3.69

3

3.69

3

3.69

ee251

3.56

1

3.56

1

3.56

2aca3

3.16

2

3.16

2

3.16

01099

2.92

1

2.92

1

2.92

c7782

1.68

1

1.68

1

1.68

τ

0.5111

0.6

Rules

0

0

by these ratings is dierent from the ordering given by top-k algorithm and the τ
correlation of R0 and U0 is only 0.1556. However, two rules were found by IGAP from
user's ratings and the aggregation function was rened. The second result set R1
contains two objects from R0 , but eight new objects appear as well. Apparently no
rule was found for grade 5, so the results have preference value 4. The second result
set has τ correlation 0.5111 compared to user's ratings U1 . This time IGAP found
three rules with grades 5, 4 and 3 (all appear in R2 ) and the correlation increased to
0.9111. The user was content with her results at this point and she stopped searching.
On the contrary, Table 8.2 shows how an unsuccessful search looks. In the rst
cycle, the user submitted only two ratings dierent from the lowest. This was not
enough for IGAP to nd rules (though maybe it would nd some rules in case of
dierent data). The same situation occurred in the second cycle with one more rating
with grade 4. Our statistics show that IGAP nds some rules for about 70% of all
rated result sets.
Now we are interested in the correlation of Ri and Ui , i.e. the correlation of the
order dened by the search tool and by the user. If the correlation is high, then
our preference model resembles real user preference. Table 8.3 shows the results of τ
correlation in ve subsequent cycles, together with the numbers of rated result sets
available in the logs. Every rated result set contains 10 objects. The numbers decrease
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Table 8.3: Correlations of result ordering and user evaluation.
Cycle

0.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

τ -correlation

0.73

0.77

0.79

0.77

0.81

0.81

Result sets

174

134

102

53

26

15

Table 8.4: Weighted similarity of result ordering and user evaluation.
Cycle

0.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

weighted similarity

0.53

0.41

0.39

0.56

0.61

0.64

because some users stopped their search after the rst or the second cycle. Table 8.4
shows the results using weighted similarity and Table 8.5 using Gödel, product and
ukasiewicz fuzzy equivalence.
Finally, we compare results of these fuzzy measures on Fig. 8.46. τ -correlation and
weighted similarity seem to be the most suitable measures. Fuzzy equalities impose
too strict conditions on fuzzy values. We do not expect result lists and user ratings to
be totally equal because we learn new preferences from their dierence. Correlation
increases most signicantly between the rst and the second cycle where we start to
use fuzzy rules. So experiments proved that fuzzy rules are suitable representation of
user preference.
Another interesting point is that τ -correlation and weighted similarity have the
same trends up to fth cycle, while all fuzzy equalities have the same trends from
second to fth cycle. ukasiewicz equality has the greatest results and Gödel equality
has the smallest results because the corresponding fuzzy implications also have this
feature.
We are also interested in the correlation of the result sets Ri , Ri+1 . If they have
no common objects, the correlation will be 0. But in case of a nonempty intersection
we nd τ correlation of Ri , Ri+1 on the intersection set Pr and multiply the result
|Pr|
with the expression 10 . The results can be seen on Table 8.6.
Table 8.5: Fuzzy equality of result ordering and user evaluation.
Cycle

0.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

≡•L

0.19

0.41

0.32

0.35

0.42

0.42

≡•G

0.23

0.22

0.14

0.20

0.22

0.24

≡•p

0.17

0.28

0.16

0.23

0.31

0.27
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0,9
tau correlation

0,8
0,7

weighted order similarity

fuzzy value

0,6
0,5

Łukasiewicz equality

0,4
product equality

0,3
0,2

Gödel equality
0,1
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

cycle number

Figure 8.46: Comparison of dierent fuzzy measures.
Table 8.6: τ -correlation of result lists Ri , Ri+1 .

i

0

1

2

3

4

|Ri ∩ Ri+1 |

4.50

6.21

5.95

4.88

5.52

τ∩

0.65

0.80

0.76

0.63

0.76

τR

0.53

0.67

0.64

0.56

0.64

The results indicate that the results are becoming more similar with increasing
number of cycle, so that we are approaching some ideal results for the user.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
Current models of user preference are designed for various slightly dierent purposes
like recommending potentially interesting items for the customers (preference vectors), decisions between several alternatives according to multiple criteria (preference
relations), nding a set of the best objects (skyline). We choose a dierent approach:
our model is designed to support preferential top-k queries and therefore it is divided
into attribute preferences and an aggregation function to obtain overall preference
values.
The model has been implemented in a web-based system Kore1 and integrated
with a tool for preferential search (top-k) and inductive learning of user preference
(IGAP). The system was tested by real users and the data logged from the experiment
indicates that there is a positive correlation between the order of results returned by
our system and the order generated by user ratings. It also shows that inductive
learning from ratings improves the preference model.
We created a new scoring description logic s-EL(D) as a language to describe the
preference model. It is based on simple, yet expressive DL EL which has tractable
reasoning algorithms for subsumption and instance problem. We extend structural
algorithms from (75) to handle a fuzzy concrete domain D and our new constructors.
If we use a simplied version of s-EL(D) without aggregation and top-k constructor,
the extended reasoning algorithm retains polynomial complexity. We used the same
approach in case of instance problem and we present a structural algorithm with
polynomial complexity.
DL s-EL(D) diers from other fuzzied description logics because it has crisp
roles. Fuzzy concepts do not represent uncertain information, but rather vague user
1 http://x64.ics.upjs.sk:8080/kore/
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preference. Every such preferential concept generates an order of individuals from
the most preferred to the least preferred. We propose another DL o-EL(D) which
discards the fuzzy membership degrees and keeps only the information about order
of individuals. Therefore concepts in o-EL(D) are interpreted as preorders of the
domain. This approach is new and it signicantly changes the perspective for concept
constructors and reasoning problems. We introduced an order-oriented modication
of instance problem, called instance order problem  to nd out if two individuals
have the same order in a concept C in every possible interpretation. We also present
a tableaux-like algorithm to solve instance order problem.
We further study the relationship between s-EL(D) concepts and o-EL(D) concepts. If two such concepts ≤C , C dene the same order of individuals, we say that
an order concept ≤C is generated by a scoring concept C . Then we prove that constructors ∃ and top-k preserve this property. The situation is more complicated for
concept conjunctions (because order-oriented conjunction produces partial preorders)
and aggregations (because they depend on how we set weights and point tables).
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Appendix A
List of Improvements in the
Implementation
This is a list of changes made in the implementation of the preferential search system
Kore compared to papers (10; 8; 5).

• Instead of hardwired Sesame datasource, it is possible to use any datasource
compatible with the class JdbcTemplate.

A subclass of JdbcTemplate for

Sesame was created. The actual data source class is specied in the text le

META-INF/services/org.springframework.jdbc.core.JdbcTemplate. The
specied data source is used dynamically by java ClassLoader. The default
settings point to a MySQL database.

• The system is now able to work with any domain without changing the code.
The class DomainObject stores the attribute values from any domain. All classes
referencing directly to job oers (i.e. the domain that we used before) have
been removed. A domain can be changed by setting the database connection,
preparing a new XML conguration le and re-creating the inner top-k indexes
(see Appendix B).

• The experimental integration with other software tools like CriteriaSearch (a
support for hierarchical attributes), Factic (a faceted browser), JDBSearch (fulltext search tool) has been removed in order to keep the system lightweight and
simple.

• A new GUI described in more detail in Section 7.1 was implemented and integrated into the Wicket framework that powers the application. New GUI
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components, javascript sliders, were also integrated into Wicket and enhanced
with new functionalities like dynamic setting of their properties. The sliders
are used instead of a former applet and prevent from security and compatibility
issues connected with the usage of applets.

• Several minor bugs in the software tools were xed.
• The layout of the web page was simplied and adapted to a new CSS stylesheet.
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Appendix B
Installation and Setup Guide
Kore is available for testing at http://x64.ics.upjs.sk:8080/kore/. The following
guide is only for those users who want to install Kore on their own computer or use
it with a dierent domain. Kore can be installed to any server or local computer,
provided that:

• there is Java61 and Tomcat2 installed on the computer (we will refer to Tomcat
home directory as TOMCAT_HOME)

• the computer has an access to a MySQL3 database to store user preference and
a MySQL or Sesame domain database (these two databases can be separate and
they can even be installed on dierent computers)

• SWI Prolog4 is installed

B.1 Creating the Necessary Databases
The folder sql on the CD contains three database scripts: topk.sql creates the
tables used by top-k, preference.sql creates the tables for storing user preferences
and nally, cars.sql is a backup of the car database. The scripts can be run from
the command line or the shell:

create database kore;
use kore;
1 http://java.sun.com/javase/downloads/index.jsp
2 http://tomcat.apache.org/

3 http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/
4 http://www.swi-prolog.org/
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source topk.sql;
source preference.sql;
source cars.sql;
The last command can be omitted if you want to use another domain database.

B.2 Deploying the Web Application
There are two possibilities of adding a new web application to Tomcat. The rst
possibility is to copy the folder kore from the CD to TOMCAT_HOME/webapps/. The
second possibility is to place the kore folder from the CD anywhere in the le system
and to create a new le kore.xml in TOMCAT_HOME/conf/CATALINA/localhost/. The
XML le must contain the following settings:

<Context docBase="path_to_kore">
<Manager className="org.apache.catalina.session.PersistentManager"
saveOnRestart="false"/>
</Context>
Remember to replace path_to_kore with actual path to the kore directory in your
computer.

B.3 Conguration Files
Conguration les are in kore/WEB-INF/classes/META-INF/ directory and inside the

upjs.jar archive. Unfortunatelly, it is necessary to edit both occurences to change
the settings. The jar archive can be unpacked and edited as any other archive. The
following properties should be set (note that the database URL does not have to be
changed if the database is on localhost):

• wid.home  the path where kore folder is located, not inclusive
• datasource.base, datasource.user and datasource.password  access information (URL, login and password) for the domain database

• logdb.base, logdb.user and logdb.password  access information for the
preference database
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• topk.dbAddressTopK, topk.dbLoginTopK and topk.dbPasswordTopK  access
information to the database used by top-k

• igap.prolog-location  a path to SWI Prolog executable

B.4 Conguring and Creating Top-k Indexes
The next step is to run the preprocessing phase of top-k in order to create B+ trees and
other indexing structures. Run the script indexrebuild.bat or indexrebuild.sh
located in the kore directory. If the script was called from the console, we see the list
of successfully indexed attributes on the console output.
If we change the domain database, we also need to change the XML conguration
le located in data/topk/ that species the indexing structures. It contains a tag

<attribute> for every attribute that we want to use for preferential search. In case
of an ordinal continuous attribute like price, the entry would be:

<attribute id="1" type="computable" name="Price" description=
"Price (EUR)" value="a/30.126" units="EUR">
<select><![CDATA[select carId as "0", price as "1" from cars;]]>
</select>
<column num="1" variable="a" type="number" null="0" />
</attribute>
The id will be 1 for the rst attribute specied in the conguration le, 2 for the
second, etc. Every continuous attribute will have type computable  if we need to
transform the value somehow (like a conversion from the old prices in Slovak crowns
into Euro), we specify the required expression like value="a/30.126". We can also
specify units (like EUR, Km, Kg, Cm3, Kw, . . . ) which will be used only in the
visualization. This property can be left blank if there are no associated units.
The most important part is the select. It contains a select that will be sent
to the database. The result of the select must contain object identiers in the rst
column and attribute values in the second column. Because of the automated mapping
method, the columns must be aliased with numbers starting from 0. The result
can have more than two columns (e.g. if we have the amount and the currency in
dierent columns). We must specify a <column> tag for every column other than
object identier. Other columns can be used in the formula specied above.
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In case of ordinal discrete attributes like crashed (the values true, false can be
ordered, but there are no other values than these two), the entry is very similar:

<attribute id="2" type="fuzzy" name="crashed" description=
"Crashed" units="">
<select><![CDATA[select carId as "0", crashed as "1" from cars;]]>
</select>
<column>
<assignment level="false" evaluation="2" />
<assignment level="true" evaluation="1" />
</column>
</attribute>
The type is now fuzzy and the <column> tag species how we map dierent values
of the attribute crashed onto the x-axis of a fuzzy set membership function.
And nally, nominal attributes like bodywork are congured the following way:

<attribute id="3" type="crisp" name="Bodywork" description="Bodywork">
<select><![CDATA[select carId as "0", bodywork as "1" from cars;]]>
</select>
</attribute>
In this case, it is necessary to set the type as crisp. We do not need to describe the
columns or assignments, nor specify the units.

B.5 Testing the Installation
If Tomcat application server is up and running, we can access Kore web application in
a browser using the URL http://localhost:8080/kore or http://server_name:

8080/kore, if the application is installed on a server and we access it from another
computer.
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